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Abstract

There is a need for controller design methodologies that enable early detection and elimina-

tion of unsafe designs. This thesis is about correct-by-construction synthesis methods—a

collection of techniques that provide mathematical guarantees on correct behavior with

respect to a formal specification. While these methods have attractive theoretical prop-

erties, there are fundamental scalability limitations that inhibit wide adoption; this work

is concerned with ways of overcoming the scalability issue. In particular, three techniques

for improving scalability are addressed.

Firstly, a specification-guided abstraction-refinement technique with two novel inventions

is presented. As opposed to traditional uniform abstractions, this technique creates non-

uniform abstractions that are iteratively refined in “promising” areas of the state space

to create a parsimonious abstraction. The abstraction is also augmented with additional

information in the form of progress groups that can encode transience properties of the

underlying concrete system. Examples demonstrate that both these novelties can reduce

the computational burden significantly.

Secondly, ways to decompose large problems into smaller ones while preserving cor-

rectness guarantees are considered. Since synthesis techniques typically scale exponen-

tially with system dimension, decomposition can render otherwise intractable problems

tractable. Two techniques for computation of separable invariant sets are presented; one

for joint computation via LMIs, and one for iterative localized computation for systems

with nonlinear interconnections.

The final part of the thesis presents a way to leverage problem structure in order to pro-

vide mathematical correctness guarantees on aggregate behavior for very large collections

of systems. In particular, counting problems are introduced, which due to their symmetry

admit a novel form of abstraction whose size is a fraction of that of a traditional näıve

abstraction. The counting problem on the abstraction is solved via ILPs optimization.

xii



Chapter 1.

Introduction

Control theory is the field of mathematics concerned with controlling a system so that it

behaves in a desired way. Since its inception, the field has had a major impact in engineering

applications ranging from efficient power distribution to the NASA mars rovers. While

traditional control theory excels at determining equilibrium properties such as stability or

reference tracking, techniques are lagging when it comes to performing more complex and

dynamical tasks such as autonomous driving, air traffic control, or robotic walking, where

out-of-equilibrium behavior is equally important. This constitutes a severe limitation for

modern engineered systems, which are becoming increasingly complex while simultaneously

being expected to perform more difficult tasks. Moreover, the systems often operate in the

vicinity of humans which makes safe and correct behavior paramount.

Current control engineering practice largely relies on heuristic techniques such as PID

controllers, which require extensive testing and tuning in order to “ensure” that the system

meets its specifications. A design process such as the “design V” iterates over specifications

and design, where an error encountered late in the process may cause significant delays.

In essence, control design for complex systems is a time-consuming process that not only

results in little to no intuition about the internal mechanisms of the system (thus rendering

debugging or component replacement difficult), but also fails to provide actual guarantees

on the final performance. The number of tests is necessarily finite and comprises only a

fraction of the number of scenarios encountered when a product is deployed at a massive

scale. Recent rare-event failures such as the Toyota “self-accelerating cars”, or Boeing’s

power system issues with the Dreamliner jet, highlight the need for a design paradigm

capable of providing mathematical performance guarantees, and of eliminating errors at

an early stage in the process.
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System
model

Formal
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Physical
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Verification Synthesis

Counterexample Certificate Unrealizable Controller

Figure 1.1: Illustration of steps involved in verification and synthesis.

An effort to address the shortcomings of traditional tools is the sub-field of formal meth-

ods in control. Formal methods have their roots in computer science, where they are used

to provide guarantees against deadlocks and other undesired behavior in software. Also

control software can be analyzed in a principled way by applying similar ideas to dynamical

systems. A formal analysis can either lead to earlier detection of bugs and logical errors,

which reduces costly testing and tuning, or to a mathematical guarantee on correct behav-

ior, which increases the confidence that the module works as intended. More specifically,

formal methods guarantee that a system fulfills a certain formal specification which spec-

ifies assumptions on the system environment and the desired system behavior. Having a

component endowed with such explicit assumptions and guarantees may be beneficial also

in other regards than error prevention. Firstly, the assumptions and guarantees serve as a

clear demarcation of performance limits. One of the major barriers towards autonomous

driving is the legal one: who is at fault if an autonomous car is involved in an accident? By

introducing software that is mathematically guaranteed to function correctly under explicit

conditions, a manufacturer can clearly specify the performance limits of its cars. Secondly,

an assume-guarantee framework facilitates a modular controller design approach. While a

holistic design may require a complete overhaul if a single component is replaced, a mod-

ular design with local assumptions and guarantees enables a component to be replaced as

long as the new component can provide the same local guarantees under the same local

assumptions.

The problems considered in research on formal methods in control can be classified into

two categories: verification and synthesis. As illustrated in Figure 1.1 the inputs to both

2



types of problems are a system model and formal specification. The system model should

capture the relevant dynamics of the physical system, and can also encode restrictions

on environmental behavior, whereas the formal specification is formed from behavioral

requirements and assumptions that are not captured in the system model1. In verification,

the system model is closed-loop and the objective is to verify that its behavior meets the

specification for all possible executions, or give a counterexample of violation that can guide

debugging. The objective in synthesis is more ambitious: the system model is open-loop

and the objective is to synthesize a controller such that the resulting closed-loop behavior

meets the specification, i.e., is correct-by-construction.

This work is focused on the latter: correct-by-construction control synthesis for conti-

nuous systems. There is a vast literature on synthesis for finite-state systems, and many

associated finite synthesis tools have been developed. One natural way to attack syn-

thesis for continuous systems is therefore to construct a finite abstraction and leverage

existing tools and techniques on the generated abstraction. However, there are also direct

approaches that do not require system abstraction; typically such methods rely on com-

putation and analysis of sets in the continuous state space. Synthesis methods have been

successful at controlling low-dimensional continuous systems (up to around five states),

but higher-dimensional systems pose a challenge: both abstraction and set manipulation

scale badly with dimension. Several approaches exist to mitigate or overcome the curse of

dimensionality; this thesis presents work in three directions.

Summary of contributions and thesis overview. Chapter 2 deals with non-uniform

methods for constructing abstractions. The main contributions in the chapter are as fol-

lows:

• It is shown that the number of discrete states in an abstraction can be reduced by

orders of magnitude by utilizing a non-uniform abstraction procedure that refines

the abstraction only when motivated by the underlying finite synthesis procedure.

• Abstractions are typically transition systems that encode possible transitions of the

concrete system. For a coarse abstraction there can be significant spurious behavior—

trajectories that are possible in the partition but not in the underlying system. A

1Whether environmental assumptions are encoded in the system model or as part of the specification is
a design choice.
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method to reduce spurious behavior by augmenting the abstraction with progress

groups that encode liveness properties is proposed.

The topic of Chapter 3 is decomposition of a large problem into smaller subproblems

as a means of reducing the computational burden. Consider a synthesis method that

is exponential in the problem “size”. Loosely speaking, if a problem of size N can be

decomposed into k sub-problems of equal size N/k, then the decomposed problem has

complexity O(keN/k) rather than O(eN) for the full-sized problem. A principled way to

decompose a formal synthesis problem is to find separable controlled invariant sets; two

methods for computing such sets are presented:

• Synthesis of symmetric polyhedral separable controlled invariant sets for linear sys-

tems via a centralized collection of Linear Matrix Inequalities.

• Iterative computation of polyhedral separable controlled invariant sets for linear sys-

tems with nonlinear interconnections.

Both methods are customizable with regards to information availability; the effect of one

subsystem on another can be treated as either measurable or non-measurable, where the

latter is more conservative but does not require on-line subsystem communication.

Off-the-shelf formal synthesis tools and methods are typically broad in terms of what

dynamics and specifications they consider, but do not exploit structural properties that

are often present in synthesis problems. In Chapter 4 a special class of highly symmetrical

problems is introduced. The main contributions of the chapter are as follows:

• The counting problem is defined for arbitrary transition systems and it is shown that

the inherent symmetries can be exploited to enable synthesis for large-scale systems.

• An abstraction procedure that transforms a continuous-state counting problem into

a finite-state one, together with results relating the solvability of the two problems.

• A solution method for finite-state counting problems via Integer Linear Programs

(ILPs).

All the above methods are illustrated with relevant numerical examples. The thesis is

concluded in Chapter 5 with an attempt to outline future research directions.

4



Acknowledgment of previous publications. Parts of the results in this thesis have pre-

viously appeared as published work. For Chapter 2, the relevant publications are [90]

and [94]; for Chapter 3, [93] and [119]; and for Chapter 4, [89] and [88]. In addition, the

publications [86, 87, 91, 92, 115, 116] contain related results developed in parallel.

Chapter overview. The goal of the rest of this chapter is to introduce the main ideas

underpinning formal control synthesis methods both for finite- and continuous-state sys-

tems, and to provide an overview of earlier work. While the main focus is on synthesis

for continuous systems, finite synthesis theory is a crucial ingredient and is therefore a

cornerstone of the discussion. Firstly, finite synthesis algorithms can be generalized to

continuous-state systems provided that the appropriate reachability computations can be

performed relatively efficiently. Secondly, many methods rely on finite system abstractions

that reduce a continuous synthesis problem into a finite one, allowing existing tools for

finite synthesis to be leveraged. Finally, finite synthesis algorithms are more intuitive than

their continuous counterparts while exhibiting the same fundamental principles.

A formal synthesis problem consists of a formal specification and a formal system model;

the objective is to control the system so that its executions satisfy the specification. The

outcome of a synthesis algorithm is only as good as the formal specification and the system

model, it is therefore crucial that the specification is adequately stated and that the system

model captures relevant aspects of the dynamics. Mathematical reasoning requires precise

definitions of both formal specifications and systems, which is the purpose of sections 1.1

and 1.2 below.

In the subsequent Section 1.3 finite synthesis theory is summarized, and fixed-point

characterizations of the synthesis problem for different types of specifications are provided.

In principle, the same characterizations are valid for any discrete-time system, and can be

computed to arbitrary precision if reachability computations are possible. Continuous-time

PDE generalizations of the fixed points are also provided when possible.

Finally, theory relevant to abstractions is introduced; a useful abstraction must possess

the property that satisfaction of the specification in the abstraction implies satisfaction

also in the concrete system. The theory of simulation relations introduced in Section 1.4

is a principled way to express such properties.
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1.1. Formal Specifications

As opposed to textual specifications that are often encountered in practice, a formal spec-

ification must have a precise mathematical interpretation. Due to the ambiguous nature

of the English language, textual specifications are often imprecise. Therefore just the for-

malization step (c.f. Figure 1.1) may be valuable, since it removes ambiguities that may

be interpreted differently by different persons. The automotive safety standard ISO 26262

indeed recommends formal treatment of specifications, even if verification against these

specifications is only performed through simulations (so called semi-formal verification).

Formal specifications are expressed in a formal language with precisely defined grammar

and semantics. The most widely known formal language is Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)

which is introduced briefly in the following; see e.g. [12] for a more complete overview.

LTL combines traditional logical operators with temporal operators that together are able

to express a wide range of practical properties. The language is defined over a set of atomic

propositions AP ; in this work it is without loss of generality assumed that each atomic

proposition is identified with a subset of an output space Y . The set of states in Y where

the atomic proposition a holds is denoted JaKY below. A formula is interpreted over infinite

strings Υ = Υ(0)Υ(1)Υ(2) . . . of outputs in Y . The grammar of LTL is recursively defined

in terms of a given set of atomic propositions AP as follows:

1. True is an LTL formula.

2. An atomic proposition a ∈ AP is an LTL formula.

3. Given LTL formulas ϕ and ψ, ¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ψ, ©ϕ and ϕU ψ are LTL formulas.

Next the semantics of LTL are defined, which specify how an LTL formula should be

interpreted.

Definition 1.1. Let Υ = Υ(0)Υ(1)Υ(2) . . . be an output trajectory and let ϕ be an LTL for-

mula. The notation (Υ, k) |= ϕ denotes that Υ satisfies ϕ at time k, where satisfaction

is recursively defined as follows:

• (Υ, k) |= True.

• If ϕ = a for a ∈ AP , then (Υ, k) |= ϕ if and only if Υ(k) ∈ JaKY .

• If ϕ = ¬ψ, then (Υ, k) |= ϕ if and only if (Υ, k) 6|= ψ.

6



time: k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 · · ·
©ϕ: · ϕ · · · · · ·
ϕU ψ: ϕ ϕ ϕ ψ · · · ·
♦ϕ: ¬ϕ ¬ϕ ¬ϕ ϕ · · · ·
�ϕ: ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ · · ·

Figure 1.2: Temporal operators of Linear Temporal Logic. The diagram shows sat-
isfying traces for the basic temporal operators in LTL. The next specification ©ϕ
holds at time k = 0 if ϕ holds at time k = 1. An until specification ϕ U ψ holds at
time k = 0 if ϕ holds at all time steps until ψ holds, and ψ must hold at some time
step in the future. Eventually ♦ϕ requires that ϕ holds at some time step in the
future, while always �ϕ requires ϕ to hold for all k ∈ Z+.

• If ϕ = ψ1 ∧ ψ2, then (Υ, k) |= ϕ if and only if (Υ, k) |= ψ1 and (Υ, k) |= ψ2.

• If ϕ =©ψ, then (Υ, k) |= ϕ if and only if (Υ, k + 1) |= ψ.

• If ϕ = ψ1 U ψ2, then (Υ, k) |= ϕ if and only if there exists k ∈ N such that (Υ, k) |= ψ2

and (Υ, k′) |= ψ1 for all 0 ≤ k′ < k.

An output sequence Υ is said to satisfy ϕ, written Υ |= ϕ, if (Υ, 0) |= ϕ.

Not (¬) and and (∧) are standard logical negation and conjunction, whereas next (©)

and until ( U ) are temporal operators named in accordance with the semantics. In addition

to these fundamental operators, the derived operators False = ¬True, or ϕ∨ψ = ¬(¬ϕ∧
¬ϕ), eventually ♦ϕ = True U ϕ, and always �ϕ = ¬♦¬ϕ can be defined2. Figure 1.2

illustrates the semantics of the basic temporal operators.

LTL satisfaction can also be defined for a continuous-time output trajectory—provided

that the “next” operator (©) that lacks interpretation in continuous time is not present

in the formula. The fragment of LTL without the next operator is commonly denoted as

LTL\©.

Definition 1.2. Let ϕ be a LTL\© specification and let y(t) : R+ → Y be a continuous-

time output trajectory. Then y |= ϕ if and only if there exists a strictly increasing sequence

{tk}∞k=0 in R+ with the following properties:

• limk→∞ tk =∞.

2In the literature additional derived operators such as weak until and release sometimes appear. LTL
can also be defined in terms of a different set of fundamental operators.
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• For all a ∈ AP , either y([tk, tk+1)) ⊂ JaKY , or y([tk, tk+1)) ⊂ (JaKY)C.

• The discrete output sequence Υ = y(t0)y(t1)y(t2) . . . satisfies ϕ, i.e. Υ |= ϕ.

1.2. System Descriptions

Attention is now shifted to the other component of a formal synthesis problem: the system

model. These models can be of different levels of sophistication; in this thesis the following

types of systems are considered:

• Finite state, discrete time (FS/DT),

• continuous state, discrete time (CS/DT),

• continuous state, continuous time (CS/CT),

• switched systems.

Different representations are needed for these different types of systems. The canonical

representation of a (FS/DT) system is a transition system, which is the first system intro-

duced in Section 1.2.1. Although also (CS/DT) systems as well as sampled continuous-

time systems [74] can be interpreted as transition systems—which is useful in analysis—the

standard compact representations given below are often preferable.

1.2.1. Transition Systems

A transition system serves as a model for finite discrete-time systems.

Definition 1.3. A transition system is a tuple T = (X,U,−→, h), where

• X is a set of states.

• U is a set of control inputs, or actions.

• −→⊂ X× U× X is a set of transitions;

• h : X −→ Y is an output map.
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If both the set of states and the set of control inputs are finite, T is called a finite transition

system (FTS). If in addition the transitions are deterministic, i.e. (ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→ and

(ξ, µ, ξ′′) ∈−→ implies ξ′ = ξ′′, T is called a Deterministic Finite Transition System

(DFTS).

As an intuitive shorthand notation for transitions, ξ
µ−→ ξ′ will be used to indicate that

(ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→, and ξ′ will be called a µ-successor of ξ, and ξ a µ-predecessor of ξ′. In a

non-deterministic system a state may have several µ-successors.

Definition 1.4. A controller for a transition system T is a tuple π = (πX, πM,M,m0),

where

• πX : X ×M −→ 2U maps the current system and memory state to a set of control

inputs.

• πM : X×M −→M updates the memory state.

• M is a set of controller memory states.

• m0 ∈M is the initial memory state.

When the set M is finite, the controller is called a finite-memory controller.

Definition 1.5. A trajectory of a transition system T is a sequence of states ζ =

ζ(0)ζ(1)ζ(2) . . . with the property that ζ(k)
σ(k)−→ ζ(k + 1) for some σ(k) ∈ U, for all k ≥ 0.

If σ(k) is generated by a controller π, i.e. σ(k) ∈ π(ζ(k),m(k)), then ζ is a π-controlled

trajectory of T . If ζ is of infinite length it is called maximal.

With these definitions in place it is time to define what it means for a trajectory of the

system to satisfy a specification.

Definition 1.6. A trajectory ζ of T is said to satisfy the specification ϕ if

Υ = h(ζ(0))h(ζ(1))h(ζ(2)) . . . |= ϕ. (1.1)

The goal of control synthesis is to construct a controller that generate trajectories with

this property; algorithms for doing so rely on backwards reachability computations. For a

given set X, the backwards reachable set comprises all states from where a transition to

X can be enforced regardless of non-determinism.
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Definition 1.7. Let T be a transition system and consider a set X ⊂ X. The backwards

reachable set from X is the set

PreT (X) = {ξ ∈ X : ∃µ ∈ U ∀(ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→, ξ′ ∈ X}. (1.2)

1.2.2. Discrete-Time Systems

In a transition system there is no spatial relationship between the different states and

control inputs. In addition, the non-determinism lacks structure. This is a shortcoming in

analysis of non-finite systems where geometrical structure is present. Instead the following

standard model is appropriate for continuous-state, discrete-time systems:

ΣDT :
x(k + 1) = f(x(k),u(k),d(k)),

x(k) ∈ X ⊂ Rnx , u(k) ∈ U ⊂ Rnu ,d(k) ∈ D ⊂ Rnd .
(1.3)

For an output function h : X −→ Y the system description can be captured in a tuple

ΣDT : (X ,U ,D, f, h). It is easy to see that the same system can be described as a (non-

finite) transition system T (ΣDT ) = (X ,U ,−→, h), where for all x, u, x′ ∈ X × U × X ,

(x, u, x′) ∈−→ if and only if ∃d ∈ D s.t. x′ = f(x, u, d).

Via this connection Definitions 1.4-1.7 can be adopted for controllers, trajectories, satis-

faction and backwards reachable sets also for this class of systems.

Reachability computations for discrete-time systems

For a Finite Transition System (FTS) T , PreT (X) is conceptually easy to calculate since

all subsets are finite objects: for all states ξ one simply needs to determine whether there

exists a µ ∈ U such that all µ-successors of ξ are in X. However, for a continuous-state

system the task becomes more difficult. The backwards reachable set of a discrete-time

system can be written

PreΣDT (X) = {x ∈ X : ∃u ∈ U ∀d ∈ D, f(x, u, d) ∈ X}. (1.4)
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Figure 1.3: Projection and intersection operators comprising the backwards reachable
set operation.

In essence, evaluation of PreΣDT (X) requires eliminating the two quantifiers in front of u

and d. The quantifier elimination can be written as a two-stage operation:

projx ◦ isectd∈D
(
f−1(X)

)
, (1.5)

where each operator eliminates one quantifier. Here isectd∈D : 2X×U×D −→ 2X×U is defined

as follows:

isectd∈D(V ) = {(x, u) : ∀d ∈ D, (x, u, d) ∈ V }.

As can be seen, this mapping reduces the “dimension” of a set by mapping it to a subset

of X × U . Similarly, projx : 2X×U −→ 2X is the projection onto X , i.e.

projx(V ) = {x ∈ X : ∃u ∈ U , (x, u) ∈ V }.

The operations are illustrated in Figure 1.3 and are in general difficult to evaluate. In ad-

dition, it is advantageous for synthesis purposes to be set-closed, meaning that PreΣDT (X)

should be a set of the same class as X. This is often not true, i.e., an ellipse may not be

mapped into another ellipse by PreΣDT .

Affine linear systems. One example where continuous-state reachable sets are both

computable and set-closed are affine systems together with polyhedral sets, i.e., a sys-

tem ΣDT : x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) + Ed(k) with input and disturbance constraints

U = {u : Huu ≤ hu}, D = {d : Hdd ≤ hd}. If also the set X = {Hxx ≤ hx} is a
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polyhedron, then (1.5) can be written as

projx ◦ isectd∈D


(x, u, d) :

HxA HxB HxE

0 Hu 0

0 0 Hd


xu
d

 ≤
hxhu
hd



 . (1.6)

Firstly, the inner operator isectd∈D can be evaluated by considering the worst-case distur-

bance effect maxd∈DHxEd. This expression should be evaluated row-wise, i.e.,[
max
d∈D

HxEd

]
i

= max
d∈D

[HxE]i d, (1.7)

which amounts to solving a linear program for each row. Incorporating into (1.6) yields

PreΣDT (X) = projx

({
(x, u) :

[
HxA HxB

0 Hu

][
x

u

]
≤
[
hx −maxd∈DHxEd

hu

]})
.

Secondly, the projection projx can be computed using e.g. Fourier-Motzkin elimination

implemented in tools such as the Multi-Parametric Toolbox [57]. In Chapter 3 alternative

ways to compute PreΣDT for linear systems are discussed.

Polynomial systems. Even if exact reachability computations are intractable, also con-

servative backwards reachable sets P̂re
ΣDT

(X) such that P̂re
ΣDT

(X) ⊂ PreΣDT (X) can be

used for sound (but not complete) synthesis. Such guaranteed inner approximations are

for instance possible for polynomial autonomous systems with disturbance, when X is a

semi-algebraic set [71].

1.2.3. Continuous-Time Systems

As a model of continuous state/continuous time (CS/CT) systems, controlled ordinary

differential equations of the form

ΣCT :

d

dt
x(t) = f(x(t),u(t),d(t)),

x(t) ∈ X ⊂ Rnx , u(t) ∈ U ⊂ Rnu , d(t) ∈ D ⊂ Rnd ,
(1.8)
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are used. A controller π for ΣCT is a rule that determines the input u(t) based on

the current state x(t) and potential discrete or continuous internal controller states. A

controller that only depends on x(k) is called a (state-)feedback controller. A trajectory

of ΣCT is a trajectory x : I → X for an interval I ⊂ R+ that is absolutely continuous and

such that
d

dt
x(t) = f(x(t),u(t),d(t)) almost everywhere on I

for some input and disturbance trajectories u and d. If u is produced by a controller π,

then the trajectory is π-controlled and if I = R+ the trajectory is called maximal. A

related concept is the flow operator φf which given input and disturbance sequences

maps an initial state x and time t to the (weak) solution of (1.8). It has the following

properties:

φf (0, x; u,d) = x,
d

dt
φf (t, x; u,d) = f(φf (t, x; u,d),u(t),d(t)) for almost all t.

Remark 1.1. Absolutely continuous solutions that satisfy an ODE almost everywhere are

known as a Carathéodory solutions. This type of weak solution enjoys existence and unique-

ness properties in more general instances than traditional solutions do (e.g., discontinuous

right-hand sides) [128, p. 121].

For an LTL\© specification ϕ and an output map h : X → Y , a trajectory x(t) is said

to satisfy ϕ if h ◦ x : R+ → Y satisfies ϕ, i.e. h ◦ x |= ϕ.

Infinitesimal backwards reachability operator. In the following a concept analogous to

the backwards reachable set operator for discrete-time systems is introduced in an attempt

to highlight the similarities between discrete and continuous synthesis algorithms. It is

convenient to represent a continuous set X as the zero super-level set of a function hX ,

i.e. X = {x ∈ X : hX(x) ≥ 0}. If hX is differentiable, for a small time dt the infinitesimal

version of the backwards reachable set from X is

{x : ∃u ∈ U ∀d ∈ D hX (t, x+ f(x, u, d)dt) ≥ 0}

=

{
x : max

u∈U
min
d∈D

hX(t, x) +

〈
∂

∂x
hX(t, x), f(x, u, d)

〉
dt ≥ 0

}
.

(1.9)
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∂hX
∂x

x1

f(x1, u
∗
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f(x2, u
∗
2,D) x1

f(x1, u
∗
1,D)

x2

f(x2, u
∗
2,D)

hX = 0

Figure 1.4: Backwards reachability in continuous and discrete time. The figures
illustrate of how the continuous-time level set function (left) and discrete-time level
set function (right) are propagated by the backwards reachability operators (1.9) and
(1.11). The intensity of the blue color corresponds to the magnitude of a level set
function hX that is positive within the black circle.
In continuous time (left), the level set function hX increases at x1 where it is possible
to select a control u∗1 such that the cone of resulting flow vectors f(x1, u

∗
1,D) is aligned

with the gradient ∂hX
∂x . Conversely, hX decreases at x2 where the alignment is not

possible.
In discrete time (right), the updated value function is positive (dotted circle) at
points x where it is possible to select a u∗ such that hX(f(x1, u

∗,D)) ≥ 0.

hX can thus be propagated in time to obtain the following continuous counterpart of the

backwards reachable set:

hX (t+ dt, x) = hX(t, x) + max
u∈U

min
d∈D

〈
∂hX
∂x

(t, x), f(x, u, d)

〉
dt.

Using the notation FΣCT (x, p) = maxu∈U mind∈D 〈p, f(x, u, d)〉, the evolution of hX under

the system ΣCT is in the limit dt→ 0 described by the PDE

∂hX
∂t

= FΣCT

(
x,
∂hX
∂x

(t, x)

)
. (1.10)

In the autonomous case ẋ = f(x) this PDE is known as the (backwards) transport equation

and can be solved via the method of characteristics [38, p. 97]. In general the right-hand

side is discontinuous and solutions may not exist in the traditional sense; an appropriate

type of weak solution is viscosity solutions [29].

Remark 1.2. To further highlight the connection between discrete-time and continuous-
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time backwards reachability, remark that the discrete-time version for a system ΣDT :

x(k+1) = f(x(k),u(k),d(k)) can be written as mapping (X→ R) −→ (X→ R) that maps

a function hX that assigns a real number to each state in X to a new function hPreΣDT (X)

of the same kind.

hX 7→ hPreΣDT (X), hPreΣDT (X)(x) = max
u∈U

min
d∈D

hX(f(x, u, d)). (1.11)

It can be seen that if X = {x : hX(x) ≥ 0}, then PreΣDT (X) = {x : hPreΣDT (X)(x) ≥ 0}.
Figure 1.4 illustrates the two cases.

1.2.4. Switched Systems

Switched systems can be defined in both discrete and continuous time. A switched system

is a collection of uncontrolled systems that are either all of the form (1.3), or all of the

form (1.8). Each such subsystem describes a mode of the switched system.

Definition 1.8. A switched system is a tuple ΣSw = (X ,U,D, {fµ}µ∈U, h), where U is

a finite set of modes.

The evolution of ΣSw is governed by

D+x(t) = fσ(t)(x(t),d(t)), x(t) ∈ X , σ(t) ∈ U, d(t) ∈ D, (1.12)

where

D+x(t) =

 d
dt

x(t), for continuous time,

x(t+ 1), for discrete time.

A trajectory of a switched system is a function x(t) : I → X for a (continuous or dis-

crete) interval I that is piecewise assembled from trajectories of the underlying continuous-

time or discrete-time systems. It is called maximal if the interval I is unbounded. A

switching protocol for a switched system is a partial function π : X ×M −→ U together

with an internal state update function πM. The function π maps an internal memory state

m(t) ∈ M and system state x(t) ∈ X to an input σ(t) ∈ U, and the memory m(t) follows

some internal memory dynamics described by πM.
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1.3. Synthesis Algorithms

Having introduced formal specifications and system models, the synthesis problem can be

stated.

Problem 1.1. Given a system Σ of one of the forms in Section 1.2, and an LTL specifi-

cation ϕ, synthesize a controller π and a winning set WinΣ(ϕ) with the property that all

π-controlled trajectories of Σ originating in WinΣ(ϕ) satisfy ϕ.

The synthesis problem exhibits a duality between input and disturbance that arises from

the following dichotomy:

1. There exists a way to select inputs such that for all disturbances, the specification ϕ

is enforced.

2. For all ways to select inputs, there exists a disturbance such that ¬ϕ is enforced.

This can be interpreted from a game-theoretic perspective, where player 1 controls the

input and player 2 controls the disturbance, and player 1 acts first (and thus has the first-

mover disadvantage). The objective of player 1 is to enforce satisfaction of ϕ, while player

2 tries to achieve ¬ϕ. Since the objectives are mutually exclusive, exactly one player has

a winning strategy from any initial state3. As a consequence, interchanging quantifiers is

equivalent to taking the complement of the winning set which is useful for reasoning about

winning sets, but not for constructing a controller.

LTL synthesis for a FTS T is well understood; the general problem can be solved by

representing the specification ϕ as a finite system Tϕ and reason about reachability on the

product system T ×Tϕ. In particular, the winning set can be characterized as a fixed point

in the state space of T × Tϕ which can be found by iteratively applying PreT ×Tϕ , while

simultaneously extracting a controller, see [12, 17] for details. While the theory of discrete

synthesis is well understood, practical tools are seeing continual improvements [59].

Moving to systems with continuous state spaces the situation immediately worsens. The

problem of determining whether a subset of the state space is reachable, which is a special

case of synthesis, is known to be undecidable for relatively simple hybrid systems [56],

although positive results also exist [69]. The Skolem Pisot problem is closely related, for

which decidability is still open [15]. These negative results suggest that a sound and

3For the formal result about determinacy of two-player games with perfect information, see e.g. [85].
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complete synthesis algorithm is impossible to construct for most classes of systems, and

that the best case scenario is an algorithm that approximates the winning set with some

convergence guarantee. Ideally, the synthesis problem should be solved for a controlled

system that is subject to disturbance and the solution method should compute either the

exact winning set or an inner approximation. Another aspect is the division between off-

line and on-line computational burden. For practical usability the on-line computation

must be light enough to be reliably executed at sample rate appropriate for the system

at hand. In general there is a trade-off between off-line computational burden, memory

requirements, and on-line computational burden. To summarize the following are desirable

properties of a synthesis method:

1. It is correct-by-construction (as opposed to approximately correct).

2. It computes the exact winning set or provides convergence guarantee.

3. It treats general system classes (ideally, nonlinear hybrid systems with input and

exogenous disturbance).

4. It has manageable on-line computational complexity.

Since it is very difficult to simultaneously incorporate all these characteristics, some meth-

ods study autonomous systems, do not consider disturbance, or provide approximations

that are either outer approximations or just approximations.

An LTL specification can express a wide range of desired temporal properties and man-

date very complex behaviors, as a result the algorithmic complexity of LTL synthesis for

finite systems is double exponential in the size of the LTL formula [98, 99] which makes

synthesis intractable for large specifications and/or systems. However, specifications en-

countered in practice often fall into one of a handful of categories; too complex specifications

are impossible to interpret even for an expert and are therefore of limited value. One useful

subset of LTL with favorable complexity is the Generalized Reactivity (1) (GR(1)) frag-

ment. Synthesis in GR(1) is known to have complexity that is quadratic both in the size of

the state space and in the formula length [21]. Another advantage of studying fragments

of LTL is that synthesis algorithms that operate directly on the state space rather than on

a product system can be constructed.

Below a FTS T = (X,U,−→, h) is considered in order to illustrate how winning sets of

certain specifications can be characterized by defining fixed points in the finite state space
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X. Computing the winning set is one part of Problem 1.1, the other part is construction

of the controller. It turns out that the controller can often be constructed as a by-product

in the computation of the winning set, as that computation necessarily must take controls

into account. This is the case for the fixed points below; a controller can be constructed by

extracting the µ’s selected in the evaluations of PreT and mapping them into a hierarchy of

reachability objectives derived from the fixed points. For this reason controller extraction

is disregarded below; focus is on computation of the winning set.

Notation is borrowed from µ-calculus [68] for succinct expression of fixed points. Let

κ : 2X −→ 2X be a mapping that is monotone with respect to set inclusion, i.e., V ⊂ W =⇒
κ(V ) ⊂ κ(W ). Due to monotonicity, repeated applications of κ necessarily converge due

to finiteness of X.

Definition 1.9. The greatest fixed point of κ, written νV κ(V ), is the value after

convergence of the set sequence

V0 = X, Vk+1 = κ(Vk).

Correspondingly, the smallest fixed point of κ, written µV κ(V ), is the value after

convergence of

V0 = ∅, Vk+1 = κ(Vk).

Fixed points are themselves set-valued maps that map parameters of the mapping κ into

the resulting fixed point. It is logical to define higher-order fixed points and talk about

level k fixed points: a level 0 fixed point is defined in terms of a standard set-valued

mapping, a level 1 fixed point is defined in terms of a level 0 fixed point, and so on4.

A fixed point can be seen as a short-hand notation for writing an algorithm; each fixed

point below can be converted into an algorithm with nested applications of the involved

mapping, where the level of nesting is equal to the fixed-point level. Winning sets expressed

as level 0 fixed points also have an interesting continuous analogue in the form of a PDE

based on (1.10). In the following JaK denotes the subset of the state space where the atomic

proposition a ∈ AP is satisfied, i.e. JaK = h−1 (JaKY).

4This notion is equivalent to the concept of alternation depth in µ-calculus.
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1.3.1. Invariance Problems

Arguably the most fundamental type of specification—as well as one of the most important

ones due to the intimate connection with system safety—is invariance. The LTL formula

of an invariance specification �a, always a, mandates that the system state should remain

in the set JaK at all times. It is well known (see e.g. [19]) that the winning set of an

invariance specification is

WinT (�a) = νV0

(
JaK ∩ PreT (V0)

)
. (1.13)

For the continuous-time analogue, let ga be a function that characterizes the set JaK,
i.e. JaK = {x : ga(x) ≥ 0}. The goal is to find a function h(t, x) satisfying a property

analogous to (1.13). In the context of interpreting sets as the zero superlevel set of func-

tions, set intersection corresponds to the minimum operation: x ∈ JaK ∩ JbK if and only if

min(ga, gb)(x) ≥ 0. By applying the same steps as in (1.9)-(1.10) the following continuous

analogue of (1.13) is obtained:

h(0, x) = ga(x),

∂h

∂t
= min

(
ga − h, F

(
x,
∂h

∂x

))
, t > 0, x ∈ X .

(1.14)

As rigorously shown in [79], WinΣCT (�a) = {x : limt−→∞ h(t, x) ≥ 0} where h(t, x) is

the viscosity solution [29] of (1.14)5. The first term in the minimization ensures that

h(t, ·) ≤ ga for all t ≥ 0; hence the set described by h(t, ·) is a subset of JaK. A controller

that enforces invariance can also be extracted by considering the gradient of the resulting

level set function.

Bibliographical remarks. Computation of Win(�a) via (1.13) is a well understood prob-

lem for linear discrete-time systems when JaK is polyhedral [19]—the Pre operator can be

implemented as a polyhedral projection as described in Section 1.2.2 and preserves convex-

ity. Stability conditions that guarantee that the algorithm completes in a finite number of

iterations have also been discovered [44]; if such conditions are not fulfilled it is possible to

approximate Win(�a) to arbitrary precision both from the inside and outside [34, 112]. A

5In [79] the expression ga−h is substituted for 0, but the two formulas yield equivalent results. The finite
analogue is that (1.13) can equivalently be written as the recursion V0 = JaK, Vk+1 = Vk ∩ PreT (Vk).
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conservative but flexible LMI-based procedure that does not require iterations was stud-

ied in [125]. Explicit computation or approximation of Win(�a) requires manipulation of

polyhedra in the combined dimension of state space and input space; in particular, poly-

hedral projection is required which is a computationally expensive operation. Under the

restriction that the input is constant—which induces some conservatism—the projection

step can be avoided which results in an implicit inner approximation of Win(�a). Such

inner approximation are known as reference governors and have been subject to significant

research efforts [42].

Beyond linear systems, the invariance problem has been considered for polynomial sys-

tems via optimization over positive polynomials [66]. More specifically, these methods

rely on a reformulation of the problem as an infinite-dimensional moment problem [70].

The dual of such a formulation turns out to be an optimization problem with positivity

constraints that can be formulated as Sum of Squares (SOS) constraints6, thus resulting

in an optimization problem over the set of SOS polynomials which in turn is a convex

Semi-Definite Program (SDP)—but still infinite-dimensional. By truncating the maximal

polynomial degree a finite-dimensional SDP is obtained, from which an outer approxima-

tion of Win(�a) can be extracted. As the truncation degree increases the result converges

to Win(�a) from the outside. A great benefit of the method is that a convex optimization

problem is obtained even when the involved sets are non-convex. In addition, no time

or space discretization is required for the procedure. However, outer approximations are

less desirable from a synthesis perspective as it is not possible to enforce the invariance

specification �a from everywhere in the obtained set, and it is difficult to quantify the

approximation error. Inner approximations would be more useful but are harder to obtain.

A two-stage method generating inner approximations has been proposed, but it comes

without any convergence guarantees [65]. As an alternative to SOS, polynomial positivity

constraints can instead be formulated as Diagonally dominant Sum of Squares (DSOS)

or Scaled Diagonally dominant Sum of Squares (SDSOS) constraints, that result in linear

or conic optimization problems, respectively [2]. Such problems are more efficient to solve

than an SDP, so DSOS and SDSOS may enable more complex problems to be solved at the

cost of some conservativeness: the set of DSOS polynomials is a strict subset of the set of

6A SOS constraint is in general more restrictive than a polynomial positivity constraint, but in certain
cases they are equivalent. Such results are known under the collective name Positivstellensatz; the
most applicable in this case is the Positivstellensatz due to Putinar concerning polynomials that are
positive on compact sets [104].
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SDSOS polynomials which in turn is a strict subset of SOS polynomials, and convergence

is not guaranteed as the degree grows [61]. A different polynomial-algebraic approach for

discrete-time systems was considered in [11] using a polynomial lifting technique.

For arbitrary nonlinear systems the problem has been addressed in the context of Hamil-

ton Jacobi Bellman (HJB) theory [83, 126] by approximating the level set of the solution of

(1.14) using level-set methods. Level-set methods do not scale favorably and can not guar-

antee an inner approximation, but can in theory approximate the winning set to arbitrary

precision.

A less automated approach are control barrier functions [9]. Similar to Lyapunov anal-

ysis, this method largely relies on manual design of functions that satisfy a differential

inequality equivalent to the steady-state version of (1.14). Once a control barrier func-

tion is obtained, an elegant quadratic program-based controller can be used to enforce the

specification, but due to the manual design step this method presupposes good physical

intuition of the system.

1.3.2. Reach-Avoid Problems

The basic reach-avoid problem is to find the set from where the set JbK can eventually be

reached, while remaining in the set JaK. Also this type of specification has a winning set

that can be characterized as a level 0 fixed point:

WinT (aU b) = µV0 (JbK ∪ (JaK ∩ Pre(V0))) . (1.15)

Again there is an analogous continuous-time PDE obtained by replacing set union with

max:

h(0, x) = gb(x),

∂h

∂t
= max

(
gb − h,min

(
ga − h, F

(
x,
∂h

∂x

)))
, t > 0, x ∈ X .

(1.16)

Bibliographical remarks. Computation of Win(aU b) presents difficulties already for

discrete-time linear systems due to the union operation in (1.15): the union of two poly-

hedra is in general not a polyhedron. To avoid having to keep track of sets repre-

sented by unions of polyhedra, an inner approximation can be obtained by replacing

JbK ∪ (JaK ∩ Pre(V0)) by JaK ∩ Pre(V0), which yields the same result in the case without
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disturbance.

In the literature the set Win (♦b) is commonly referred to as the domain of attraction

(DOA) of JbK. Also this synthesis problem has been addressed for polynomial systems by

utilizing sums of squares methods [54, 84, 127], resulting in outer approximations of the

winning sets, and for nonlinear systems through numerical level-set solutions of (1.16) [41].

1.3.3. Higher-Level Fixed Points for Complex Specifications

Winning sets of more complex specifications typically require higher-level fixed points; here

a few examples are provided. In [94] level 2 fixed points were proposed for specifications of

type ϕ = ♦�b ∧
(∧

i∈I �♦ci
)

and the dual ψ = ♦a ∨
(∨

i∈I ♦�bi
)
∨�♦c. The former type

which was first proposed in [129] encompasses specifications of persistence and recurrence

types that are useful in practice, and it is easy to add an invariance part ∧�a by restricting

the state space to WinT (�a).

WinT (ϕ) = µV2 νV1

⋂
i∈I
µV0 PreT (V2) ∪

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT (V1)

)
∪
(
JbK ∩ PreT (V0)

)
,

WinT (ψ) = νV2 µV1

⋃
J⊂I

ν


...

V J
0

...




...

κJ(V2, V1, {V K
0 })

...

 ,

κJ
(
V2, V1, {V K

0 })
)

=


JaK ∪

(
JcK ∩ PreT (V2)

)
∪ PreT (V1)

∪
((⋂

i∈J
JbiK

)
∩ PreT

( ⋃
L⊂2J

V L
0

)) .

Because of the nested character of these algorithms it is important to optimize them

to the largest possible extent; fixed-point computations can sometimes be ”warm started”

with the result of a previous computation [97] which allows a trade-off between memory

and time.

Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way of transferring these higher-level fixed-

point algorithms into succinct continuous-time analogues corresponding to the PDEs above.

The issue is the nestedness: infinitesimal calculus would require a concept of fixed-point

derivative with respect to parameters of the corresponding mapping. This presents a

challenge for HJB methods when it comes to dealing with complex specifications.

Another practical class of specification that allows computation directly on the system
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state space X is mode-target specifications. In essence, the specification is a conjunction of

mode-target pairs (mi, ti) and specifies that if the system settles in JmiK, it must eventually

settle in JtiK. A mode-target specification can be converted to a GR(1)-formula, but can be

computed more efficiently when modes are mutually exclusive with the more parsimonious

level 2 fixed point [13]

WinT
(∧
i∈I
♦�mi =⇒ ♦�ti

)
= νV2

⋂
i∈I

µV1 νV0


(
PreT (V0) ∩ JmiK ∩ JtiK

)
∪
(
J¬miK ∩ PreT (V2)

)
∪ PreT (V1)

 .

The fixed points for general GR(1) specifications can be found in [21].

Bibliographical remarks. Research on synthesis for continuous-state systems for larger

subsets of LTL has also been conducted. Since the synthesis problem for continuous-state

systems suffers both from negative decidability results as well as the complexity stemming

from LTL synthesis and reachability computations, such approaches invariably scale badly

with system dimension.

A significant body of work is devoted to abstraction procedures that map a continuous-

state synthesis problem into a finite one. A finite abstraction of a continuous system is

a FTS where each discrete state corresponds to a set of states in the concrete continuous

system. As a consequence of the finite representation, abstractions typically introduce

conservativeness in synthesis; that is, the maximal winning set for the concrete system is

not recovered. Abstractions can for example be homogeneous grids [102, 123], or polyhedral

partitions for discrete-time [40, 64, 124] or continuous-time [73] systems. Tools such as

Pessoa [81], SCOTS [113] and TuLiP [40] automate both abstraction and subsequent finite

synthesis.

Correct-by-construction control synthesis via abstractions has also been considered for

different logics than LTL. Computational Tree Logic (CTL) has similar grammar to LTL,

but differs in semantics: while LTL is interpreted over individual output trajectories (single

future), CTL is interpreted over sets of output trajectories (multiple futures). There are

behaviors that can be expressed as a CTL specification but not as an LTL specification,

and vice versa. An example of a specification that is in CTL but not in LTL is “there

should always exist a path to a ξ0” (although that state is not necessarily reached). Super-

visory control of Discrete-Event Systems (DESs) against a CTL specification is reminiscent
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of reactive LTL synthesis; algorithms are based on fixed points and specific problem in-

stances can be shown to be equivalent [36]. Abstraction methods that construct a DES for

subsequent analysis via supervisory control include [31] and [107].

In addition to abstraction procedures, also native continuous-domain methods have been

explored. Instead of treating infinite-horizon LTL properties, the scope can be limited to

metric temporal logic (MTL)—a bounded version of LTL where temporal operators are

augmented with an interval I limiting the scope of satisfaction [67]. That is, (ζ, k) |= �Ia
if and only if ζk = True for all k ∈ I, and similarly for other temporal operators. The

same specifications can be expressed less succinctly in standard LTL as a conjunction or

disjunction of stacked “next” operations, implying that MTL is a strict subset of LTL.

By introducing binary auxiliary variables, MTL specifications can be reformulated as

integer programming constraints, which combined with constraints representing the dy-

namics can be used within an MPC-like framework to generate trajectories starting from a

given initial state. This method was for instance studied in [106, 130], providing a complete

approach for systems whose dynamics can be stated as mixed integer linear constraints.

Since such methods do not explicitly characterize the set of initial states from where the

specification can be enforced, an optimization problem must be solved on-line when the

initial state is known.

The reason that integer constraints are needed is to treat “or” conditions in the spec-

ification that induce non-convexity. A different approach was explored in [114], where

integer constraints were substituted for unions of polyhedra. The number of unions grows

exponentially with the length of the formula which again illustrates the complexity of the

general synthesis problem.

1.4. Simulation Relations and System Abstractions

As discussed above, synthesis for continuous-time systems is difficult. A natural approach

is therefore to convert the concrete continuous synthesis problem into a finite one via

abstraction. For the procedure to be meaningful it must be possible to transfer a controller

designed for the abstraction to the concrete system in a way that preserves specification

satisfaction.

There are several notions of simulation relations that formalize such relationship between

the concrete system and its abstraction.
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Definition 1.10. Let T1 = (X1,U,−→1, h1) and T2 = (X2,U,−→2, h2) be two (finite or

infinite) transition systems with identical input and output spaces. T2 is said to be an

over-approximation of T1, written T1 � T2, if there exists an abstraction function

α : X1 → X2 such that for all ξ1 ∈ X1,

• h1(ξ1) = h2(α(ξ1)).

• For all µ ∈ U, for all ξ′1 such that ξ1
µ−→ ξ′1, there exists a transition α(ξ1)

µ−→ α(ξ′1).

This one-way relation is enough to guarantee that a controller π2 = (πX2 , πM2 ,M2,m0,2)

designed for T2 can be implemented on T1 with preserved correctness: if all π2-controlled

trajectories of T2 satisfy a specification, then all π1-controlled trajectories of T1 satisfies

the same specification, where π1 = (πX1 , πM1 ,M1,m0,1) for

πX1(ξ1,m) = πX2(α(ξ1),m), πM1(ξ1,m) = πM2(α(ξ1),m), M1 = M2, m0,1 = m0,2. (1.17)

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that π2 enforces ϕ on T2 for initial conditions in X, then π1

enforces ϕ on T1 for initial conditions in α−1(X).

Proof. All π2-controlled trajectories ζ2 of T2 satisfy ϕ, i.e.

h2(ζ2(0))h2(ζ2(1))h2(ζ2(2)) . . . |= ϕ.

It is therefore enough to show that all output trajectories of T1 generated by π1 are possible

output trajectories of T2 generated by π2. Take a π1-controlled trajectory ζ1(0)ζ1(1)ζ1(2) . . .

of T1 such that ζ1(0) ∈ α−1(X). corresponding π2-controlled trajectory ζ2 of T2 can be

iteratively constructed in a way such that

ζ2(k) = α(ζ1(k)) ∀k ∈ Z+. (1.18)

Output equivalence h1(ζ1(k)) = h2(ζ2(k)) then immediately follows from the first condition

in Definition 1.10.

The validity of (1.18) is shown by induction. By selecting ζ2(0) = α(ζ1(0)), ζ2(0) ∈ X is

obtained. Suppose that (1.18) holds at time k and that the internal controller states are

equal: m1(k) = m2(k). By (1.17) then πX1(ζ1(k),m1(k)) = πX2(ζ2(k),m2(k)), i.e. the same

control action(s) are selected by both controllers. It now follows by the second condition

in Definition 1.10 that there exists a π2-controlled successor ζ2(k + 1) of ζ2(k) such that
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α(ζ1(k + 1)) = ζ2(k + 1). Furthermore the internal controller states update identically by

(1.17) which completes the proof.

A one-way simulation relation is however insufficient to make conclusions about neces-

sity ; even if no controller exists for T2 the synthesis problem for T1 could potentially have

a solution. To infer such negative results from the abstraction a two-way relationship is

required. An obvious generalization of (1.10) is that of a bisimulation [12], but a bisimula-

tion imposes a sort of equivalence between the two systems that is usually too restrictive.

As a remedy the notion of approximate bisimulation relations has been proposed [100, 102].

Definition 1.11. Let T1 = (X1,U,−→1, h1) and T2 = (X2,U,−→2, h2) be two transition

systems with identical input and output spaces. They are said to be ε-approximately

bisimilar in the norm ‖ · ‖, written T1
∼=ε T2, if there exists a relation ∼ between X1 and

X2 such that for all ξ1 ∼ ξ2,

• ‖h1(ξ1)− h2(ξ2)‖ ≤ ε.

• For all ξ′1 such that ξ1
µ−→1 ξ

′
1, there exists a transition ξ2

µ−→2 ξ
′
2 with ξ′1 ∼ ξ′2.

• For all ξ′2 such that ξ2
µ−→2 ξ

′
2 there exists a transition ξ1

µ−→1 ξ
′
1 with ξ′1 ∼ ξ′2.

Compared to Definition 1.10 the output equivalence requirement has been weakened,

but a converse requirement has been added. This implies that a controller implemented

according to (1.17) generates trajectories that are ε-close in the output space; thus, if a

specification is enforced for T2 it is approximately enforced also on T1. Conversely, if the

specification can not be enforced on T2 it can be shown that any trajectory of T1 must be ε-

close to a violation of the specification. Therefore the notion of ε-approximate bisimulation

also implies an approximate equivalence of enforceable specifications.

Bibliographical remarks. The concept of over-approximation in Definition 1.10 was first

introduced in [76] and is closely related to the recently proposed idea of feedback refinement

relations [108].

(Exact) bisimulation is a well-known concept from computer science, and there is an

algorithm for computing the coarsest bisimilar system [12]. The notion of an approximate

bisimulation was proposed in [100] and it is known that an approximately bisimilar deter-

ministic abstraction can always be constructed for incrementally stable systems [46]. An

extension called alternating approximate bisimilarity, which formalizes control selection
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under nondeterminism, was later proposed [102]; enabling non-deterministic abstractions

of systems that are not incrementally stable [133].
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Chapter 2.

Non-Uniform Abstractions

In this chapter the control synthesis problem for switched systems is considered. In particu-

lar, an abstraction-based procedure capable of dealing with nonlinear dynamics is proposed,

together with a specification-guided refinement algorithm that refines the partition only in

relevant areas. The refinement procedure results in a non-uniform abstraction which can

be orders of magnitude smaller than a comparable uniform abstraction.

The starting point is a Finite Transition System (FTS)-based abstraction that satisfies

the condition in Definition 1.10, meaning that it captures all transitions of the concrete

continuous system. This is achieved by partitioning the state space into cells, and analyz-

ing cell boundaries in order to determine whether transitions between cells are possible.

This type of abstraction procedure—previously studied in [73, 121]—is sound in that it

captures all possible behaviors of the concrete system, but often results in significant non-

determinism that may cause specifications to become unrealizable on the abstraction. To

counteract this negative effect, the abstraction is augmented with transience properties

of the concrete system that eliminate spurious behaviors. This results in a new type of

transition system called Augmented Finite Transition System (AFTS).

Chapter overview. The following Section 2.1 introduces general theory of AFTSs and

is followed by Section 2.2 that contains a detailed explanation of AFTS-based abstraction

of switched systems. Next, a specification-guided abstraction-synthesis-refinement loop is

proposed in Section 2.3, followed in Section 2.4 by an adaptation of the fixed point-based

winning set characterizations from Section 1.3 to AFTSs. Numerical examples are shown

in Section 2.5 and the chapter is concluded in Section 2.6.
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Related work. Ideas similar to AFTSs have previously been considered for verification

[14, 62] and counter example-guided abstraction refinement has been proposed in the model

checking community [55]; the refinement based on candidate losing sets in this chapter can

be seen as a generalization of the refinement strategy in [55]. In the context of abstraction-

based control synthesis, eliminating potentially spurious self-loops—which are special in-

stances of spurious cycles—has been proposed as a post-processing step during synthesis

[28, 132]. AFTSs and associated synthesis algorithms provide a systematic methodology

to describe all potential spurious cycles in a unified way, thus eliminating the need for

post-processing. AFTS-based abstractions are also related to the notion of fair simula-

tion relations studied for purely discrete systems [12]. Incremental synthesis for partition

refinement has been proposed for stochastic linear systems [122] and for deterministic ab-

stractions [80]. Compared to this work, both of these papers consider a different fragment

of LTL, namely GR(1), and the class of continuous dynamics is limited. Work in the same

direction has also appeared previously in [95] and [121].

2.1. Augmented Finite Transition Systems

Below AFTSs are introduced, along with relations between AFTSs and switched systems.

Definition 2.1. An Augmented Finite Transition System (AFTS) is a pair T + =

(T ,G), where T = (X,U,−→, h) is a FTS and G : 2U −→ 22X is a progress group map.

As can be seen, the only difference between an AFTS and a standard FTS (c.f. Definition

1.3) is the progress group map, which maps a subset of actions U ∈ 2U to a set of subsets

of states. A set G ∈ G(U) is called a progress group under the action set U and restricts

the behavior of T + in the following way: the system cannot remain indefinitely within

G by exclusively choosing actions from U . In previous work [90, 121], only single-action

progress group maps of the form G : U −→ 22X were utilized. Figure 2.1 shows an example

of how multi-action progress groups can encode synthesis-critical information that is not

possible to encode with single-action progress groups.

Since progress groups restrict the behavior of a FTS in a way that may be incompat-

ible with the usual semantics, an additional assumption needs to be made regarding the

structure of the AFTS.
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µ1, µ2 µ1, µ2 µ1, µ2

Figure 2.1: A multi-action progress group can encode information that restricts the
behavior of an AFTS in a way that is useful for control purposes. The nondeter-
ministic FTS to the right can be thought of as an abstraction (see Definition 2.5)
of the switched system with two modes to the left. Without progress groups and
starting in ξ1, there is no way to choose between actions µ1 and µ2 to guarantee
that the system ends up in ξ4 since ξ1ξ2ξ3ξ2ξ1ξ2 . . . is a valid trajectory. However, if
G = {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3} is a progress group under actions {µ1, µ2}, i.e. G ∈ G({µ1, µ2}), the state
can not remain indefinitely in G while these actions are used. This is information
that can be inferred from the switched system. Therefore, by always selecting µ1 in
ξ1 and µ2 in ξ3, the state can be controlled to ξ4 in finite time. This type of progress
group information is exploited in the synthesis algorithms presented later in the
chapter.

Definition 2.2. An AFTS T + = (T ,G) is said to be well-formed if the following holds

for all U ∈ 2U and for all subsets V ∈ 2G of all G ∈ G(U): there is a state ξ1 ∈ V such

that for all actions µ ∈ U there exists a transition (ξ1, µ, ξ2) ∈−→ such that ξ2 6∈ V .

This condition is required to comply with the notion of a progress group; if an AFTS

is not well-formed it is possible to select actions so that the state remains indefinitely in

some V ⊂ G. Another way to interpret well-formedness is that a progress group G ∈ G(U)

can not contain a controlled invariant set for actions restricted to U .

Below it is without loss of generality assumed that all actions are enabled at every

state7. That is, for all ξ ∈ X and for all µ ∈ U, there exists at least one ξ′ ∈ X such that

(ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→. A trajectory of an AFTS T + = (T ,G) is a trajectory ζ = ζ(0)ζ(1)ζ(2) . . .

of T generated from inputs σ = σ(0)σ(1)σ(2) . . . with the additional requirement that it

satisfies the progress conditions encoded by G. That is,

∀U ∈ 2U, ∀G ∈ G(U), ∀T ≥ 0, ∃k > T s.t. (ζ(k), σ(k)) 6∈ G× U. (2.1)

7A dummy state ξd can be added, together with transitions from all forbidden state-action pairs, to
obtain an AFTS that is equivalent for synthesis purposes.
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The following result implies that the synthesis problem for AFTSs against LTL specifica-

tions can be reduced to the standard synthesis problem for FTSs.

Proposition 2.1. Given a well-formed AFTS T + = (T ,G) and an LTL formula ϕ, let

ϕG,U = ¬♦�(ξ ∈ G ∧ µ ∈ U) = �♦ ((ξ 6∈ G) ∨ (µ 6∈ U)) , (2.2)

for a progress group G under an action set U . Then, there exists a controller for T +

that guarantees the satisfaction of ϕ, if and only if there exists a controller for T that

guarantees the satisfaction of the following modified specification ϕ′ over an extended set

of atomic propositions, defined as

ϕ′ =

 ∧
U∈2U

∧
G∈G(U)

ϕG,U

 −→ ϕ.

Proof. The progress group condition (2.1) is captured by the LTL formula (2.2). Therefore,

the progress information can equivalently be stated as part of the formula ϕ′.

Remark that if ϕ ∈ GR(1), then also ϕ′ ∈ GR(1), so the algorithmic complexity of the

synthesis problem is not affected by the addition of progress group encodings. Next, the

notion of abstraction in Definition 1.10 is generalized to AFTSs.

Definition 2.3. Given two AFTSs T +
1 = (T1,G1) and T +

2 = (T2,G2) with the same input

sets, T +
2 is said to be an over-approximation of T +

1 , written T +
1 � T +

2 , if

• T1 � T2 in the sense of Definition 1.10 with abstraction function α : X1 → X2.

• For all U ∈ U and all G2 ∈ G2(U), there exists G1 ∈ G1(U) such that α−1(G2) ⊂ G1.

Next, a similar relation is established between switched systems and AFTSs. This re-

quires the concept of transience—the continuous equivalent of progress groups.

Definition 2.4. Given a switched system ΣSw = (X ,U,D, {fµ}µ∈U, h), a set X ⊂ X is

said to be transient on a set of modes U ⊂ U if and only if for any state x0 ∈ X, for any

disturbance d(t) taking values in D, and input sequence σ(t) taking values in U, there exists

a bounded interval I such that the trajectory x : I −→ X of D+x(t) = fσ(t)(x(t),d(t)) with

x(0) = x0 leaves X, i.e., x(I) \X 6= ∅.
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As with progress groups, there is an equivalent interpretation of transience in terms of

controlled invariance: a set X is transient on a set of modes U ⊂ U if and only if it does

not contain a controlled invariant set when the mode signal is restricted to U and d is

regarded as a control input.

Definition 2.5. An AFTS T + = (X,U,−→, hX,G), is an abstraction of the switched

system ΣSw = (X ,U,D, {fµ}µ∈U, hX ), denoted ΣSw � T +, if there exists an abstraction

function α : X −→ X, such that the following statements hold.

1. For all x ∈ X , hX (x) = hX(α(x)).

2. Given states ξ, ξ′ ∈ X, if there exist x0 ∈ α−1(ξ), a compact time interval I (not

a singleton), and a disturbance d : I −→ D such that the corresponding trajectory

x : I −→ X of D+x(t) = fσ(x(t),d(t)), with x(0) = x0, satisfies

x

(
max
t∈I

t

)
∈ α−1(ξ′), x(I) ⊂ α−1(ξ) ∪ α−1(ξ′),

then (ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→.

3. The progress group map G is such that for all action sets U ∈ 2U, for all G ∈ G(U),

the set α−1(G) is transient on the mode set U of ΣSw.

As shown next, the over-approximation as defined above preserves LTL realizability,

which implies that a correct controller for an over-approximation T � ΣSw can be imple-

mented as a switching protocol on ΣSw.

Theorem 2.1. Let ΣSw be a switched system that is over-approximated by an AFTS T +,

i.e., T +�ΣSw. Furthermore, let ϕ be an LTL (LTL\© for continuous time, c.f. Definition

1.2) formula over the atomic propositions of ΣSw and T +. If there exists a controller for

T + that guarantees the satisfaction of ϕ, then8 there exists a switching protocol for ΣSw

that guarantees the satisfaction of ϕ.

Proof. The proof shows that for any single-valued9 controller πT + = (πX, πM,M,m0) for

T +, there is a corresponding switching protocol πX for ΣSw such that each trajectory of

ΣSw resulting from πX corresponds to a πT +-controlled trajectory of T +.

8In the continuous time case, some mild conditions on continuous implementations of the strategy being
non-Zeno are necessary. See Section 2.4.2 for more details.

9Taking values in U, as opposed to in 2U. Any set-valued controller can be restricted to a single-valued
strategy by fixing a selection rule.
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The switching protocol πX : X × M → U has an internal memory state mc(t). For

continuous time, it is constructed inductively for a trajectory x with x(0) = x0. First, given

an internal memory state mc(t) at time t, the switching protocol outputs πX (x(t),mc(t)) =

πX(α(x(t)),mc(t)). Secondly, let ζ(0) = α(x0), m(0) = m0, and t1 = inf{t ≥ 0 : α(x(t)) 6=
ζ(0)}. Then the internal memory state of πX on the interval [0, t1) is mc(t) = m(0). Lastly,

the update rule of the internal memory state is defined. For a time t ≥ tk, let the internal

memory state of π be mc(t) = m(k). Then define mc(t) to be constant on the interval

[tk, tk+1), for tk+1 = inf{t ≥ tk : α(x(t)) 6= α(x(tk))}. Define ζ(k + 1) = α(limτ↘tk+1
x(τ)),

where ↘ indicates the limit from above, and let mc(t) = m(k + 1) = πM(ζ(k + 1),mk) for

times t ≥ tk+1.

This construction results in a strictly increasing sequence {tk}∞k=0 in [0,∞) with t0 = 0,

such that the output maps are equivalent,

πX (x(t),mc(t)) = πX(ζ(k),m(k)),

hX (x(t)) = hX(α(x(t))) = hX(ζ(k)),
∀t ∈ [tk, tk+1). (2.3)

For discrete time, the construction simplifies to initializing ζ(0) = α(x0) and mc(0) =

πM(ζ(0),m0). The switching protocol outputs πX (x(k),mc(k)) = πX(α(x(k)),mc(k)) and

the internal memory state updates as mc(k + 1) = πM(α(x(k + 1)),mc(k)).

Also this construction leads to output equivalence between T + and ΣSw, given as

hX (x(k)) = hX(α(x(k))) = hX(ζ(k)), ∀k ∈ N. (2.4)

By construction, in both cases ζ = ζ(0)ζ(1)ζ(2) . . . is a πT +-controlled trajectory of T +.

If ζ |= ϕ, it follows from (2.3) (resp. (2.4)) that also x |= ϕ.

2.2. Abstractions of Switched Systems

Below an abstraction of a switched system

ΣSw = (X ,U,D, {fµ}µ∈U, hX )

is constructed in the form of an AFTS. The resulting abstraction satisfies the properties

of an over-approximation in Definition 2.5, which enables reasoning about trajectories of

ΣSw via algorithmic analysis of the abstraction.
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Consider an abstraction based on a partition of the domain X , it can be defined in

terms of the equivalence classes X/ ∼α of an abstraction function α and its associated

equivalence relation ∼α:

x ∼α x′ iff α(x) = α(x′).

In the following it is assumed that α takes a finite number of values, which also makes

the corresponding partition X/ ∼α finite, and that each partition cell α−1(ξ) = {x ∈ X :

α(x) = ξ} satisfies the regularity property cl (int (α−1(ξ))) = cl (α−1(ξ)) 6= ∅. From a

computational point of view, the type of partitions that are used later (e.g., consisting of

hyper boxes or convex polyhedra with non-empty interior) naturally satisfy this assump-

tion. Attention is furthermore restricted to abstraction functions α that are proposition

preserving with respect to the set of atomic propositions AP . Being proposition preserving

means that continuous states that are in the same equivalence class have identical truth

evaluations with respect to AP , i.e., for x, x′ ∈ X and a ∈ AP , x ∼α x′ implies that

hX (x) ∈ JaKY if and only if hX (x′) ∈ JaKY .

Consider now an AFTS T + = (X,U,−→, hX,G), where X = α(X ), hX = hX ◦ α−1, and

the constructions of −→ and G are described below.

Determine transitions −→. To make the abstraction an over-approximation, a transition

(ξ, µ, ξ′) must be added to the AFTS whenever there exists a corresponding trajectory

between α−1(ξ) and α−1(ξ′) in ΣSw, but an over-approximation can also contain other

(spurious) transitions. To limit spurious behaviors in the abstraction the number of extra

transitions should be minimized, this is done by in Algorithm 1 which systematically

searches for blocking certificates that prove the absence of certain trajectories in ΣSw. The

algorithm typically produces a nondeterministic AFTS, i.e., for a given state-action pair

(ξ, µ) there may be several successors ξ′ such that (ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→. Algorithm 1 depends on

the following subroutine:

R.1 isBlocked(C1, C2, f,D): Given two sets C1, C2 ⊂ Rn, single-mode dynamics de-

scribed by f , and a disturbance set D, return False if there exists a non-singleton

compact interval I and a trajectory x : I −→ X of D+x(t) = f(x(t),d(t)) that

satisfies

x(0) ∈ C1, x

(
max
t∈I

t

)
∈ C2, x(I) ⊂ C1 ∪ C2,

and True otherwise.
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Algorithm 1: Compute transitions −→
1 Function ComputeTrans({fµ}µ∈U, D, X, α)
2 Initialize −→= ∅;
3 for µ ∈ U do
4 for (ξ, ξ′) ∈ X× X do
5 if not isBlocked(α−1(ξ), α−1(ξ′), fµ,D) then
6 add (ξ, µ, ξ′) to −→;
7 end

8 end

9 end
10 return −→;

Remark 2.1. In the interest of keeping notation simple, treatment of potential out-of-

domain trajectories is omitted in Algorithm 1. If there is a trajectory x on an interval I

of D+x(t) = fµ(x(t),d(t)) such that

x(I) ⊂ α−1(ξ) ∪ XC , XC ∩ x(I) 6= ∅,

then the action µ must be avoided at state ξ to avoid an out-of-domain transition. This

can be encoded in the AFTS by adding a dummy state ξout to X, and adding transi-

tions (ξ, µ, ξout) to −→ for all state-action pairs (ξ, µ) with potential out-of-domain tra-

jectories, and then avoid ξout in synthesis by amending �¬ξout to the specification. If

isBlocked(C,XC , fµ,D) = True, then there are no out-of-domain trajectories from C

under the flow of fµ.

Determine progress groups G. Algorithm 2 is used to extract a progress group map

from ΣSw. In essence, it considers collections of discrete states and adds them to the

progress group map if their pre-image under α is transient, as determined by the following

subroutine:

R.2 isTransient(C1, {fµ}µ∈U ,D): Given a set C1, switched dynamics {fµ}µ∈U , and a

disturbance set D, return False if there exists a maximal trajectory x of D+x(t) =

fσ(t)(x(t),d(t)), with mode switching restricted to σ(·) taking values in U , such that

x(I) ⊂ C1, and True otherwise.

Algorithm 1 by default adds many self transitions of the form (ξ, µ, ξ) to −→. For in-

stance, in continuous time isBlocked(C,C, fµ, D) = True by definition. To eliminate spu-
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rious self-loops, single-action progress groups can be added for states ξ for which α−1({ξ})
is transient. The same progress properties can however also be encoded in larger progress

groups, as discussed later in the section.

Algorithm 2: Compute progress group G
1 Function ComputeProgGroup({fµ}µ∈U, D, X, α)

2 initialize G : 2U −→ 22X ;
3 for U ∈ 2U do
4 initialize G(U) = ∅;
5 for G ∈ 2X do
6 if isTransient(α−1(G), {fµ}µ∈U ,D) then
7 add G to G(U);
8 end

9 end

10 end
11 return G;

Whether the subroutines isBlocked and isTransient can be implemented, and how

efficiently that can be done, depends on the form of the dynamics (1.12) (e.g., linear,

polynomial) and the type of sets induced by α (e.g., hyper boxes, polyhedra, semi-algebraic

sets). In the end of this section convex optimization formulations that can be used to

implement isBlocked and isTransient for various combinations of dynamics and set

descriptions are provided.

Algorithms 1 and 2 can typically be implemented more efficiently than the pseudo-code

given here. For instance, at line 4 in Algorithm 1 it is sufficient to consider neighboring

pairs of cells in continuous time, as transitions between all other pairs are blocked by

definition. The search can also be heavily restricted in discrete time by calculating a

global bound on transition distance and automatically infer isBlocked to be True for

pairs of cells separated by a longer distance. Such localized search procedures improve the

complexity of the algorithm.

Similarly, the exponential complexity of Algorithm 2 is impractical in most applications

but can often be improved. There is no additional benefit of either 1) finding progress

groups that are subsets of another progress group under the same action set, or 2) finding

a single-action progress group that consists of states that are already part of a multi-action

progress group containing the same action. In these cases, the transience properties are

already captured by the “larger” progress groups. A reasonable choice is therefore a heuris-
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tic search strategy that primarily focuses on finding large multi-action progress groups. In

the abstraction-refinement loop described in Section 2.3, the progress group computed for

the initial coarse abstraction where |X| is small is mapped through refinement steps, while

search for new progress groups is conducted in localized candidate regions only. It is also

worth noting that for systems with globally asymptotically stable equilibrium points per

different subsets of inputs, the set of all cells that do not contain the equilibrium forms a

large progress group and computation reduces to finding the cells containing equilibrium

points.

Intuitively, isBlocked and isTransient search for certificates of blocked transitions,

and transient subsets, so that spurious trajectories in the abstraction can be eliminated.

However, it is not necessary that isBlocked and isTransient are exact in order for the

conditions of Definition 2.5 to hold. It is enough that they do not return false positives,

as captured in the following theorem. For the same reason, it is not necessary to find all

possible progress groups, although more progress groups might increase the quality of the

approximation.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that an abstracting AFTS T + = (X,U,−→, hX,G) is constructed

from a switched system ΣSw = (X ,U,D, {fµ}µ∈U, hX ) as described above, using a proposi-

tion preserving abstraction function and implementations of isBlocked and isTransient

that do not return false positives (i.e., if True is returned for a given query, the conditions

for True in R.1 resp. R.2 are indeed satisfied). Then T + is well-formed and T + � ΣSw.

Proof. Condition (i) of Definition 2.5 is satisfied by the definition of hX. If isBlocked

does not return false positives all transitions present in ΣSw are added to T + by Algorithm

1, which assures the satisfaction of (ii). Similarly, if isTransient does not return false

positives no progress groups are added by Algorithm 2 unless their pre-image is transient

as required by (iii). Thus T + � ΣSw.

Next it is shown that T + is well-formed. Assume for contradiction that (2.2) is not

satisfied. Then there exists G ∈ G(U) such that for some V ⊂ G,

∀ξ ∈ V, ∃µ ∈ U s.t. (ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→ =⇒ ξ′ ∈ V. (2.5)

By the above, α−1(V ) is transient on U , meaning that all trajectories of ΣSw under modes

in U eventually exit V . In particular, this holds for trajectories generated by selecting

actions according to (2.5). But by the same reasoning as above, the discrete analogues of
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these trajectories must be present also in T + which is a contradiction of (2.5).

Now concrete implementations of isBlocked and isTransient are provided for a variety

of situations, starting with general formulations and then specializing to convex, efficient

implementations for the special cases of linear and polynomial systems, for both discrete

and continuous time. Some variants of isBlocked for linear and multi-affine dynamics on

rectangular sets or simplices have previously appeared in the literature [16, 45, 52].

2.2.1. General Formulations

For general sets C1, C2 ⊂ X and dynamics described by f : X × D −→ Rn, the following

optimization formulations can be used to determine whether there is a transition from C1

to C2.

Continuous time. Blocking is inferred by a Nagumo-type condition [128, Chapter 10,

XVI]. Intuitively, if the vector field along a surface is always pointing “inwards”, then no

trajectories of that vector field can cross the surface to the “outside”. Let f be a continuous

function, and N̂C1(x) be the normal cone10 of cl(C1) at x. Then, if the optimal value of

max
x,d

n̂(x) · f(x, d),

s.t. x ∈ cl(C1) ∩ cl(C2),

d ∈ D,
n̂(x) ∈ N̂C1(x),

(BLK-CT)

is smaller than or equal to 0, the vector field f points “inwards” towards C1 everywhere

on cl(C1) ∩ cl(C2), which implies that isBlocked(C1, C2, f,D) = True.

Discrete time. If the following program is infeasible,find x ∈ C1, d ∈ D,
s.t. f(x, d) ∈ C2,

(BLK-DT)

10The normal cone of a general set can be defined as follows [25]. The tangent cone of a set C at x is
the cone T̂C(x) = {u : ∀{xi} −→ x, ∀{ti} −→ 0 from above, ∃{ui} −→ u s.t. xi + tiui ∈ C for all i}.
Informally, T̂C(x) consists of directions y in which infinitesimal moves from x remain in C. The normal
cone of C at x is then the dual of T̂C(x): N̂C(x) = {v : yT v ≤ 0 ∀y ∈ T̂C(x)}.
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then isBlocked(C1, C2, f,D) = True.

As remarked earlier in the chapter, the concept of transience is equivalent to the non-

existence of a controlled invariant set. Therefore, existence of a function satisfying certain

Lyapunov-like conditions can be used to infer that a given set is transient. For a decay

rate ε > 0, the following search problem determines transience of a bounded set C1 under

dynamics governed by {fµ}µ∈U :find B : cl(C1) −→ R,

s.t. ∆µB(x, d) ≤ −ε, ∀x ∈ cl(C1), ∀d ∈ D, ∀µ ∈ U,
(TRS)

where

∆µB(x, d) =

〈∇B(x), fµ(x, d)〉 , for continuous time,

B(fµ(x, d))−B(x), for discrete time.

Proposition 2.2. If a differentiable function B satisfying (TRS) can be found, then

isTransient(C1, {fµ}µ∈U ,D) = True.

Proof. Assume that a differentiable function B satisfying (TRS) exists. By compactness of

cl(C1) and continuity of B, B attains a minimal value on cl(C1). Assume for contradiction

that there is an unbounded interval I and a maximal trajectory x : I −→ cl(C1) generated

by a disturbance d : I −→ D and a switching signal σ : I −→ U .

For continuous time,

−ε ≥
〈
∇B(x(t)), fσ(t)(x(t),d(t))

〉
=

d

dt
B(x(t)), for almost all t ∈ I,

Integrating up to time T yields −εT ≥ B(x(T ))− B(x(0)), which contradicts the bound-

edness of B on cl(C1).

For discrete time,

−ε ≥ B(fσ(t)(x(t),d(t))−B(x(t)) = B(x(t+ 1))−B(x(t)).

Summing from t = 0 to T gives

−ε(T + 1) ≥
T∑
t=0

(B(x(t+ 1))−B(x(t))) = B(x(T + 1))−B(x(0)),
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due to a telescopic sum. This again contradicts the boundedness of B on cl(C1).

Existence of such a function B can also be shown to be a necessary condition for tran-

sience of compact sets in both continuous [72] and discrete [60] time.

2.2.2. Linear System, Polyhedra

When f is affine and the sets cl(C1) and cl(C2) are polyhedra, the two subroutines can be

implemented as Linear Programs (LPs).

Assume that f is an affine mapping, i.e. f(x, d) = Ax + Ed + K, and that the sets

cl(Ci) = {x : Hix ≤ hi} for i = 1, 2, and D = {d : HDd ≤ hD} are (convex) polyhedra.

The intersection cl(C1) ∩ cl(C2) is then the common facet of cl(C1) and cl(C2) which is

itself a polyhedron with a normal n̂ (assuming it has co-dimension 1).

Then, (BLK-CT) simplifies to the LPmax
x,d

n̂T (Ax+ Ed+K),

s.t H1x ≤ h1, H2x ≤ h2, HDd ≤ hD.
(BLK-CT-LIN)

For intersections with co-dimension higher than 1, the normal of any separating hyperplane

between C1 and C2 can be used to obtain a blocking certificate.

Linear Programs attain their optimal values at vertices. Thus, in order to find the

optimal value of (BLK-CT-LIN) it is enough to evaluate the objective function at the

combinations of all vertices of the intersection cl(C1) ∩ cl(C2) with all vertices of D. If

the vertex enumeration is computationally cheap, as it is for instance for hyper boxes, the

enumeration method can be beneficial compared to solving (BLK-CT-LIN) with a standard

LP solver.

Similarly, (BLK-DT) becomes the linear feasibility problem
find x, d,

s.t H1x ≤ h1, HDd ≤ hD,

H2(Ax+ Ed+K) ≤ h2,

(BLK-DT-LIN)

which is feasible if and only if isBlocked(C1, C2, f,D) = False.

For linear systems, convex sets are controlled invariant if and only if they contain a

controlled fixed point (in discrete time this is a special case of Kakutani’s fixed point
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theorem, see [39] for continuous time), so transience can be determined by proving the

absence of such fixed points. Therefore the following LPs are proposed for the single-mode

case, since a single-mode switched linear system is just a linear system. For the multi-mode

case it is preferable to use the polynomial approach described in Section 2.2.3 below. For

continuous time, 
find x, d,

s.t. H1x ≤ h1, HDd ≤ hD,

Aµx+ Eµd+Kµ = 0,

(TRS-CT-LIN)

and for discrete time,
find x, d,

s.t. H1x ≤ h1, HDd ≤ hD,

Aµx+ Eµd+Kµ = x.

(TRS-DT-LIN)

Here, isTransient(C1, {fµ},D) = True if and only if the corresponding linear search

problem is infeasible.

2.2.3. Polynomial System, Semi-Algebraic Sets

Assume now instead that f is polynomial and that cl(C1), cl(C2), and D are simple semi-

algebraic sets described by cl(Cj) = {x : giCj(x) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [kCj ]} with deg(giCj) ≤ pCj for

j = 1, 2, and D = {d : giD(d) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [kD]} with deg(giD) ≤ pD.

First some notation required to state polynomial optimization problems is introduced.

Let Rp[x0, . . . , xn−1] be the set of real polynomials over the variables {xi}i∈[n] and of degree

at most p. Similarly, the notation Σp[x0, . . . , xn−1] ⊂ Rp[x0, . . . , xn−1] is used to denote

the set of non-negative polynomials of degree at most p. To enable tractable optimization

over the space of non-negative polynomials, the optimization must be further restricted to

convex11 subsets of Σp[x0, . . . , xn−1]. For instance, it can be restricted to the set of SOS

polynomials ΣSOS
p [x0, . . . , xn−1], or to the set of SDSOS polynomials ΣSDSOS

p [x0, . . . , xn−1].

Positivity constraints translate to SDPs in the SOS case [96] and to second-order cone

11Optimization is performed over polynomial coefficients, so the convexity is with respect to coefficient
vectors.
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programs in the SDSOS case [1]; software such as YALMIP [77] and SPOTless12 automate

the translation. For a more thorough introduction to optimization in the space of positive

polynomials, see e.g. the tutorial paper [2] and references therein.

The optimization formulations of isBlocked and isTransient below are conservative

due to truncation of the maximal polynomial degree. Crucially, this conservatism does not

result in false positives (cf. Proposition 4).

Continuous time. An upper bound of the optimal value of (BLK-CT) can be found by

fixing a bound 2p on maximal polynomial degree, and solving



min
α,σiCj

,σiD

α,

s.t α− n̂(x) · f(x, d)−∑i∈[kC1
] σ

i
C1

(x, d)giC1
(x)

−∑i∈[kC2
] σ

i
C2

(x, d)giC2
(x)

−∑i∈[kD] σ
i
D(x, d)giD(d) ∈ Σ2p[x, d],

σiCj(x, d) ∈ Σ2p−pCj [x, d], ∀i ∈ [kCj ], j = 1, 2,

σiD(x, d) ∈ Σ2p−pD [x, d], ∀i ∈ [kD].

(BLK-CT-POL)

The normal vector n̂(x) is chosen as the gradient of the level set function gi
∗
C1

that in-

duces the boundary between C1 and C2, n̂(x) = ±∇Gi∗
C1

(x) with a sign that implies

outward direction from C1. In the degenerate cases where i∗ is not unique any giC1
(x)

that separates C1 from C2 can be used to obtain a blocking certificate—just as in the

linear case. The optimization is over the scalar α and the positive polynomial multipli-

ers σiCj and σiD. If the optimal value of (BLK-CT-POL) is less than 0 it can be inferred

that isBlocked(C1, C2, f,D) = True, since α ≤ 0 implies that 0 ≥ n̂(x) · f(x, d) for all

(x, d) ∈ (cl(C1) ∩ cl(C2))×D.

12SPOTless handles SDSOS optimization through an add-on by Anirudha Majumdar available at https:
//github.com/spot-toolbox/spotless.
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Discrete time. kC2 optimization problems can be stated for i ∈ [kC2 ],

min
γ,σjC1

,σjD

γ

s.t γ − giC2
(f(x, d))−∑j∈[kC1

] σ
j
C1

(x, d)gjC1
(x)

−∑j∈[kD] σ
j
D(x, d)gjD(d) ∈ Σ2p[x, d],

σjC1
(x, d) ∈ Σ2p−pC1

[x, d], ∀j ∈ [kC1 ],

σjD(x, d) ∈ Σ2p−pD [x, d] ∀j ∈ [kD].

(BLK-DT-POL-i)

If the optimal value of (BLK-DT-POL-i) for any i is less than 0, then giC2
(f(x, d)) < 0 for

all x ∈ C1 and all d ∈ D. Thus (BLK-DT) is infeasible so isBlocked(C1, C2, f,D) = True.

This procedure essentially amounts to over-approximating the one step reachable set of C1

and intersecting it with C2. If the intersection is empty no transitions are possible.

Finally, isTransient can be implemented using the following polynomial equivalent of

(TRS): 

find B ∈ R2p[x], σi,µC1
, σi,µD

s.t. −∆µB(x, d)− ε−∑i∈[kC1
] σ

i,µ
C1

(x, d)giC1
(x)

−∑i∈[kD] σ
i,µ
D (x, d)giD(d) ∈ Σ2p[x, d], ∀µ ∈ U,

σi,µC1
(x, d) ∈ Σ2p−pC1

[x, d], ∀i ∈ [kC1 ], ∀µ ∈ U,
σi,µD (x, d) ∈ Σ2p−pD [x, d], ∀i ∈ [kD], ∀µ ∈ U.

(TRS-POL)

If a B satisfying these conditions can be found, then −∆µB(x, d) − ε ≥ 0 on C1 × D
uniformly over µ ∈ U , thus isTransient(C1, {fµ}µ∈U ,D) = True.

2.3. Abstraction-Synthesis-Refinement

In order to reduce the computational effort associated with computing a fine-grained uni-

form partition, an algorithm that starts with a coarse partition and iteratively refines it

in “promising” areas of the state space is proposed. Once an initial coarse abstraction

T + = (X,U,−→, hX,G) of a switched system ΣSw has been constructed, the synthesis

algorithm attempts to compute a winning set W ⊂ X in which the specification can be en-

forced. In addition, it also computes a losing set L ⊂ X comprising initial conditions from
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Abstraction ϕS

Synthesis

?Refinement
Switching
protocol

Unrealizable

T +

W,L,CW , CL

else

X0 ⊂ α−1(W )

X0 ∩ α−1(L) 6= ∅
or

X0 6⊂ α−1(W ) ∧ CW = ∅

T +

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the abstraction-synthesis-refinement algorithm.

where there is no hope that ϕ can be satisfied even after further refinement. The refinement

procedure is based on an initial set X0 ⊂ X ; the problem is considered solved if the speci-

fication can be enforced from all initial conditions in X0. The refinement, which produces

increasingly tight over-approximations of ΣSw, is iterated until the synthesis algorithm can

produce a controller (i.e., the initial set is covered by the winning set: X0 ⊂ α−1(W )), until

a counterexample is obtained that proves the unrealizability of the specification (i.e., the

losing set intersects the initial set: α−1(L)∩X0 6= ∅), or until the computational resources

are exhausted. The algorithm, illustrated in Figure 2.2, contains three main components

Abstraction, Synthesis, and Refinement.

The objective is to make the winning and losing sets as large as possible in order to

extract as much information as possible about the realizability of ϕ. To this end also can-

didate winning and losing sets CW and CL that serve as feedback to the refinement step are

computed. These sets represent areas where cell refinement may allow the actual winning

and losing sets to be expanded in a later synthesis stage. In the following subsections the

Abstraction, Synthesis, and Refinement procedures are described in detail.

2.3.1. Abstraction

To construct an initial abstraction of ΣSw = (X ,U,D, {fµ}µ∈U, hX ), any abstraction func-

tion α on X that is proposition preserving with respect to the set of atomic propositions

AP suffices. Given such an abstraction function α—a natural choice is the coarsest α
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that is proposition preserving—an abstracting AFTS T + can be constructed following the

procedure in Section 2.2.

2.3.2. Synthesis

In the synthesis step, winning, losing, and candidate winning and losing sets are computed.

To define these sets, four operators WinT
+

]1,]2
(ϕ) are introduced that take an AFTS T + and

an LTL formula ϕ and return the set of states in X where ϕ can be enforced. In WinT
+

]1,]2
, the

symbols ]1 and ]2 are both quantifiers in the set {∃,∀}—thus making the number of possible

combinations four—that denote whether the actions (]1), and the nondeterminism (]2), are

controllable (∃), or not (∀). For instance, WinT
+

∃,∃ (ϕ) returns the set of initial conditions

from where ϕ can be enforced, provided that both the actions and the nondeterminism

in T + are controllable. Remark that such finite synthesis problems over an AFTS can be

solved algorithmically for general LTL specifications (cf. Proposition 2.1).

Given the Win operators, the concepts of winning, losing, and candidate winning and

losing sets are introduced as follows:

W = WinT
+

∃,∀ (ϕ), (winning), (2.6a)

CW = WinT
+

∃,∃ (ϕ) \W, (candidate winning), (2.6b)

L = WinT
+

∀,∀ (¬ϕ), (losing), (2.6c)

CL = WinT
+

∀,∃ (¬ϕ) \ L, (candidate losing). (2.6d)

As can be seen, W and CW are defined using (∃, ]) quantifiers, which corresponds to actions

being controllable. The difference between the two is that nondeterminism is assumed to

be uncontrollable for W , but controllable for CW . The sets L and CL are defined in an

analogous manner for uncontrollable actions.

Given an AFTS T + together with a specification ϕ, the synthesis step amounts to com-

puting (2.6a)–(2.6d). These computations can be performed for general formulas using LTL

synthesis algorithms, however, for structured specifications more efficient algorithms may

be devised. In addition to efficiency, a second benefit of using formula-tailored algorithms

is that the computational effort for consecutive synthesis steps can be reduced by using

previous synthesis results; i.e., incremental synthesis. Thirdly, in the definitions above it

can be shown that (W ∪L)C = CW = CL
13, which implies that every discrete state that is

13Follows from WC = WinT
+

∀,∃(¬ϕ), LC = WinT
+

∃,∃(ϕ), which implies (W ∪L)C = WinT
+

∃,∃(ϕ)∩WinT
+

∀,∃(¬ϕ).
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not winning or losing is both a candidate winning and a candidate losing state. Restricting

attention to specifications with specific structure makes it possible to compute localized

candidate sets—a modification that potentially enhances the efficiency of the refinement

procedure. In Section 2.4 tailored algorithms are provided for a meaningful fragment of

LTL that enable localized refinement, as well as efficient incremental synthesis.

2.3.3. Refinement

In the event that an acceptable winning set was not found, i.e., X0 6⊂ α−1(W ), and that

infeasibility was not proven, the abstracting AFTS should be refined in the hope that a

tighter over-approximation will reveal more information about the realizability of ϕ on

ΣSw. The refinement is focused on regions of the state space where it may be beneficial,

i.e., the candidate winning and losing sets.

Specifically, if at step k of the abstraction-refinement loop the current AFTS is T +
k =

(Xk,U,−→k, hkX,Gk) with abstraction function αk; select for ξ ∈ CW ∪CL a cell α−1
k (ξ) and

split it into two parts. This results in two new discrete states ξ′ and ξ′′; define Xk+1 =(
Xk \ {ξ}

)
∪{ξ′, ξ′′} and a new abstraction function αk+1 : X −→ Xk+1 as αk+1(x) = αk(x)

for x 6∈ α−1
k (ξ), and such that the pair

(
α−1
k+1(ξ′), α−1

k+1(ξ′′)
)

forms a 2-cell partition of

α−1
k (ξ). The abstraction refinement function αk,k+1 : Xk+1 → Xk from T +

k+1 to T +
k is

implicitly defined by αk = αk,k+1 ◦ αk+1.

In order to update the transitions and progress groups for the new transition system,

Algorithms 1 and 2 could be used to determine −→k+1 and Gk+1. However, since the

refinement only locally modifies the partition structure, the vast majority of all transitions

and progress groups remain intact. Thus, only transitions involving the cells α−1
k+1(ξi1) and

α−1
k+1(ξi2) need to re-computed, which reduces the required computational effort drastically.

For progress groups, if G ∈ Gk(U), then α−1
k+1,k(G) can be added to Gk+1(U) since the pre-

image remains unchanged: (αk)−1 (G) = α−1
k+1

(
α−1
k+1,k(G)

)
. However, additional progress

groups that satisfy (iii) of Definition 2.5 may have been revealed by the refinement, so a

search for new progress groups may be appropriate. By construction, the following holds.

Proposition 2.3. The refined AFTS T +
k+1 satisfies

ΣSw � T +
k+1 � T +

k .

There are many ways of selecting a cell for splitting, and the splitting itself can be done
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in several ways. Multiple cells can also be selected for splitting in the same refinement

step. The next result shows that there are no “dead ends” in the space of all refinements,

regardless of the refinement heuristics.

Proposition 2.4. For any pair of abstracting AFTSs T +
1 � ΣSw and T +

2 � ΣSw, there

exists an AFTS T +
3 � ΣSw such that T +

1 � T +
3 and T +

2 � T +
3 . In other words, there exists

a refinement T +
3 of T +

2 such that T +
3 approximates ΣSw at least as well as T +

1 does.

Proof. It is sufficient to “overlay” the partitions of T +
1 = (X1,U,−→1, hX1 ,G1) and T +

2 =

(X2,U,−→2, hX2 ,G2) to create a new AFTS with the required property. Specifically, if α1

and α2 are abstraction functions for T +
1 and T +

2 , let α3 : X −→ X1 × X2 be defined by

α3(x) = (α1(x), α2(x)). −→3 is constructed as follows:

• For each (ξ1, µ, ξ
′
1) ∈−→1, add ((ξ1, ξ2), µ, (ξ′1, ξ

′
2)) to−→3 for all ξ2 such that (ξ1, ξ2) ∈

α3(X ) and all ξ′2 such that (ξ′1, ξ
′
2) ∈ α3(X ).

• For each (ξ2, µ, ξ
′
2) ∈−→2, add ((ξ1, ξ2), µ, (ξ′1, ξ

′
2)) to−→3 for all ξ1 such that (ξ1, ξ2) ∈

α3(X ) and all ξ′1 such that (ξ′1, ξ
′
2) ∈ α3(X ).

Finally, adding α3◦α−1
1 (G1) and α3◦α−1

2 (G2) to G3(U) for allG1 ∈ G1(U) and allG2 ∈ G2(U)

produces the required object as T +
3 = (α3(X ),U,−→3, h3,G3), for h3(ξ1, ξ2) = hX1(ξ1) =

hX2(ξ2) (well defined due to proposition preservation). T +
3 is a refinement of both T +

1 and

T +
2 with refinement functions αi(ξ1, ξ2) = ξi for i = 1, 2.

2.4. Synthesis Algorithms for AFTSs

Now attention is restricted to the LTL fragment consisting of specifications of the form

ϕ = �a ∧ ♦�b ∧
(∧
i∈I
�♦ci

)
. (2.7)

The objective is efficient computation of the winning, losing, and candidate sets for this

type of specification. The candidate winning and losing sets require different controllability

assumptions captured via a generalization of PreT from Definition 1.7.

Consider an (augmented) transition system T + = (T ,G) and let ]1, ]2 be two quantifiers

in the set {∃,∀}. Then the generalized backwards reachability operator for a mode set
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U ∈ 2U is

PreT
+,U

]1,]2
(X) = {ξ1 ∈ X : ]1(µ ∈ U) ]2 (ξ2 s.t (ξ1, u, ξ2) ∈−→), ξ2 ∈ X}. (2.8)

In addition, both the quantified sets should be non-empty which is a subtle abuse of no-

tation since ∀(x ∈ ∅) is true by definition14. To exemplify, PreT
+,U
∃,∀ (X) is the normal

backwards reachability operator from Definition 1.7; it computes the set of all states that

can be controlled to be in X at the next time step regardless of nondeterminism. Con-

versely, PreT
+,U
∀,∀ (X) is the set of states from where every transition ends in X—regardless of

action and how the nondeterminism is resolved. Using these operators as building blocks,

algorithms capable of computing the winning set of a specification of type (2.7) can be

constructed. In the following ] denotes either ∃ or ∀.
In Section 1.3 fixed-point characterizations of the winning set for both ϕ and ¬ϕ were

presented. These algorithms did however not take into account the progress information

encoded in an AFTS. In order to take advantage of this additional information, a backwards

reachability operator that exploits progress properties to enforce transitions is required.

PGPreT
+

∃,∀ (Z,B) =
⋃
U∈2U

⋃
G∈G(U)

InvU,G∃ (Z,B) , (2.9a)

PGPreT
+

∀,∀ (Z,B) =
⋃

G∈G(U)

InvU,G
∀ (Z,B) , (2.9b)

InvU,G] (Z,B) =

Y0 = (G ∩B) \ Z,
Yk+1 = Yk ∩ PreT

+,U
],∀ (Yk ∪ Z) .

(2.9c)

The invariance-like operator InvU,G],∀ (Z,B) calculates a set Y∞ contained in G ∩ B from

where the state can either remain inside Y∞ or enter Z. Since it can not remain inside

G ⊃ Y∞ indefinitely due to the progress group condition, Z is eventually reached. Defined

as the union over all progress groups of such sets, PGPreT],∀(Z,B) comprises all points from

where progress properties can be leveraged to enforce an eventual transition to Z, while

remaining in B. In the (∀,∀) case, only progress groups over the whole mode set are taken

into account; to leverage the progress property of G for G ∈ G(U) the actions must be

constrained to U which is not possible if U 6= U and actions are uncontrollable.

14The precise statement is ∃(µ ∈ U) ]1(µ ∈ U) ∃(ξ2 s.t (ξ1, u, ξ2) ∈−→) ]2 (ξ2 s.t (ξ1, u, ξ2) ∈−→).
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The fixed points given in Section 1.3 can now be generalized. Here the different levels are

expressed separately in a more verbose manner, where the lower levels are parametrized

by sets Z0, Z1 ⊂ X.

WinT
+

],∀ (bU Z0) = µX Z0 ∪
(
JbK ∩ PreT

+,U
],∀ (X)

)
∪ PGPreT

+

],∀ (X, JbK)

WinT
+

],∀

(
(bU Z1) ∨�

(
b ∧
(∧
i∈I
♦ci
)))

= νW
⋂
i∈I

WinT
+

],∀

(
bU

(
Z1 ∪

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT

+,U
],∀ (W )

)))
WinT

+

],∀

(
♦�b ∧

(∧
i∈I
�♦ci

))

= µV WinT
+

],∀

((
bU

(
PreT

+,U
],∀ (V ) ∪ PGPreT

+

],∀ (V,X)
))
∨�

(
b ∧
(∧
i∈I
♦ci
)))

(2.10)

The soundness and completeness of these algorithms are established in Appendix A

(page 128-130), and, as remarked earlier, it is easy to solve for ϕ by restricting the state

space to WinT
+

(�a) before applying (2.10). The case I = ∅—i.e. when the property has

no recurrence part—is not well defined in (2.10) but can be handled by setting I = {1}
and C1 = True which gives an equivalent specification.
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Next, winning sets for the dual specification are considered.

WinT
+

],∀

(∨
i∈I

[(
bi U Z0

)
∨�bi

])

=
⋃
J∈2I

ν


...

XJ

...




...

Z0 ∪
((⋂

i∈JJb
iK
)
∩ PreT

+,U
],∀

(⋃
K∈2J X

K
))

...


WinT

+

],∀

(
♦Z1 ∨

(∨
i∈I
♦�bi

))

= µW WinT
+

],∀

(∨
i∈I

[(
bi U

((
Z1 ∪ PreT

+,U
],∀ (W )

∪PGPreT
+

],∀ (W,X)

)))
∨�bi

])

WinT
+

],∀

(
♦a ∨

(∨
i∈I
♦�bi

)
∨�♦c

)

= νV Win],∀

(
♦
(
JaK ∪

(
JcK ∩ PreT

+

],∀ (V )
))
∨
(∨
i∈I
♦�bi

))
.

(2.11)

The proofs of correctness for these fixed points are in Appendix B on pages 130–132. By

using duality, winning sets for both ϕ and ¬ϕ can be computed also in the (],∃) cases.

Define ]̄ as the quantifier dual to ], that is, ∃̄ = ∀ and ∀̄ = ∃. Then,

WinT
+

],∃

(
�a ∧ ♦�b ∧

∧
i∈I

(
�♦ci

))
= WinT

+

]̄,∀

(
♦¬a ∨

(∨
i∈I
♦�¬ci

)
∨�♦¬b

)C

,

WinT
+

],∃

(
♦a ∨

(∨
i∈I
♦�bi

)
∨�♦c

)
= WinT

+

]̄,∀

(
�¬a ∧ ♦�¬c ∧

(∧
i∈I
�♦¬bi

))C

.

Remark 2.2. There is an interesting separation between winning sets that depend on

progress group information, and those that do not. In particular, only smallest fixed-point

algorithms (expressed with µ) leverage progress groups but not greatest fixed points (ex-

pressed with ν). As illustrated in Figure 2.3; WinT
+

],∀ (♦b) 6= WinT],∀(♦b) in general, but

WinT
+

],∀ (�a) = WinT],∀(�a)15. The underlying intuition is that progress groups enforce live-

15The winning set of �a can be computed for instance using the following special case: W0 = Q, Wk+1 =

JaK U
(
JaK ∩ PreT

+,U
],∀ (Wk)

)
. By induction it can be shown that Wk+1 converges to JaK∩PreT

+,U
],∀ (Wk)
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ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4
µ1µ1

µ1

µ1
µ1

Figure 2.3: For the AFTS T + = (T ,G) illustrated above, if {ξ1, ξ2} ∈ G(µ1), then

WinT
+

∃,∀ (♦{ξ4}) = {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4}. However, the winning set of the same specification

without the progress group information is just WinT∃,∀(♦{ξ4}) = {ξ3, ξ4}, since ξ1ξ2ξ1ξ2 . . .
is a valid trajectory of T that never reaches ξ4.

ness conditions; they therefore affect the winning set of a liveness specification ♦b, but not

that of a safety specification �a. By duality, the converse holds in the (],∃)-cases.

2.4.1. Incremental Synthesis

Equipped with the fixed-point characterizations from the previous subsections, algorithms

to compute a winning set W and a losing set L for a specification of the form (2.7)

immediately follow. These algorithms provide efficient means of computing (2.6a) and

(2.6c), as opposed to solving a general synthesis problem with the progress groups encoded

in LTL. By unwinding the fixed points on which the winning and losing sets are defined,

also localized versions of the candidate winning and losing sets are obtained. These are

more specific than their general counterparts (2.6b) and (2.6d) and can serve as feedback

to guide the refinement step, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Winning set (∃,∀). The winning set is W = WinT
+

∃,∀ (ϕ), so it can be computed using

(2.10).

Losing set (∀,∀). The losing set L is equal to WinT
+

∀,∀ (¬ϕ), which can be computed using

(2.11).

Candidate winning set (∃, ∃). The winning set computation (2.10) is performed as a

nested fixed-point operation; any enlargement of the inner fixed points may potentially

enlarge the final winning set as well. By systematically unwrapping the fixed-point algo-

rithms involved in (2.10), as presented in detail in Appendix A.2, the following candidate

after one iteration which implies that no progress group information is used.
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winning set CW is obtained that is typically much smaller than its general counterpart

(2.6b):

CW =
(

PreT
+,U
∃,∃ (V∞) \ V∞

)
∪ (W1 \ V1)

∪
(

JbK
⋂(⋃

i∈I
PreT

+,U
∃,∃ (W1,i) \W1,i

))
∪ (JaK \ Vinv) .

(2.12)

Here, Vinv = WinT
+

∃,∀ (�a) and V1, V∞, are intermediate results in (2.10). In addition,

W1 =
⋂
i∈I
W1,i, W1,i = WinT

+

∃,∀
(
bU

(
b ∧ ci

))
.

Candidate losing set (∀,∃). Finally, a localized heuristic version of (2.6d) is given as

follows:

CL = (V1 \ V∞) ∪
(

PreT ,U∀,∃ (V1) \ V1

)
∪
(⋃

i

JbiK \W1

)
. (2.13)

This set consists of states that are potential members of the losing set in a refined AFTS.

Again, V1 and V∞ are intermediate results from (2.11), and

W1 = WinT
+

∃,∃

(∨
i∈I

[
�bi ∨

(
bi U (a ∨ c)

)])
.

A motivation behind this choice of CL is provided in Appendix A.2.

Apart from being able to extract localized candidate sets, an advantage of the algorithms

presented above is that certain winning set computations can be performed incrementally

over refinement cycles (cf. Figure 2.2). Smallest fixed points of an expanding algorithm al-

ways grow after refinement. Therefore, fixed points from previous iterations can be mapped

to the refined partition and the algorithm can be initialized with these sets to speed up con-

vergence to the smallest fixed point. To exemplify, let V t
∞ = Win

T +
t
∃,∀
(
♦�b ∧

(∧
i∈I �♦ci

))
.

Then, if T +
t � T +

t+1 with a refinement function β, V t+1
∞ = Win

T +
t+1

∃,∀
(
♦�b ∧

(∧
i∈I �♦ci

))
can be computed using a modified version of (2.10):

V t+1
∞ =

V0 = β−1(V t
∞),

Vk+1 = Win
T +
t+1

∃,∀

((
bU Pre

T +
t+1,U
∃,∀ (Vk)

)
∨�

(
b ∧
(∧

i∈I ♦ci
)))

.

In the same way, results for T +
t of other expanding fixed-point computations can be saved
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to get a “warm start” when computing the same smallest fixed points for T +
t+1. This does

however not apply for contracting algorithms since the greatest fixed point for a contracting

algorithm is smaller in T +
t than in T +

t+1.

2.4.2. Controller Extraction

For controller implementation, a controller π that enforces the specification in the winning

set W must be extracted. All fixed points encountered when computing W are ultimately

defined in terms of PreT
+,U
∃,∀ . It is therefore enough to extract control actions during calls

to this operator and map the results into higher-level fixed points together with memory

variables that control a hierarchy of partial reachability objectives. In particular, this is

done by extracting the actions that satisfy the existence condition ∃µ ∈ U in (2.8). If the

synthesis problem is solved with a general LTL solver, a controller is typically obtained

together with the winning set.

Remark 2.3. Certain algorithms in Section 2.4 are based on taking set complements. In

these cases an enforcing strategy can not be extracted; only the winning set is obtained.

However, primal algorithms are available for all necessary specifications in the (∃,∀)-case

that is of interest when computing W .

As shown in Theorem 2.1, a controller π for the AFTS T + = (X,U,−→, hX,G) � ΣSw

can be implemented as a switching protocol on ΣSw. There are in general several winning

actions for any given state of π. This control freedom can used to pursue performance

objectives, or to eliminate potential continuous-time Zeno behavior, as described next.

Zeno behavior. For continuous-time switched systems, it may happen that the solution

found for T + induces Zeno behavior when implemented on ΣSw, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

In addition to being undesirable due to its non-physical properties, Zeno behavior prohibits

maximality of continuous-time trajectories, and thus prevents liveness-type specifications

from being fulfilled. On the contrary, if Zeno behavior is not induced, the continuous

switching signal is piecewise constant which ensures maximality of trajectories. Below

several strategies for eliminating Zeno behavior are discussed. For simplicity, consider a

memoryless16 controller π0 : X −→ 2U. It induces a closed loop graph Tπ0 = (X, Eπ0) with

16For controllers with (finite) memory, the same analysis can be done using lifts and projections with
respect to a space where states are augmented with the internal controller state.
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α−1(ξ3)

α−1(ξ2)

α−1(ξ1)F23

Figure 2.4: Illustration of an abstraction that induces Zeno behavior. The arrows
correspond to vector fields for two different actions. Let a discrete controller pick
the purple action in ξ2 and the blue action in ξ3. Implementing an abstraction-based
switching protocol to reach α−1(ξ1) from α−1(ξ2)∪α−1(ξ3) might induce Zeno behavior
at the facet F23.

edge set Eπ0 given by

Eπ0 =
⋃
ξ∈X
{(ξ, ξ′) : (ξ, µ, ξ′) ∈−→ for some µ ∈ π0(ξ)}.

This graph describes (an over-approximation of) all discrete transitions that might occur

at runtime. A simple cycle (ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξk−1) in Tπ0 is said to be Zeno-prone if there exists a

point that is a limit point of all corresponding partition cells, i.e.
⋂
i∈[k] cl (α−1(ξi)) 6= ∅. All

cycles of length 2 are automatically Zeno-prone. Since Zeno-prone cycles are by definition

a local concept in the graph (the maximal length of a Zeno-prone cycle is the maximum

number of jointly adjacent cells in the abstraction partition) it is significantly faster to

enumerate all Zeno-prone cycles than to enumerate all simple cycles.

If there are no Zeno-prone cycles, Zeno behavior is not present in ΣSw. Specifically, if

a restricted controller π̄0 : X −→ 2U can be found such that π̄0(ξ) ⊂ π0(ξ) for all ξ, and

such that its induced graph Tπ̄0 is free from Zeno-prone cycles, implementing π̄0 ◦ α as

a feedback controller on the continuous time switched system results in both correct and

Zeno-free behavior.

Next a heuristic for eliminating Zeno behavior is proposed that, in addition, reduces

the number of switches which may be beneficial in non-ideal systems where switches don’t

occur instantaneously. Given a controller π : X ×M −→ 2U with internal state m, define

for trajectory histories ζ = ζ(0)ζ(1) . . . ζ(k − 1) and σ = σ(0)σ(1) . . . σ(k − 1) a controller
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π̃ as

π̃(ζ, σ, ζ(k)) =

σ(k − 1), if σ(k − 1) ∈ π(ζ(k),m(k)),

any µ ∈ π(ζ(k),m(k)) otherwise.

In essence, this controller uses the same action until it is necessary to select another one

in order to ensure future correctness. If Zeno behavior is still present when using π̃ on

ΣSw, further refinement of Zeno-prone areas may be necessary in order to eliminate Zeno

behavior.

Finally, a third option to ensure that trajectories are free from Zeno behavior is to time-

discretize the continuous-time system and instead solve a discrete-time synthesis problem.

When implementing the resulting controller as a continuous-time switching protocol, the

sample time used in the time-discretization can be used as the controller sampling rate

to ensure a minimum dwell time for switching, and thus render Zeno behavior impossible.

Under Lipschitz assumptions on the vector fields, margins can be added to (for safety)—or

removed from (for liveness)—the atomic propositions to ensure that the final closed-loop

system satisfies the specification in continuous time.

2.5. Examples

In this section two examples are presented that demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed approach. The first example compares the performance of FTSs to that of AFTSs,

while the second example compares the proposed abstraction-refinement procedure to the

approach in [121] that uses non-incremental synthesis on a uniform state-space parti-

tion partition. The examples are solved with a prototype implementation that parti-

tions the state space into hyper boxes. It is available at https://github.com/pettni/

abstr-refinement.
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2.5.1. Numerical Example

Consider a continuous-time switched system, taken from [95], with four modes u ∈ U =

{0, 1, 2, 3} and with the following dynamics:

f0 =

[
−x1 − 1.5x0 − 0.5x3

0

x0 − x2
1 + 2 + d

]
, f1 =

[
−x1 − 1.5x0 − 0.5x3

0

x0 − x1 + d

]
,

f2 =

[
−x1 − 1.5x0 − 0.5x3

0 + 2

x0 + 10 + d

]
, f3 =

[
−x1 − 1.5x0 − 0.5x3

0 − 1.5

x0 + 10 + d

]
,

where d is the disturbance. The domain is taken to be X = [−2, 2]× [−1.5, 3]. Define the

sets Xa = [−2,−0.5] × [−1.5,−1] and Xb = [−1,−0.2] × [0.5, 1.8] with associated atomic

propositions a = x /∈ Xa and b = x ∈ Xb. The goal is to synthesize a switching protocol

to guarantee the satisfaction of the specification ϕ = �a ∧ ♦�b.
The proposed incremental abstraction-refinement algorithm using AFTSs was executed

to find a switching protocol together with a winning set from where this protocol is guar-

anteed to satisfy the specification. Two cases were considered: one with a bounded distur-

bance level |d| ≤ 0.5, as well as the case without disturbance |d| = 0. As a comparison, the

same algorithm was also executed using FTSs without progress groups, where transience

was used only to eliminate self-loops. Figure 2.5 shows the resulting winning sets after 80

iterations. The results clearly indicate that using AFTSs as abstractions reduces the con-

servatism. It is also worth mentioning that when using AFTSs, the algorithm terminated

after 19 iterations in the case without disturbance, and after 70 iterations in the case with

disturbance, since no candidate sets were left and the exact maximal winning set of the

continuous problem was recovered.

For this example, the isBlocked and isTransient functions were computed based on

an SDSOS-based implementation of the programs (BLK-CT-POL) and (TRS-POL).

2.5.2. Radiant Systems in Buildings

The second example is a hydronic radiant system for buildings in which chilled supply water

is pumped through a concrete slab which in turn acts as a heat reservoir that moderates the

building temperature. By controlling the pump it is possible to regulate the temperature
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−2 −1 0 1 2

0

2

FTS without disturbance

−2 −1 0 1 2

0

2

AFTS without disturbance

win
goal
unsafe

−2 −1 0 1 2

0

2

FTS with disturbance

−2 −1 0 1 2

0

2

AFTS with disturbance

Figure 2.5: Four different abstractions that illustrate the advantage of progress
groups. Winning sets computed using the proposed incremental abstraction re-
finement framework are shown in green. For this example abstractions based on
AFTSs outperform FTS-based abstractions by allowing a larger winning set to be
computed using fewer discrete states. The incremental refinement process creates a
finer partition in relevant areas of the state space.

in the building. Such a system can be modeled as an RC circuit [110]

Ci
d

dt
Ti =

∑
j 6=i

1

Rij

(Tj − Ti) + qi,

where Ci is the thermal capacitance [J/K] of zone i that is assumed to have homogeneous

temperature Ti, Rij = Rji is the thermal resistance [K/W ] of the barrier between zone

i and zone j, and qi is the heat added [W ] to zone i. The added heat may for example

come from persons utilizing a room, or sunshine, which both vary over the course of a day.

To describe a system with two rooms connected to the same hydronic system, consider
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Table 2.1: Parameter values for hydronic heating.

Room 1 floor dimensions A1c = 8m× 6m R1c = r1c
A1c

= 0.0026K
W

Room 1 area to outside A1o = 24m2 R1o = r1o
A1o

= 0.0491K
W

Room 2 floor dimensions A2c = 6m× 6m R2c = r2c
A2c

= 0.0035K
W

Room 2 area to outside A2o = 18m2 R2o = r2o
A2o

= 0.0654K
W

Interconnecting wall area A12 = 18m2 R12 = r12

A12
= 0.0439K

W

Total slab area Ac = 84m2 Rcw = rwc
Ac

= 0.0012K
W

Room 1 volume V1 = 144m3 C1 = 5caρaV1 = 8.774× 105 J
K

Room 2 volume V2 = 108m3 C2 = 5caρaV2 = 6.580× 105 J
K

Slab volume Vc = 10.5m3 Cc = ccρcVc = 3.623× 107 J
K

Nominal heat gains q1 =
(
6 W
m2

)
× A1c q2 =

(
8 W
m2

)
× A2c

a model with five temperature nodes; temperatures T1 and T2 for the two rooms, Tc for

the concrete slab, To for the building exterior, and Tw for the supply water. The latter

two temperatures are assumed to be constant. If an uncertain amount of heat qi + ∆qi(t)

is added to room i, the dynamics of mode 1 representing a pump that is turned on are

written as follows:

Cc
d

dt
Tc =

2∑
i=1

1

Ric

(Ti −Tc) +
1

Rcw

(Tw −Tc) ,

C1
d

dt
T1 =

1

R1c

(Tc −T1) +
1

R1o

(To −T1) +
1

R12

(T2 −T1) + q1 + ∆q1,

C2
d

dt
T2 =

1

R2c

(Tc −T2) +
1

R2o

(To −T2) +
1

R12

(T1 −T2) + q2 + ∆q2.

(2.14)

The dynamics when the water pump is turned off (mode 2) are identical to those of mode 1

but with Rcw = +∞. Thermal capacitance is easy to compute for a solid material like con-

crete17; for the rooms the thermal capacitance is computed from air volume, and furniture

and other objects are compensated for by multiplying with a factor 5 [120]. Formulas and

standard parameters from [51] are used to calculate thermal heat insulation coefficients18

rij which give the thermal resistances as Rij = rij/Aij for the corresponding wall or floor

area. The inner wall heat insulation coefficient is taken to be r12 = 0.79m2K/W [120]. In

Table 2.1 the dimensions of the zones are listed along with the associated resistances and

capacitances.

17The formula is cρV , where c is specific heat [J/kgK], ρ is density [kg/m3], and V is volume [m3].
18r1o = r2o = 1.178m2K/W , r1c = r2c = 0.125m2K/W , rcw = 0.102m2K/W .
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Assume that the outdoor temperature is To = 30◦C, that the water temperature is

Tw = 18◦C, and that the uncertainty is bounded as |∆qi| ≤
(
3 W
m2

)
×Ai for i = 1, 2. Set the

domain to 20 ≤ Tc, T1, T2 ≤ 28 and consider as objective to control the room temperatures

to a desired range, denoted by a proposition SET (21 ≤ Tc ≤ 27 and 22 ≤ T1, T2 ≤ 25),

and guarantee invariance in this range, captured by the LTL formula ϕ2 = ♦�SET . The

problem is under-actuated and the equilibrium points of (2.14) are outside of SET , so it

does not have a trivial solution.

Applying the abstraction-synthesis-refinement loop yields a winning set that covers 76%

of the domain after 1200 iterations, which takes about 45 minutes on a modern desktop

computer. After the winning set has been found the part represented by Win∃,∀ (�SET ) is

further refined to eliminate Zenoness of the controller. Figure 2.6 shows a simulation trace

of the corresponding controller under disturbance, and a 3D illustration of trajectories

converging to the target set.

The example above requires using multi-mode progress groups to compute a reasonably

sized winning set. Indeed, the approach in [121] fails to find a winning set for this problem

for relatively large uniform abstractions. For comparison, the same problem without dis-

turbance and with the parameter set from [121] is also considered. That paper proposes

efficient algorithms for synthesis; the bottle neck is creating the abstraction which for this

problem takes 4.5 hours for an abstraction with 4000 states. Solving the synthesis problem

on the resulting abstraction gives a winning set that covers 63% of the domain. In contrast,

with the abstraction-synthesis-refinement loop it is on the same computer possible to in-

crementally construct a non-uniform abstraction with a winning set that covers 64% of the

domain in 1 minute. The abstraction has 270 states at this stage which shows the benefit

of the incremental and non-uniform approach. With additional iterations it is possible to

further enlarge the winning set to cover 83% of the domain.

2.6. Conclusions

This chapter treated AFTSs and described how they can be used to construct abstractions

of continuous-state switched systems, both in discrete and continuous time. The advan-

tage of AFTSs over standard FTSs is the possibility to encode liveness properties of the

continuous dynamics in progress groups, which eliminates spurious trajectories in the ab-

straction and thus provides a tighter over-approximation. The procedure for constructing
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Figure 2.6: Trajectories of the radiant system. Left: Plot of temperatures ver-
sus time when each room is subject to an independent sinusoidal disturbance that
models varying utilization of the room throughout the day. As can be seen, the tem-
peratures converge to the desired ranges and remain there. The black dots at the
bottom indicate switches. Right: Plot showing how 50 sample trajectories converge
to the target SET (green) starting from different parts of the winning set. Different
trajectory colors correspond to different control actions.

an abstracting AFTS hinges upon the implementation of two subroutines isBlocked and

isTransient, for which convex optimization-based implementations were provided in two

important cases: linear and polynomial dynamics.

The control synthesis problems for general LTL specifications on an AFTS was dis-

cussed, and an abstraction-synthesis-refinement loop was proposed which refines an over-

approximating AFTS until a satisfactory solution—or a counter-example—is found. Ef-

ficient AFTS synthesis algorithms for an important fragment of LTL were also provided.

The benefits of using these algorithms include incremental synthesis and localized partition

refinement, both reducing the required computational effort compared to using general-

purpose synthesis tools. Methods to eliminate Zeno behavior in continuous-time systems

when implementing a switching protocol obtained from an abstraction were also discussed,

and the method was illustrated on two examples.

Design choices in an implementation can have significant effects on the practical scalabil-

ity of the algorithm; in particular how the AFTS is stored in memory. The implementation

used to solve the examples in this chapter was based on an explicit sparse representation;

an alternative is to use Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). While BDDs reduce the mem-
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ory footprint significantly, the time required for synthesis is sometimes increased. For

this reason tools such as SCOTS [113] provide both options. Current work is underway

to explore BDDs as an alternative data structure and investigate the best way to encode

information via binary variables. Other future directions include identifying classes of non-

linear dynamical systems for which the isBlocked and isTransient subroutines can be

implemented even more efficiently than the positive polynomial-based approach considered

in this work (e.g., [131]), and combining the theory with abstraction decomposition ideas

[33, 82].
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Chapter 3.

Decomposition for Formal Synthesis

A natural way to approach a large-scale problem is to decompose it into smaller sub-

problems, such that each subproblem is of lower dimensionality and thus easier to solve.

Crucially, the decomposition must be done in a principled way in order for the sub-solutions

to constitute a valid solution to the original problem, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. A popular

framework for compositional analysis is assume-guarantee reasoning, where each subcom-

ponent is endowed with a “contract” specifying its allowed behavior [18, 24]. In particular,

an assume-guarantee contract for a subsystem contains assumptions on the behavior of

other subsystems, and guarantees on the subsystem’s own behavior as it relates to other

subsystems. Also the system environment can incorporated as a component with behavior

restricted by a guarantee.

There are more aspects to decomposition than scalability. First of all, depending on

how the assume-guarantee contracts are synthesized, the compositional approach may be

conservative compared to a monolithic solution as shown in the following example:

Example 3.1. Consider the following two-dimensional system:[
x1(k + 1)

x2(k + 1)

]
=

[
1 0.2

0.2 1

][
x1(k)

x2(k)

]
+

[
1 0

0 1

][
u1(k)

u2(k)

]
, −0.1 ≤ u1(k),u2(k) ≤ 0.1. (3.1)

Below, separable and centralized computation of an invariant set contained in [−1, 1]2 are

compared.

The separable case is symmetric; consider subsystem 1 which is as follows:

x1(k + 1) = x1(k) + u1(k) + 0.2x2(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
disturbance

, −0.1 ≤ u1(k) ≤ 0.1. (3.2)
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Specification
+ System Model

Decomposition

Local specification 2
+ Subsystem model 2

...Local specification 1
+ Subsystem model 1

Local specification n
+ Subsystem model n

Synthesis P1 Synthesis P2 Synthesis Pn...

Controller C1 Controller C2 Controller Cn...

With compositional correctness guarantees

Figure 3.1: Decomposition of a formal synthesis problem. Scalability can be improved
by decomposing a large problem into smaller pieces.

Restricting attention to symmetric contracts, the objective is to find the largest number

x̄ such that [−x̄, x̄] is controlled invariant for subsystem (3.2) under the assumption that

−x̄ ≤ x2 ≤ x̄. Elementary calculations reveal that the maximal such number is x̄ = 0.5, so

the maximal symmetric separable controlled invariant set is C1 = [−0.5, 0.5]2 with volume

1.

In the centralized case the machinery from Section 1.2.2 and 1.3.1 can be employed which

results in a (non-separable) controlled invariant set C2 with volume 3. The two invariant

sets are displayed in Figure 3.2.

Although conservatism is undesirable in itself, system modularity may in many cases

be desirable. For instance, if the plant of one subsystem is modified, the local controller

can be updated to satisfy the same contract without need to re-design other components.

Assume-guarantee contracts may also facilitate debugging: by monitoring satisfaction of

contracts it is easy to determine where in the system a fault occurs.

In addition to assume-guarantee contracts, a second crucial aspect of a decomposition

framework is assumptions on communication. If the current state of one subsystem is made

available, other subsystem can use that information in their pursuit to satisfy their own con-

tracts. Again there is a trade-off between conservativeness and modularity: transmission

of state information has the potential to make the approach less conservative (compared

to a monolithic controller), but comes with increased subsystem interdependence.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of separable and centralized invariant sets. Invariant sets are
plotted in green and are contained in the box [−1, 1]2 (gray). The separable set (left)
is C1 = [−0.5, 0.5]× [−0.5, 0.5]; the interval [−0.5, 0.5] is controlled invariant for (3.2). The
larger centralized invariant set C2 (right) is controlled invariant for (3.1).

ΣDT 1 ΣDT 2C1 C2

x1(k)

x2(k)

Figure 3.3: Example of an assume-guarantee interconnection. If the controller C1

for ΣDT 1 enforces �(x2 ∈ X2) =⇒ �(x1 ∈ X1) and the controller C2 for ΣDT 2 en-
forces �(x1 ∈ X1) =⇒ �(x2 ∈ X2) the composition satisfies �(x1 ∈ X1 ∧ x2 ∈ X2) for
appropriate initial conditions.

Example 3.2. Let ΣDT 1 and ΣDT 2 be two discrete-time systems with states x1 and x2 and

state update functions f1(x1, x2, u1) and f2(x1, x2, u2) as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Suppose

that they are endowed with two assume-guarantee contracts

Contract for ΣDT 1 : � (x2 ∈ X2) =⇒ � (x1 ∈ X1) ,

Contract for ΣDT 2 : � (x1 ∈ X1) =⇒ � (x2 ∈ X2) .

Consider the task of subsystem ΣDT 1: it needs to keep its state x1 inside of X1 under the

assumption that x2 is kept in X2. If the current state x2(k) is available, a controller for

ΣDT 1 must enforce invariance of a set Y1 ⊂ X1 with the property that for all x1 ∈ Y1

∀x2 ∈ X2 ∃u1 ∈ U1 f1(x1, x2, u1) ∈ Y1. (3.3)
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On the other hand, if the current state x2(k) is unknown, the controller for ΣDT 1 must find

an input that works for all possible x2 ∈ X2;

∃u1 ∈ U1 ∀x2 ∈ X2 f1(x1, x2, u1) ∈ Y1. (3.4)

The switch of quantifiers illustrates that (3.4) is a more difficult control problem: a u1

satisfying (3.4) also satisfies (3.3), but the opposite is in general not true.

A system decomposition is essentially a partition of the system states into subsystems;

where each subsystem is responsible for controlling its own states. Given a system decom-

position and an overall specification, the distributed synthesis problem is to find a set of

feasible assume-guarantee contracts along with local controllers that enforce the contracts

under appropriate information transmission assumptions.

In this chapter, for a collection of N interconnected and constrained discrete-time sys-

tems ΣDT n for n ∈ [N ], the objective is to calculate contracts Cn in the form of polyhedral

sets such that the n’th subsystem can enforce the contract∧
m∈[N ]
m 6=n

� (xm ∈ Cm) =⇒ � (xn ∈ Cn) . (3.5)

Provided that initial conditions are within these sets, i.e. xn(0) ∈ Cn for all n ∈ [N ], and

that each subsystem enforces its contract, it follows that the overall invariance condition

∧n∈[N ]� (xn ∈ Cn) is enforced.

A contract of the form (3.5) contains inherent trade-offs. In general it is desirable that

the sets Cn are as large as possible since they represent the set of initial conditions from

where the overall invariance specification can be enforced, and, furthermore, it is easier to

enforce invariance of a larger set. However, if one of the left-hand side sets Cm in (3.5)

grows, subsystem n must be robust to a wider range of effects from subsystem m, and

is therefore in general able to enforce invariance of a comparatively smaller Cn19. This

implies that as opposed to a centralized invariant set, there is no notion of maximality

when searching for this type of separable invariant set.

19Suppose that Cn is the maximal controlled invariant set inside Xn. Then Cn grows with the size of Xn,
and decreases with the size of Xm.
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Chapter overview. This chapter suggests two ways of synthesizing assume-guarantee

contracts for invariance specifications, for discrete-time linear systems. As opposed to

previous work which has been mostly within the realm of finite systems, polyhedral sets

are used to define contracts for systems with continuous state spaces. The first method,

presented in Section 3.1, is a centralized approach based on LMIs. Although the centralized

computation is performed on the full state space, LMIs can be solved in polynomial time,

and the resulting assume-guarantee contracts can be used to decompose a synthesis problem

with a more sophisticated specification. The following Section 3.2 outlines a fixed point-

based method for determining feasibility of a given contract—and refinement of the contract

if it can not be satisfied. Both methods are flexible in terms of information sharing and

can incorporate constraints on states and controls, as well as exogenous disturbance. The

methods are illustrated with examples in Section 3.3 and the chapter is summarized in

Section 3.4.

Related work. Previous work on correct-by-construction decomposition has mostly fo-

cused on the invariance problem (Section 1.3.1); assume-guarantee contracts for invariance

can be represented by a single time-invariant set for each subsystem. Synthesis of contracts

for finite systems was considered by Dallal and Tabuada [32] who presented a decentralized

cyclic algorithm that computes minimally restrictive assumptions on other subsystems; the

procedure can be seen as a gradual refinement of assume-guarantee contracts until consen-

sus is reached among the subsystems. Since there is no structural restriction imposed on

the contracts the algorithm is non-conservative, i.e., it retrieves the winning set of the cen-

tralized algorithm. However, for the same reason there is no significant gain in scalability

since computations are performed on the full state space. Refinement of assume-guarantee

contracts for general LTL specifications was considered in [7].

The paper [105] by Rakovic et. al. is perhaps the closest work to the theory in this

chapter, where “practical set invariance” is considered via a form of centralized polyhedral

contract. This notion of invariance lies in between the completely separated approach in

this chapter, and the general contracts in [32], and thus also represents a middle way in

terms of conservatism. The approach requires pre-defined template sets and reduces the

invariance problem for N interconnected systems to invariance in an N -dimensional system

whose states are scaling factors of the template sets.

A related topic is construction of compositional abstractions that mitigate the state space

explosion problem [33, 101]. Also here the system is divided into subsystems and each
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subsystem treats effects from neighboring subsystems as disturbance. A flexible approach

was recently presented in [82] where individual states can “overlap” between subsystems,

which allows retaining more precise dynamics at the cost of higher-dimensional subsystems.

3.1. Decomposable Invariant Sets via LMIs

In this section a computational procedure for synthesizing separable controlled invariant

sets via LMIs is presented. The standard algorithm for invariance is to iterate the fixed

point (1.13); the problem can typically not be solved in a single-shot computation since

the problem of joint synthesis of an invariant set and a controller that enforces invariance

is bilinear in the decision variables. However, as proposed by Tahir and Jaimoukha in

[125], the problem can be linearized via a series of LMI manipulations at the cost of slight

conservatism. The method presented here is an extension of this work to a decentralized

setting, and to sets with tunable complexity.

The type of system considered in the following consists of N interconnected linear sub-

systems with states xn(k) ∈ Rnnx that affect each other as additive disturbance:

ΣDT n : xn(k + 1) = Annxn(k) +
∑
m∈[N ]
m6=n

Anmxm(k) +Bnun(k) + Endn(k). (3.6)

As can be seen, each subsystem is associated with an input un(k) ∈ Rnnu and an exogenous

disturbance dn(k) ∈ Rnnd ; both which do not affect other subsystems. The full system can

be written

ΣDT : x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) + Ed(k), (3.7)

for

A =

[
A00 ... A0(N−1)

...
. . .

...
A(N−1)0 ... A(N−1)(N−1)

]
, B =

[ B0

. . .
B(N−1)

]
, E =

[ E0

. . .
E(N−1)

]
. (3.8)

The inputs of (3.6) are assumed to be bounded as

un(k) ∈ Un = {un : Hn
uun ≤ hnu}, Hn

u ∈ RNnu×nnu , (3.9)

for all n, and there are symmetric bounds imposed on disturbance;

dn(k) ∈ Dn = {dn : −1 ≤ Hn
d dn ≤ 1}, (3.10)
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where Hn
d ∈ Rnnd×nnd is a non-singular square matrix. Also state constraints of the form

xn(k) ∈ Xn = {xn : Hn
s xn ≤ hns}, Hn

s ∈ RNns ×nnx , (3.11)

are incorporated. The objective is to compute sets Cn ⊂ Xn that satisfy (3.5). The special

symmetric description

Cn = {xn : −1 ≤ ZnH
n
xxn ≤ 1}

is imposed on the sets, where Zn ∈ RNnx ×nnx is an arbitrary given matrix and Hn
x ∈ Rnnx×nnx

is non-singular. The matrix Zn should be thought of as a set of “generators” that define

a symmetric polyhedron that is linearly transformed by Hn
x to form Cn. A natural way to

select Zn is to pick (randomly or evenly spaced) vectors from the unit sphere in Rnnx . Let

Z be the block diagonal matrix formed by all generators:

Z =

[
Z0

. . .
ZN−1

]
.

The following result states that if a set of LMIs are satisfied, then separable controlled

invariant sets and controllers that enforce control invariance can be extracted. LMIs can

be solved in polynomial time via semi-definite programming [22].

Theorem 3.1. Let Nx =
∑

n∈[N ]N n
s , Ns =

∑
n∈[N ]N n

s , Nu =
∑

n∈[N ]N n
u and consider

the following LMIs

K̂ =

[
K̂0

...
K̂N−1

]
, H−1

x =

[
(H0

x)−1

. . .

(HN−1
x )−1

]
, Λ =

[
λ0In0

x

. . .
λN−1InN−1

x

]
� 0, (3.12a)

Ξj−Φ−1
j Ω1

j−
[
H−1
x 0

0 H−1
x

]
Ω2
j−
[
H−1
x 0

0 H−1
x

]
ΨTj

[
ZT ej
ZT ej

]
∗ 2[ Λ 0

0 Λ ]−Γj [ Λ 0
0 Λ ]+(Ω1

j )
T−Ψj 0

∗ ∗ Ω2
j+(Ω2

j )
T−Ξj 0

∗ ∗ ∗ λn(j)−1TDjx1−1TDjd1

 � 0, ∀j ∈ [Nx], (3.12b)

[
Γj Ψj
∗ Ξj

]
� 0, ∀j ∈ [Nx], (3.12c)

Dj
x � 0,

[ [
ZTDjxZ 0

∗ Djd

] [
− 1

2
(H−Tx AT+K̂TBT ) 0

0 − 1
2
H−Td ET

]
∗ [Φ−1

j ]

]
� 0, ∀j ∈ [Nx], (3.12d)

Dk
s � 0,

[
ZTDksZ − 1

2
H−Tx HT

s ek

∗ eTk hs−1TDks1

]
� 0, ∀k ∈ [Ns], (3.12e)

Dl
u � 0,

[
ZTDluZ − 1

2
K̂THT

u el

∗ eTl hu−1TDlu1

]
� 0, ∀l ∈ [Nu], (3.12f)
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where n(j) is the smallest index n such that j <
∑n

k=0N k
x . Consider also structural

requirements on some of the variables; namely that Dj
x, Dk

s , and Dl
u are diagonal, and that

Φ−1
j , Γj and Ξj are symmetric.

Provided that these conditions hold, the product of the sets Cn = {xn : −1 ≤ ZnH
n
xxn ≤

1} is controlled invariant, and the state feedback controllers un(k) = K̂nHxxn(k) enforce

invariance.

Additional structural requirements can be imposed on the feedback matrix K̂ to model

information constraints. In particular, if the (n,m)’th block of K̂ is constrained to zero,

then the controller for subsystem n does not depend on the state of subsystem m. If K̂

is block-diagonal the controllers do not depend on the states of other subsystems which

means that each subsystem is robustly controlled invariant with respect to the state of

other subsystems, as well as with respect to the exogenous disturbance. A proof of the

result is given in Appendix B.1.

While the above result yields feedback controllers that enforce invariance, there is typ-

ically additional control freedom that can be leveraged to pursue additional control tasks

while also maintaining invariance.

Theorem 3.2. Consider a solution of (3.12) and subsystem n. Let J1
n be the set of

subsystems whose state information is available (non-zero block in K̂n), and let J2
n be the set

of subsystems whose state is not available (zero block in K̂n), such that J1
n∪J2

n = [N ]\{n}.
Then the set of un(k) such that

Hn
u un(k) ≤ hnu,

ZnH
n
xB un(k) ≤ 1− ZnHn

x

Annxn(k) +
∑
m∈J1

n

Anmxm(k)


−
∑
m∈J2

n

max
xm∈Cm

ZnH
n
xAnmxm − max

dn∈Dn
ZnH

n
xEndn,

−ZnHn
xB un(k) ≤ 1 + ZnH

n
x

Annxn(k) +
∑
m∈J1

n

Anmxm(k)


+
∑
m∈J2

n

min
xm∈Cm

ZnH
n
xAnmxm + min

dn∈Dn
ZnH

n
xEndn,

(3.13)

is non-empty for any
∏

n∈[N ] xn(k) ∈ ∏n∈[N ] Cn, and any such un(k) enforces invariance

of
∏

n∈[N ] Cn. The min and max should be taken row-wise (c.f. equation (1.7)).
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Proof. Invariance is enforced from
∏

n∈[N ] xn(k) if there for each n ∈ [N ] exist un(k) ∈ Un
such that for all dn(k) ∈ Dn and all xm ∈ Cm for m ∈ Jn2 ;

− 1 ≤ ZnH
n
x

(
Annxn(k) +

∑
m 6=n

Anmxm(k) +Bnun(k) + Endn(k)

)
≤ 1. (3.14)

Existence of such a un(k) that depends on states in Jn1 but not on those in Jn2 follows from

Theorem 3.1. The first inequality in (3.13) ensures that un(k) ∈ Un and the remaining

two inequalities follow from reshuffling the two inequalities in (3.14) and considering the

worst-case effects of non-measurable disturbance.

3.2. Decomposable Invariant Sets via Polyhedral

Computation

Next, an iterative approach to computation of separable invariant sets is presented. As

opposed to above, this method can account for nonlinear system interconnections as well

as additive interconnections.

The type of system considered below consists of N interconnected systems of the form

ΣDT n : xn(k+1) =

(
Ann +

∑
m6=n

Anm(xm(k))

)
xn(k)+Bnun(k)+

∑
m 6=n

Fnm(xm(k)), (3.15)

where the mappings xm 7→ Anm(xm) and xm 7→ Fnm(xm) are potentially nonlinear.

Remark 3.1. The dynamics can readily be extended with additive exogenous disturbance

Endn(k) for a more general description

xn(k + 1) =

(
Ann +

∑
m6=n

Anm(xm(k))

)
xn(k) +Bnun(k) +

∑
m 6=n

Fnm(xm(k)) + Endn(k).

This extra term is omitted to simplify notation; it can also be incorporated as an additional

subsystem in the
∑

m6=n Fnm term.

The computation of invariant sets is based on iterating the fixed point (1.13); to achieve

this the backwards reachability operator from Section 1.2.2 must be extended to account for

system interconnections and nonlinearities which is the objective of the following sections.
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Fix a given subsystem n and assume that for all m 6= n there is a finite collection

{f jnm}j∈[qnm] of qnm non-constant functions f jnm : Cm → R, linearly independent on Cm,

such that Anm(xm) can be represented as Anm(xm) =
∑

j∈[qnm] f
j
nm(xm)Ajnm and Fnm(xm) =∑

j∈[qnm] f
j
nm(xm)F j

nm, where Ajnm and F j
nm are constant matrices for all j ∈ [qnm]. Note

that such a collection {f jnm}j∈[qnm] with at most n2 + n members always exists, but qnm

can in general be much smaller than n2 + n. Define the function fnm : Cm → Rqnm as

fnm : xm 7→ [f 0
nm(xm) f 1

nm(xm) . . . f qnm−1
nm (xm)]T ,

which accounts for all the nonlinearities from subsystem m to subsystem n.

For information set indices J1
n (information available) and J2

n (information unavailable),

the following generalized backwards reachable set operator is required to compute the n’th

invariant set:

PreΣDT n(X) =


xn : (∀m ∈ J1

n, ∀x1
m ∈ Cm)(∃un ∈ Un) (∀m ∈ J2

n, ∀x2
m ∈ Cm)Ann+

∑
m6=n

∑
j∈[qnm]

f jnm(xm)Ajnm

xn +Bnun +
∑
m6=n

∑
j∈[qnm]

f jnm(xm)F j
nm ∈ X

 .

That is, the subsystems in J1
n are treated as a measurable disturbance, so the control is

allowed to depend on these state values. On the contrary, the only information about the

non-measurable subsystems in J2
n is that they are contained in the sets Cm so the control

action must be robust with respect to all possible values in these sets.

3.2.1. Removal of Nonlinearities via Convexification

The next lemma shows that the nonlinearities associated with fnm can be accounted for

in a linear system where the nonlinearities have been moved to a set description fnm(Cm).

In addition, there is no loss of precision if the convex hull of fnm(Cm) is considered. Once

this result is established, it is extended to a re-formulation of the backwards reachable set

operator in Corollary 3.1 below.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a convex set, then

∀xm ∈ Cm,

Ann +
∑

j∈[qnm]

f jnm(xm)Ajnm

xn +
∑

j∈[qnm]

f jnm(xm)F j
nm ∈ X, (3.16)
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if and only if

∀dnm ∈ conv(fnm(Cm)),

Ann +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmA
j
nm

xn +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmF
j
nm ∈ X. (3.17)

Proof. (3.16) can be rewritten as

∀dnm ∈ fnm(Cm),

Ann +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmA
j
nm

xn +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmF
j
nm ∈ X. (3.18)

The implication from (3.17) to (3.16) is now obvious since fnm(Cm) ⊂ conv (fnm(Cm)).

Suppose that (3.16) holds but not (3.17). Then there is dnm ∈ conv(fnm(Cm)) such thatAnn +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmA
j
nm

xn +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmF
j
nm 6∈ X.

By definition of the convex hull, dnm =
∑

l αldl for αl ≥ 0,
∑

l αl = 1, and dl ∈ fnm(Cm).

But from (3.18);Ann +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmA
j
nm

xn +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djnmF
j
nm =

=
∑
l

αl

Ann +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djlA
j
nm

xn +
∑

j∈[qnm]

djlF
j
nm

 ∈ X
by convexity of X—a contradiction.

Corollary 3.1. For a convex Un, the backwards reachable set operator can be written as

follows:

PreΣDT n(X) =



xn : (∀m ∈ J1
n, ∀dnm ∈ conv(fnm(Cm))) (∃un ∈ Un)

(∀m ∈ J2
n, ∀dnm ∈ conv(fnm(Cm)))Ann+

∑
m6=n

∑
j∈[qnm]

djnmA
j
nm

xn+Bnun+
∑
m6=n

∑
j∈[qnm]

djnmF
j
nm ∈ X


. (3.19)
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Proof (sketch). The corollary follows by twice applying Lemma 3.1. The first application

to convexify the sets associated with J2
n is straightforward since other parts (i.e. terms

related to J1
n and un) can be taken as constant. To substitute the sets associated with J1

n,

non-relevant parts of the expression can be moved to the set description X by eliminating

the inner ∀ and ∃ quantifiers, to arrive at an expression like in Lemma 3.1. By convexity

of Un the modified set X is convex.

Corollary 3.2. If conv(fnm(Cm)) is replaced by Vnm in (3.19) for Vnm ⊃ conv(fnm(Cm)),

then an inner approximation of PreΣDT n(X) is obtained.

As a consequence of these results, the nonlinearities in fnm can be moved to the set de-

scription if the convexified image of Cm under fnm can be computed or over-approximated.

Utilizing over-approximations of the sets conv (fnm(Cm)) results in inner approximations

of PreΣDT n(X). Such inner approximations still yield sound (but not complete) winning

sets when employed in fixed-point computations (c.f. Section 1.3).

Next, two explicit techniques for computing an over-approximation of the convex hull

conv(f(C)) for a multivariate function f : C → Rnd and a convex set C ⊂ Rp are presented.

Convex-Hull Computation With Monotone Functions

The first technique computes an over-approximation of conv(f(C)) provided that f satisfies

certain monotonicity conditions and that C is a hyper rectangle.

Monotonicity is defined with respect to a given cone, which is a set K ⊂ Rn such that

x, y ∈ K implies x + y ∈ K, and such that x ∈ K implies tx ∈ K for all scalars t ≥ 0. A

cone K induces a partial ordering ≤K on Rn given by

x ≤K y ⇐⇒ y − x ∈ K.

An interval with respect to a cone K is a convex set X for which there exist extreme points

x−, x+ ∈ X such that x− ≤K x ≤K x+ for all x ∈ X; intervals are denoted [x−, x+]K . For

instance, when the cone K corresponds to one of the orthants in Rn, intervals are hyper

rectangles.

Given two cones K1 ⊂ Rp and K2 ⊂ Rq, a function f : Rp → Rq is monotone on the set

X with respect to K1 and K2 if for all x, y ∈ X, x ≤K1 y implies that f(x) ≤K2 f(y). A

simple condition to verify monotonicity of a function f i : Rp → R is the sign stability of

its gradient:
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Proposition 3.1. Given a hyper rectangle C ⊂ Rp, a mapping f i : C → R is monotone

on C if each element of the gradient of f i maintains its sign on C. That is, for all j, there

exists σj ∈ {0, 1} such that

(−1)σj
∂f i

∂xj
≥ 0 ∀v ∈ C, (3.20)

then f i is monotone with respect to the cones Ki
1 = {x = [x1, . . . , xp]ᵀ ∈ Rp | (−1)σjxj ≥ 0},

K2 = [0,∞). Moreover, if all components f i, i ∈ [q], of a function f : C → Rq are mono-

tone with respect to some cones Ki
1 and K2 = [0,∞), then f(C) ⊂ ∏i∈[p][f

i(xi), f i(xi)],

where xi and xi are extreme points of C with respect to the order induced by Ki
1.

Note that since
∏

i∈[p][f
i(xi), f i(xi)] in the above proposition is a convex set, it contains

conv(f(C)). Given f and C, if the conditions in the above proposition fail, i.e., the gradients

of component functions of f are not sign stable on C, but there is a finite cover {Cl}l∈[L] of C
with C =

⋃
l∈[L] Cl and each Cl is a hyper rectangle where the conditions of the proposition

hold, then it is still possible to find a convex over-approximation of conv(f(C)). This is

done by over-approximating the convex hull of each f(Cl) with a hyper rectangle using the

proposition above, and then taking the convex hull of these hyper rectangles. The next

result shows that, under certain conditions, it is possible to obtain an arbitrarily tight

over-approximation of conv(f(C)) by covering C with hyperboxes of decreasing size. The

idea is illustrated in the left part of Figure 3.4.

Theorem 3.3. Let {Cl}l∈[L] be a hyper rectangular cover of C, i.e., C =
⋃
l∈[L] Cl and each

Cl is a hyper rectangle. Assume that the gradients of the component functions of f are sign

stable on each Cl. Also, let [Cl]ε be a finite hyper rectangular cover of Cl, where the size

of the maximum edge of each hyper rectangle R ∈ [Cl]ε is at most ε and Cl =
⋃
R∈[Cl]ε R.

Then, conv(f(C)) = limε→0 conv({{f(R)}R∈[Cl]ε}l∈[L]).

Proof. The result follows from the following claims: i) for any sets A and B, conv(A∪B) =

conv(conv(A) ∪ conv(B)), and ii) for sets A and B such that h(A,B) ≤ ε, it holds that

h(conv(A), conv(B)) ≤ ε, where h is the Hausdorff distance function.

Claim i) follows directly from the definition of convex hulls. To show ii), take any

a ∈ conv(A); it can be written as a =
∑

i∈I αiai with ai ∈ A and
∑

i∈I αi = 1, αi ≥ 0.

For each ai there is a bi ∈ B s.t. ‖ai − bi‖ ≤ ε. Evidently, b =
∑

i∈I αibi ∈ conv(B), and

‖a − b‖ = ‖∑i αi(ai − bi)‖ ≤
∑

i∈I αi‖ai − bi‖ ≤ ε, which shows h(conv(A), conv(B)) ≤
ε.
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f0(v)
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(v
)

Figure 3.4: Convex hull over-approximation of images of a function. The convex hull
is constructed around a nonlinear curve f : [a, b] → R2 using the monotonicity (left)
and gradient (right) methods.

Convex-Hull Computation With Convex Projections

Ideas similar to those for monotonicity can also be used when the component functions

f i of f are convex or concave on some convex polyhedral sets Cl that cover the set C.
Note that when f i is convex (concave), the minimum (maximum) of f i on each Cl can be

found by convex programming and the maximum (minimum) can be found by evaluating

the function f i on the vertices of Cl. Such a strategy again creates a collection of hyper

rectangles that over-approximate f(C). However, the convex hull of these hyper rectangles

can potentially have a large number of vertices. Next, attention is restricted to a very

special case with a single parameter, valid for the lane keeping application studied later,

for which over-approximations with smaller numbers of vertices can be computed.

Consider the special case of a map f = (f 0, f 1) : [x, x] → R2 where f 1 is convex in f 0

over [x, x], i.e., the function f 1 ◦ (f 0)−1 : f 0([x, x])→ R is a convex function. In this case,

the line connecting f(x) to f(x) lies completely above the graph of f([x, x]). Furthermore,

any tangent line to f([x, x]) lies completely below the graph of f([x, x]). The right part

of Figure 3.4 illustrates the idea, where one hyperplane constraint is constructed using

the former fact, and three hyperplane constraints are constructed using the latter fact. In

particular, the former constraint is of the form

−mf 0(x) + f 1(x) ≤ f 1(x)−mf 0(x), m =
f 1(x)− f 1(x)

f 0(x)− f 0(x)
,
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and the latter constraints are of the form

m0f
0(x) +m1f

1(x) ≥ m0f
0(xi) +m1f

1(xi),

where m0
df0

dx
(xi) +m1

df1

dx
(xi) = 0 and xi ∈ [x, x].

This method can also be applied in higher dimensions, i.e., when f : [x, x]→ Rq, provided

that the components f 0, . . . , f q−1 of f pairwise satisfy the convexity property described

above. In this case, two-dimensional sets Pij can be computed for all i, j with i 6= j,

and then lifted to q dimensions to obtain conv(f(C)) ⊂ P = {[x0, . . . , xq−1]ᵀ : (xi, xj) ∈
Pij ∀ i 6= j}.

3.2.2. Backwards Reachable Set for Systems With Measurable and

Non-Measurable Disturbance

Assuming that the convexification and over-approximation steps in Section 3.2.1 have

been carried out, the effect of each subsystem on other subsystems is represented by a

(finite) convex polyhedron. To somewhat simplify notation, consider the viewpoint of

a single subsystem; the effects on this subsystem from other subsystems take the form

either of measurable disturbance or non-measurable disturbance, depending on information

availability. Collect these effects in variables d1 and d2 and consider dynamics ΣDT defined

as

ΣDT : x(k + 1) = f(x(k),d1(k),u(k),d2(k)),

for

f(x, d1, u, d2) =

A+
∑
j∈[nd1 ]

d1
jA

1
j +

∑
j∈[nd2 ]

d2
jA

2
j

x+Bu+
∑
j∈[nd1 ]

d1
jF

1
j +

∑
j∈[nd2 ]

d2
jF

2
j ,

together with sets Di = {di : Hdid
i ≤ hdi} and U = {u : Huu ≤ hu} that describe

disturbance and input constraints, for Hx ∈ RNx×nx , Hdi ∈ RNdi×ndi , and Hu ∈ RNu×nu .

Here d1 models measurable disturbance and d2 non-measurable disturbance; that is, the

input u(k) can depend on d1(k) but not on d2(k). Note that (3.17) can be written in this

form when conv(fnm(Cm)) is a set defined by linear inequalities.
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The goal of this subsection is to compute the backwards reachable set

PreΣDT (X) =
{
x : ∀d1 ∈ D1 ∃u ∈ U ∀d2 ∈ D2, f(x, d1, u, d2) ∈ X

}
for a set X = {x : Hxx ≤ hx}.

An exact way to compute PreΣDT is provided in the following result:

Theorem 3.4.

PreΣDT (X) =
⋂

d1∈V (D1)

proju
{

(x, u) : Hxf(x, d1, u, d2) ≤ hx, Huu ≤ hu ∀d2 ∈ V (D2)
}
,

where V (Di) is the (finite) set of vertices of Di.
Proof. Follows immediately from quantifier elimination via intersection (∀) and projection

(∃).

Thus, PreΣDT (X) can be computed via |V (D1)| projections of (nx + nu)-dimensional

polyhedra, each with Nx|V (D2)| + Nu inequalities. The sets of vertices V (Di) is finite

but can potentially be very large—just the problem of enumerating the vertex set can be

computationally challenging. An alternative way of computing an inner approximation of

PreΣDT that does not require vertex enumeration is therefore presented next.

Theorem 3.5. The following set is an inner approximation of PreΣDT (X):

x : ∃y0 ∈ RNd2×Nx , {Kj
y}j∈[nd1 ] ∈ RNd2×Nx , u0 ∈ Rnu , Ku ∈ Rnu×nd1

z1, {z2,i}i∈[nd2 ], {z3,i}i∈[nd2 ], {z4,i}i∈[Nd2 ] ∈ RNd1×Nx , z5 ∈ RNd1×Nu , s.t.

hTd1z1 ≤ (hx −HxAx−HxBu0 − yT0 hd2)T , hTd1z4,i ≤ eTi y0

HT
d1z1 =

([
(K0

y )Thd2 · · · (K
nd1−1
y )Thd2

]
+H1

A(In1
d
⊗ x) +H1

F +HxBKu

)T
,

hTd1z2,i ≤ eTi (H2
A(In2

d
⊗ x) +H2

F − yT0 Hd2)T ,

hTd1z3,i ≤ −eTi (H2
A(In2

d
⊗ x) +H2

F − yT0 Hd2)T ,

HT
d1z2,i =


eTi H

T
d2K0

y

...

eTi H
T
d2K

nd1−1
y

 , HT
d1z3,i = −


eTi H

T
d2K0

y

...

eTi H
T
d2K

nd1−1
y

 , HT
d1z4,i =


−eTi K0

y

...

−eTi K
nd1−1
y


hTd1z5 ≤ (hu −Huu0)T , HT

d1z5 = KT
uH

T
u ,

z1 ≥ 0, z2,i ≥ 0, z3,i ≥ 0, z4,i ≥ 0, z5 ≥ 0.
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where for i = 1, 2;

H i
A =

[
HxA

i
0 · · · HxA

i
nid−1

]
, and H i

F =
[
HxF

i
0 · · · HxF

i
nid−1

]
, (3.21)

and ⊗ is the Kronecker product.

Similarly to Theorem 3.4, this set is the projection of a polyhedron. The approximation

in the result above stems from restricting u(k) to be linearly dependent on d1(k), and

a similar restriction for a slack variable y. The number of variables in this implicit set

description is

ntot = nx + nu + nund1 +NxNd2(1 + nd1) +NxNd1(1 + 2nd2 +Nd2) +NuNd1 , (3.22)

and the number of equalities and inequalities are

Neq = nd1Nx(1 + 3nd2) + nd1Nu and Niq = Nx(1 + 3nd2) +Nu, (3.23)

respectively. As a consequence of Theorem 3.5 the backwards reachable set can be inner

approximated via a single projection of a ntot-dimensional polyhedron onto its first nx

dimensions. While these numbers seem large, the principal culprits are cross terms that

disappear if only one type of disturbance (either measurable or non-measurable) is present.

A proof is given in Appendix B.2.

3.2.3. Contract refinement

The computational procedures above can be employed to evaluate whether a contract of

the form ∧
m∈[N ]
m 6=n

� (xm ∈ Xm) =⇒ � (xn ∈ Xn)

can be upheld, by computing controlled invariant sets Cn ⊂ Xn. In case this is not possible,

i.e. one or more of the sets Cn turn out as the empty set, the original contract needs to be

refined. Based on the observation that it is easier for subsystem n to enforce invariance of

Xn if Xm is smaller; the following heuristics can be applied for contract refinement:

1. For all n such that Cn 6= ∅, set Xn = Cn.
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2. If Cn = ∅ or step 1. did not result in additional nonempty sets, shrink all Xn for

which Cn 6= 0 by a predefined factor.

The computations of Cn can be guaranteed to terminate by adding a pre-defined shrinking

factor [34, 112].

3.3. Examples

Below two numerical examples are provided. The first example demonstrates how separable

invariant sets synthesized via the LMIs in Section 3.1 can be used to decouple a synthesis

problem. Secondly, decoupled synthesis as in Section 3.2 is considered for Adaptive Cruise

Control and Lane Keeping, for a model that exhibits nonlinear interconnections.

3.3.1. Synthesis of Separable Invariant Sets for Modular Control

Design

Consider a scenario involving a tethered UAV and a ground vehicle, where each vehicle is

given a surveillance task that requires visiting certain regions infinitely often. The tether

can be used to power the UAV to significantly increase the duration it is airborne, however

it induces dynamic coupling between the UAV and the ground vehicle. This coupling is

modeled as a spring. For simplicity, the vehicles are modeled as double integrators and

their motion is constrained to one dimension:
x1(k + 1)

v1(k + 1)

x2(k + 1)

v2(k + 1)

 =


1 1 0 0

γ 1 −γ 0

0 0 1 1

−γ 0 γ 1




x1(k)

v1(k)

x2(k)

v2(k)

+


0 0

1 0

0 0

1 0


[
u1(k)

u2(k)

]
. (3.24)

The objective is to find separable invariant sets for the two subsystems (x1,v1) and (x2,v2)

and then let each system perform additional control objectives while still guaranteeing

overall invariance. Using a small coupling γ = 0.1 and a bound ‖u(k)‖∞ ≤ 0.3, it takes 1.7s

to compute the invariant sets depicted in Figure 3.5 that consist of 5 zonotope generators

each.

Next additional control objectives are pursued inside these sets in a modular fashion. Let

C1 and C2 be the invariant set pertaining to the subsystem (x1,v1) and (x2,v2) respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Invariant sets for toy robot/UAV example.

Consider a surveillance-like task where the ground robot is required to visit the goal sets

G+
1 , G

−
1 ⊂ C1 infinitely often; whereas the UAV is required to visit G+

2 , G
−
2 ⊂ C2 infinitely

often, where the goal sets are taken to be G±1 = {(±x1, v1) : x1 ∈ [0.2, 0.35]} and G±2 =

{(±x2, v2) : x2 ∈ [0.05, 0.18]}. The local objectives can be expressed in LTL as ϕi =

�♦G+
i ∧�♦G−i for i = 1, 2.

Synthesis for the local objectives is done via fixed-point calculations (1.15) to synthesize

the local controllers, but any LTL synthesis method could potentially be employed. Figure

3.6 depicts G±i , together with robust (with respect to “disturbance” induced from the other

subsystem) backwards reachable sets of G−i contained inside Ci in lighter green (the back-

wards reachable sets from G+
i are symmetric). Since the sets from where G−i is reachable

eventually cover G+
i , together with the fact that G+

i is reachable from G−i by symmetry, the

specification is realizable. The left illustration in Figure 3.7 shows trajectories of a simula-

tion where both systems satisfy their control objectives, while simultaneously countering

the “disturbance” they cause each other.

Now, assume the task specification for the UAV changes to ϕ′2 = �♦G′2 ∧ �♦G′′2, with

G′2 = {(x2, v2) : x2 ∈ [−0.18,−0.05]} and G′′2 = {(x2, v2) : x2 ∈ [0.18, 0.33]}. By con-

struction of the invariant sets, if a new controller can be synthesized for the UAV, the

new specification ϕ1 ∧ ϕ′2 is guaranteed to be satisfied without making any changes to the

controller of the ground robot, despite the potentially different “disturbance” inputs it gets
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Figure 3.6: Synthesis inside separable invariant sets. For i = 1 (left) and i = 2 (right),
the goal sets G−i , G

+
i are shown in green, blue. The light green sets depict regions

from where G−i is reachable.

from the UAV. The right illustration in Figure 3.7 shows the trajectories of a simulation

of this new scenario where both subsystems satisfy their control objectives.

An interesting feature of this problem is that if the invariant sets are increased in size,

these control objectives can no longer be realized using this kind of decentralized controllers.

As the sizes of the sets increase, more control effort must be reserved for countering the

increasing “disturbance” from the other subsystem and hence there is less freedom to

pursue additional control objectives.

3.3.2. Composition of Lane Keeping and Adaptive Cruise Control

In this section, the method presented in Section 3.2 is applied to synthesize a Lane Keeping

(LK) controller and an Adaptive Cruise Controller (ACC) whose composition is guaranteed

to be safe. Consider the following models for longitudinal motion

d

dt

[
u

h

]
=

[
−f1/m 0

−1 0

][
u

h

]
+

[
Fw/m− f0/m− νr

vL

]
; (3.25)
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Figure 3.7: Re-synthesis inside separable invariant sets. Subsystem trajectories that
visit given regions (marked with red, blue) infinitely often. Re-synthesis can be done
separately for the different subsystems thanks to the inherent robust modularity.
The two plots show simulation for different local control objectives.

and for lateral dynamics

d

dt


y

ν

∆Ψ

r

 =


0 1 u 0

0 −Cαf+Cαr
mu

0
bCαr−aCαf

mu
− u

0 0 0 1

0
bCαr−aCαf

Izu
0 −a2Cαf+b2Cαr

Izu


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ALK


y

ν

∆Ψ

r

+


0
Cαf
m

0

a
Cαf
Iz

 δf +


0

0

−1

0

 rd. (3.26)

The goal of the ACC is to compute the applied longitudinal force Fw so that either a

desired longitudinal speed u = udes is achieved, or so that the headway h stays above some

minimal value, where the latter objective is higher prioritized. Correspondingly, the goal

of LK is to control the steering angle δf in a way that prevents lane departure.

Both these models are linearized versions of nonlinear force-balance equations. In the

following the physical meaning of each state is briefly described; see [86] and [111] for

details. For the ACC model, the two states u and h represent longitudinal velocity and

headway. The headway is the distance to a lead car, which is assumed to travel at velocity

vL. The LK model has four states y,ν,∆Ψ and r, which describe lateral displacement

from the center of the lane, lateral velocity, yaw angle, and yaw rate. The input to the LK

system is the steering angle δf , and there is also an exogenous disturbance rd coming from

the curvature of the road. The road curvature is assumed to be bounded by |rd| ≤ 0.05,
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Table 3.1: Parameter values for ACC and LK models.

m 1650 kg f0 -24 N f1 19 Ns/m
a 1.11 m Cαf 133000 N Iz 2315 kg m2

b 1.59 m Cαr 98800 N vL 26 m/s

Table 3.2: State constraints for ACC and LK models.

State Lower bound Upper bound State Lower bound Upper bound

u 25 m/s 30 m/s ν -1.2 m/s 1.2 m/s
h 42 m ∞ ∆Ψ -0.05 rad 0.05 rad
y -0.9 m 0.9 m r -0.3 rad/s 0.3 rad/s

which is in line with the maximal recommended curvature of freeways in Michigan [109].

As can be seen, the state u pertaining to the ACC system appears in the system matrix

of (3.26). Conversely, the states ν and r from the LK system appear in the offset term of

the ACC system. Furthermore, both of these interdependencies are nonlinear.

In the following, the parameter values given in Table 3.1 are assumed and for comfort

reasons control input bounds of Fw ∈ [−3m, 2m] and δf ∈ [π/90, π/90] are imposed. For

combined safety and comfort reasons, the state constraints given in Table 3.2 are posited.

The bound y ∈ [−0.9, 0.9] prevents lane departure, while the bound h ≥ 42 implies a time

headway20 of 1.4 s at u = 25 m/s, which is a common recommendation.

If a LK controller can be found that keeps the states y,ν,∆Ψ, r within the bounds in

Table 3.2 whenever u is within its bounds, and conversely for the ACC system, safety is

guaranteed. To apply the methods from Section 3.2 the continuous-time models are time-

discretized using Euler forward with a time step of 0.1s, which preserves the base {f i}qi=1

from which the system matrices are composed. When implementing a correct discrete-

time controller in continuous time, inter-sample constraint violations may occur, as well as

differences from the omission of higher-order terms in the Euler forward approximation (as

opposed to the exact exponential map). It is possible to correct for this by adding certain

robustness margins [47, 75], but those details are omitted here.

Solving the LK part The entries of ALK in (3.26) are composed of two linearly indepen-

dent nonlinearities: u and 1/u. Using the method in Section 3.2.1 yields the polyhedron

20Time headway, or time to collision, is defined as τ = h/u.
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Figure 3.8: Projections of the four-dimensional controlled invariant set for the LK
system.
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Figure 3.9: Over-approximation of nonlinearities in ACC subsystem. All possible
values of [1/u, u] (in blue) are covered by a polyhedron PLK with four vertices (in
red).
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Figure 3.10: Controlled invariant set for the ACC subsystem.

PLK ⊂ R2 depicted in Figure 3.9 that represents an over-approximation of all values the

function u 7→ [u, 1/u] can take when u varies in the interval [25, 30]. Applying the invariant

set computation for the four vertex systems using the bounds for the LK states as the ini-

tial set gives the 4-dimensional polyhedron CLK depicted in Figure 3.8, which is controlled

invariant for all u ∈ [25, 30].

Solving the ACC part In the ACC system (3.25), there is one offset term νr that is a

function of the state of the LK system. The goal is to find a polyhedron PACC ⊂ R that

is an over-approximation of the range of the function f : [ν, r] 7→ νr where ν ∈ [−1.2, 1.2]

and r ∈ [−0.3, 0.3]. The exact range of this function is easily seen to be [−0.36, 0.36].

Once the two sets CACC and CLK that satisfy (3.5) are obtained, controllers that guar-

antee invariance can be implemented by choosing for a given state xACC ∈ CACC and

xLK ∈ CLK an input uACC such that A(xLK)xACC + BuACC + F (uLK) ∈ CACC , and con-

versely for xLK . Finding such inputs amounts to enforcing certain linear constraints which

by construction are feasible. In particular, at each time step an input satisfying these con-

straints is computed by solving a convex quadratic optimization problem. In Figure 3.11 a

simultaneous simulation of the ACC and LK systems is shown, where the road curvature

rd is in the form of a sinusoidal signal with maximal amplitude 0.05. As expected, all

bounds are respected throughout the simulation.
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Figure 3.11: Simultaneous simulation of the LK and ACC subsystems on a curvy
road. States are shown in blue, and computed control inputs in red. The dashed
green lines indicate state and control bounds that are guaranteed to hold. The
ACC controller is programmed to maintain a desired speed of 29 m/s when possible.
However, it is forced to slow down at t = 2 to avoid future violation of the headway
constraint.

3.4. Conclusions

This chapter was concerned with computation of separable controlled invariant sets, or, in

other words: assume-guarantee contracts for invariance. The formal relationships between

the subsystems exhibited by such sets allow decomposition of formal synthesis problems

as shown in the example in Section 3.3.1. Two methods for computation of such sets were

proposed; one based on LMIs, and one obtained from a generalization of the iterative fixed-

point computation in Section 1.3.1. The latter method can treat nonlinear interconnections

via convex over-approximations of function images.

While the dimensionality is reduced, there are still numerical challenges due to polyhe-

dra that become overly complex. The toughest numerical barrier in linear reachability is

polyhedral projection. The standard algorithm is to employ Fourier Motzkin elimination

that results in a highly redundant description. Unfortunately, the best known algorithm

[26] for redundancy elimination still lacks a reliable implementation and thus presents an

easy way to at least marginally improve scalability. To further improve scalability of the

iterative method it would be desirable to control the complexity of the involved polyhe-

dra; for instance by working with inner approximations. Another potential direction for

improvement is to avoid the projection step and work with implicit set representations,

since it is well known that the projection proj(P) of a polyhedron P may have exponen-
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tially many more inequalities than P [23]. While implicit representations may facilitate

the synthesis phase, additional on-line computational burden is introduced—checking set

membership requires solving a LP feasibility problem. The key technical challenge is to

find a termination criterion for the iterative algorithms, either by pre-computing an upper

bound on the number of iterations, or by checking inclusion of implicitly defined sets.

At a higher level, also the contract refinement heuristics (Section 3.2.3) can potentially

be strengthened with theoretical guarantees. The refinement procedure seeks to resolve the

inherent trade-off: a larger set for subsystem n makes the n’th synthesis problem easier,

but simultaneously makes it more difficult for other subsystems. Motivated by [32], an

instrumental ingredient could be computation of minimally restrictive assumptions, i.e.,

the maximal disturbance one subsystem can tolerate from other subsystems.
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Chapter 4.

Exploiting Symmetry in Counting

Problems

In this chapter a different approach to tackle high-dimensionality is explored: exploita-

tion of symmetries. The system under consideration is the aggregation of N almost-

homogeneous nx-dimensional switched subsystems—making the aggregate system a N×nx-
dimensional switched system with 2N aggregate modes. Though N can be very large, the

system exhibits symmetries in the dynamics which can be exploited to enable synthesis

for a special type of symmetric constraints called counting constraints. Like the previous

chapter, the solution approach is abstraction-based, but with the crucial difference that a

single abstraction is used for all subsystems, thus roughly reducing the number of states in

the abstraction from O(1/ηNnx) in the näıve approach to O(1/ηnx), where η the precision.

Mild heterogeneity among the subsystems can be accounted for by assuming certain sta-

bility conditions. The idea of utilizing a single abstraction for multiple subsystems allows

synthesis problems of very high dimension that exhibit these symmetries to be solved—the

method is demonstrated on a 10, 000-dimensional switched system with 210,000 modes. If

there are several distinct classes of subsystems (i.e., strong heterogeneity), one abstraction

can be constructed for each class; thus abstracting not only the state space but also the

space of system configurations as displayed in Figure 4.1.

This work is motivated by the TCL coordination problem. TCLs include air conditioners,

water heaters, refrigerators, etc., that operate around a temperature set point. TCL owners

are typically indifferent to small temperature perturbations and accept temperatures in a

range around the set point; this range is called the dead band. The idea behind TCL

coordination is that an electric utility company can leverage this flexibility–which becomes
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State space System configuration space

Figure 4.1: Abstraction in state space and in system configuration space. In the
state space to the left, a discrete point is selected to represent all continuous states
in the same cell. Similarly, to the right, three representative systems (in red) have
been chosen to represent the three classes of mildly heterogeneous systems.

meaningful for large collections of TCLs–to shape aggregate demand on the grid.

The fundamental problem in TCL coordination is to simultaneously control local safety

constraints (i.e., maintain each TCL in its deadband), and global aggregate constraints.

These constraints are special instances of counting constraints, which is the type of con-

straint considered in this chapter. The TCL coordination example will be used throughout

the chapter to motivate the discussion:

Example 4.1. Let {xn}n∈[N ] be the states of a family of N switched systems of the following

form:
d

dt
xn(t) = fσn(t) (xn(t),dn(t)) , σn(t) ∈ {on, off}, (4.1)

where fon and foff are functions R × D → R for some bounded disturbance set D. For

a desired dead band [a, a], and bounds [K,K] on the aggregate number of TCLs that are

in mode on, synthesize switching protocols {πn}n∈[N ] such that the generated trajectories

satisfy

xn(t) ∈ [a, a] for all n ∈ [N ] and all t ∈ R+, (4.2)

For all t ∈ R+, at least K and at most K of the TCLs are in mode on. (4.3)

Chapter overview. The general counting problem is introduced in Section 4.1 along

with an abstraction procedure that transforms a continuous-state counting problem into a

finite-state one. A solution approach to the finite-state counting problem is presented in

Section 4.2 in the form of a linear feasibility problem that can either be solved as a LP,

or as an ILP. Results in Section 4.3 specify what inferences that can be made about the
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finite-time counting problem from (in)-feasibility of different configurations of the proposed

feasibility problem, and suggest rounding procedures to convert non-integer solutions into

integer solutions. Extension of the theory to the multi-class setting is briefly presented in

Section 4.4. To highlight the applicability of the method, one numerical example and one

application-motivated example are provided in Section 4.5 before the chapter is summarized

in Section 4.6.

Related work. Previous work on the TCL scheduling problem has resulted in control

algorithms based on broadcasting a universal set-point temperature [43], Markov chain

“bin” models [30, 37], and priority stacks [53], with the objective to track a power signal.

However, hard constraints on aggregate power consumption (i.e., the number of TCLs in

mode on) has not been taken into account, which is crucial to avoid overloading the grid

or under-utilizing the power generated by renewable resources.

A solution to a problem reminiscent of the TCL problem is presented in [6, 8], where

LP-based schedule search for bounded-rate systems is considered. While that approach

allows for more general set constraints and has polynomial complexity in the number of

permitted aggregate modes, it still becomes impractical for large-scale systems since the

number of aggregate modes grows exponentially. Also related is recent work on intersection

clearing controllers [3, 27], where integer programs are used to find a finite-horizon schedule

that allows cars to clear an intersection. This work can be seen as a marriage between

the “bin” abstraction approach previously used in TCL literature, and schedule search

via integer programming—generalized to arbitrary incrementally stable systems and an

infinite horizon.

A particular instance of the (mode-)counting problem has been studied in more detail:

the case with one-dimensional subsystems with two modes. It turns out that in this case an

analytical solution is admitted for the infinite-horizon case even with strong heterogeneity

[92]. In the case that the infinite-horizon problem is infeasible, the time of constraint

satisfaction can be maximized [91].

4.1. The Counting Problem

Before introducing the counting problem, the concept of a counting constraint is defined.

Definition 4.1. A counting constraint (X,R) for a collection of N switched subsystems
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numbered from 0 to N − 1, with the same state space X and input space U, is a set

X = XX × XU with XX ⊂ X and XU ⊂ U, and a bound R. The counting constraint is

satisfied by state-input pairs (xn, µn), n ∈ [N ], if the aggregate number of pairs that fall

in X is less than or equal to R: ∑
n∈[N ]

1X (xn, µn) ≤ R.

Remark 4.1. For simplicity of exposition attention is restricted to counting sets that are

the product of a set XX in output space and a set XU in mode space. However, the solution

method can handle more general subsets of X × U.

This notion of counting constraint extends that in previous work [89] by allowing X

to be a subset of X × U, instead of being restricted to a singleton member of U. This

generalization permits counting constraints that include the state space, as opposed to

only counting the number of systems using each mode (i.e., mode-counting). A local safety

constraint xn(t) 6∈ S for all n ∈ [N ] can be expressed with the counting constraint (S×U, 0),

therefore there is no need to treat local safety constraints separately as in the cited paper.

Furthermore, if a lower bound is desired, a counting constraint for the complement XC of

X can be specified:∑
n∈[N ]

1X (xn, µn) ≥ R⇐⇒
∑
n∈[N ]

1XC (xn, µn) ≤ N −R.

Example 4.2. The TCL scheduling constraints (4.2) and (4.3) fall into the class of count-

ing constraints. The following counting constraints specify that the number of TCLs that

are in mode on at time t should be in the interval [K,K]:∑
n∈[N ]

1R×{on} (xn(t), σn(t)) ≤ K,
∑
n∈[N ]

1R×{off} (xn(t), σn(t)) ≤ N −K. (4.4)

In addition, the dead band constraints (4.2) can be imposed by the counting constraint∑
n∈[N ]

1[a,a]C×{on,off} (xn(t), σn(t)) ≤ 0. (4.5)

Consider now a family of N identical subsystems with dynamics given by a transition

system and some initial conditions {xn(0)}n∈[N ]. The problem considered in this chapter
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is the following:

Problem 4.1. Consider N subsystems, all governed by the same transition system T =

(X ,U,−→, h), where U is finite, and assume that initial states {xn(0)}n∈[N ] and L counting

constraints {Xl, Rl}l∈[L] are given. Synthesize individual switching protocols {πn}n∈[N ] such

that the generated actions σn(0)σn(1)σn(2) . . . and trajectories xn(0)xn(1)xn(2) . . . for n ∈
[N ] satisfy the counting constraints∑

n∈[N ]

1Xl (xn(k), µn(k)) ≤ Rl, ∀k ∈ Z+, ∀l ∈ [L]. (4.6)

An instance of this problem is referred to as

(N, T , {xn(0)}n∈[N ], {Xl, Rl}l∈[L]). (4.7)

Näıvely, if X is a nξ-dimensional space, the overall system can be viewed as a N × nξ-
dimensional hybrid system with |U|N modes and is thus beyond the reach of common

control synthesis techniques that do not exploit the symmetry. However, symmetry is

present: it does not matter which subsystems contribute to the summation in (4.6) for the

constraint to be satisfied, so Problem 4.1 exhibits subsystem permutation symmetry in its

specification. In addition, there is also subsystem permutation symmetry in the dynamics

since all subsystem states are governed by the same transition system. As an implication

there is no need to keep track of identities of individual subsystems—they are all equivalent

from both a dynamics- as well as from a specification-point of view. This symmetry (i.e.,

permutation invariance) is the key to solving large-scale counting problems.

The goal of this work is to synthesize controllers that satisfy counting constraints for a

collection of continuous-time switched systems with states xn(t), n ∈ [N ], with dynamics

governed by

ΣSw :
d

dt
xn(t) = fσn(t)(xn(t),dn(t)), σn : R→ U, (4.8)

for xn(t) ∈ Rnx and a disturbance signal dn(t) assumed to take values in a set D. Although

the system description is identical for all N systems in the family, the disturbance signals dn

are not, and can therefore model mild heterogeneity, including parameter variations across

system models or modeling inaccuracies. The vector fields and the disturbance signals

are assumed to satisfy standard assumptions for existence and uniqueness of solutions. In

addition, it is assumed that the vector fields exhibit the following form of stability [10]:
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Assumption 4.1. For each µ ∈ U, the vector field fµ(x, d) is C1 in x and continuous in

d. Furthermore, the nominal system d
dt

x = fµ(x,0) is forward complete and incrementally

stable. That is, there exists a KL-function βµ such that

‖φfµ(t, x; 0)− φfµ(t, x′; 0)‖∞ ≤ βµ (‖x− x′‖∞, t) . (4.9)

Note that the vector field fµ(x, d) being C1 in x implies that fµ(x, d) is Lipschitz in x

(with some Lipschitz constant Kµ) when the states are constrained to a compact set. Fur-

thermore, assume that the disturbance signal is continuous, and that its effect is bounded

in the following sense:

Assumption 4.2. The disturbance signals dn : R → D are continuous. Furthermore

for all µ ∈ U, compared to the nominal vector fields without disturbance, the effect of the

disturbance is less than δ̄µ:

‖fµ(x, d)− fµ(x, 0)‖∞ ≤ δ̄µ,

for all d ∈ D.

The counting problem was introduced only for transition systems, which comprise time-

sampled continuous-state systems but not systems with continuous time evolution such as

(4.8). The analogue of Problem 4.1 for a continuous-time system could easily be stated.

One key difference is that in a time-sampled system mode switches can only happen at the

sampling instants τZ+, where τ is the sampling time; thus the actuation is constrained.

Furthermore, a solution where state counting constraints are violated in between samplings

(but satisfied at sample instants) is still a valid solution to the instance (4.7). If such inter-

sample violations are unacceptable, the state-parts of counting sets can be contracted by

some margin determined by the dynamics to ensure satisfaction for all t ∈ R+ [75].

In the following, the time-sampled analogue of (4.8) is constructed as a FTS in order to

leverage the notion of bisimilarity for transition systems. The domain is also restricted to

a bounded set X ⊂ Rnx , resulting in the following space-restricted τ -sampled counterpart

of ΣSw confined to X :

Tτ = (X ,U,−→
τ
, IdRd), (4.10)

where

x
µ−→
τ

x′ if and only if ∃d : [0, τ ]→ D s.t. x′ = φfµ(τ, x; d).
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The instance

(N, Tτ , {xn(0)}n∈[N ], {Xl, Rl}l∈[L]) (4.11)

of Problem 4.1 is referred to as the continuous-state counting problem. Since Tτ is a non-

deterministic, infinite transition system, this is a difficult problem to solve. In the following

a Deterministic Finite Transition System (DFTS) Tτ,η that is approximately bisimilar to

Tτ is constructed in order to map the problem into a finite instance.

4.1.1. Abstraction Procedure

The abstraction procedure below creates a finite-state model of ΣSw. Under the assump-

tions outlined above, approximate bisimilarity between the continuous-state system and

its finite-state abstraction is established, which enables results in Section 4.1.2 relating the

solvability of the corresponding counting problem instances.

For a state discretization parameter η > 0 define an abstraction function αη : X 7→ X as

αη(x) = η ·
⌊
x

η

⌋
+
η

2
1. (4.12)

This function is constant on hyperboxes of side η, and its image of the compact set X is

finite. The abstraction function defines the, (τ, η)-discretized counterpart of ΣSw as the

transition system

Tτ,η =

(
αη(X ),U,−→

τ,η
, IdRd

)
,

where

ξ
µ−→
τ,η

ξ′ iff αη(φfµ(τ, ξ; 0)) = ξ′.

In essence, the domain X is partitioned into uniform boxes of size η that represent discrete

states. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, transition relations are established by simulating each

mode, without disturbance, during a time τ , starting at the centers ξ of the boxes. As

opposed to Tτ , the resulting transition system Tτ,η is deterministic—for each state ξ and

action µ there exists (at most) one successor state ξ′.

Similarly to a result from [102] it can now be shown that an abstraction constructed in

this way is bisimilar to the time-sampled system (4.10) if a certain inequality holds.

Proposition 4.1. Assume that Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 hold, i.e., for all µ ∈ U there are

Lipschitz constants Kµ, KL-functions βµ, and disturbance effect bounds δµ associated with
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of how the abstraction Tτ,η is constructed. The center of each
cell of side η represents a discrete state ξi. A transition ξ0 → ξ5 is established since
the flow for time τ starting at ξ0 ends up in the cell corresponding to ξ5, and similarly
for ξ1 → ξ7.

the modes of (4.8). If for all µ ∈ U,

βµ(ε, τ) +
δµ
Kµ

(
eKµτ − 1

)
+
η

2
≤ ε, (4.13)

then Tτ,η ∼=ε Tτ .

Proof. Consider the relation ξ ∼ x iff ‖ξ − x‖∞ ≤ ε. It evidently satisfies 1) of Definition

1.11. Item 2) of the same definition is trivially satisfied since all transitions of Tτ,η are

present in Tτ as the special case without disturbance.

What remains is to show that item 3) holds. To this end, assuming that ξ ∼ x, it must

be shown that ξ′ ∼ φfµ(τ, x; d) for all d : [0, τ ] → D, where ξ′ ∈ αη(X ) is the µ-successor

of ξ in Tτ,η.
It follows from the construction of Tτ,η that ‖ξ′ − φfµ(τ, ξ; 0)‖∞ ≤ η/2. Furthermore,

under the continuity assumptions, it is known that the flow φfµ(t, x; 0) of fµ(x, 0) and the

flow φfµ(t, x,d) for any d such that ‖fµ(x, 0) − fµ(x,d(t))‖∞ ≤ δµ satisfy ‖φfµ(t, x; 0) −
φfµ(t, x; d)‖∞ ≤ (δµ/Kµ)(eKµt − 1) [58].

Thus, it follows that for any such d : [0, τ ]→ D,

‖ξ′ − φfµ(τ, x; d)‖∞ ≤ ‖φfµ(τ, x; d)− φfµ(τ, x; 0)‖∞ + ‖φfµ(τ, x; 0)− φfµ(τ, ξ; 0)‖∞

+ ‖φfµ(τ, ξ; 0)− ξ′‖∞ ≤
δµ
Kµ

(
eKµτ − 1

)
+ βµ (‖ξ − x‖∞, τ) +

η

2

≤ δ̄µ
Kµ

(
eKµτ − 1

)
+ βµ (ε, τ) +

η

2
≤ ε.

Hence ξ′ ∼ φfµ(τ, x; d) which completes the proof.
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It is known that the trajectories of ε-approximately bisimilar systems remain within

distance ε of each other [48]. This fact is the key to the following two results that establish

relations between existence of solutions of the counting problem in the continuous-state

and finite-state settings.

4.1.2. Counting Problems and Abstractions

If ε-approximate bisimilarity holds, trajectories of Tτ,η and Tτ are guaranteed to remain ε-

close when corresponding control actions are chosen. Therefore, solvability of the counting

problem is equivalent for the two up to an approximation margin ε. To make precise

statements, consider functions G±ε that expand (resp. contract) a counting set X = XX ×
XU in the state space domain before abstraction:

G+ε(XX ×XU) = αη
(
XX ⊕ B∞(0, ε)

)
×XU,

G−ε(XX ×XU) = αη
(
XX 	 B∞(0, ε)

)
×XU.

The next results describe how solutions of the counting problem can be mapped between

the time-sampled system Tτ and the time-state abstracted system Tτ,η.

Theorem 4.1. Let Tτ and Tτ,η be the time-sampled and time-state discretized systems

constructed from a system of the form (4.8), such that Tτ and Tτ,η are ε-approximately

bisimilar. Let αη be the abstraction function for Tτ,η.
If there exists a solution to the instance

(
N, Tτ,η, {αη(xn(0))}n∈[N ], {G+ε(Xl), Rl}l∈[L]

)
(4.14)

of Problem 4.1, then there exists a solution to the instance

(N, Tτ , {xn(0)}n∈[N ], {Xl, Rl}l∈[L]). (4.15)

Proof. Let {πn}n∈[N ] be individual switching protocols that solve (4.14) by generating

trajectories ζn(0)ζn(1) . . . and actions σn(0)σn(1) . . . for Tτ,η. Due to bisimilarity and the

η/2-proximity of initial conditions, the individual trajectories ζn(0)ζn(1) . . . of Tτ,η and the

individual trajectories xn(0)xn(1) . . . of Tτ satisfy ‖ζn(k) − xn(k)‖∞ ≤ ε for all k ∈ Z+
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when the input sequence σn(0)σn(1) . . . is implemented for both systems. By assumption,∑
n∈[N ]

1G+ε(Xl) (ζn(k), σn(k)) ≤ Rl.

Thus for a counting set Xl = Xx
l ×Xu

l ,

xn(k) ∈ Xx
l =⇒ ζn(k) ∈ Xx

l ⊕ B∞(0, ε) =⇒ ζn(k) ∈ αη (Xx
l ⊕ B∞(0, ε)) ,

where the last step follows from knowing that ζn(k) only takes values x such that αη(x) = x.

Thus, ∑
n∈[N ]

1Xl (xn(k), σn(k)) ≤
∑
n∈[N ]

1G+ε(Xl) (ζn(k), σn(k)) ≤ Rl,

which shows that the corresponding counting constraint in (4.15) is satisfied.

Theorem 4.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.1, if there is no solution to

the instance (
N, Tτ,η, {αη(xn(0))}n∈[N ],

{
G−(ε+ η

2
)(Xl), Rl

}
l∈[L]

)
(4.16)

of Problem 4.1, then there is no solution to the instance

(
N, Tτ , {xn(0)}n∈[N ], {Xl, Rl}l∈[L]

)
. (4.17)

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there is a solution to (4.17) but not to (4.16).

Let {πn}n∈[N ] be individual switching policies that solve (4.17) by generating trajectories

xn(0)xn(1) . . . and actions σn(0)σn(1) . . . for Tτ . Due to bisimilarity and the η/2-proximity

of initial conditions, the individual trajectories ζn(0)ζn(1) . . . of Tτ,η and the individual

trajectories xn(0)xn(1) . . . of Tτ satisfy ‖ζn(k)−xn(k)‖ ≤ ε for all k ∈ Z+ when the actions

σn(0)σn(1) . . . are implemented for both systems. For a set A,

αη

(
A	 B∞

(
0,
η

2

))
⊂ {x ∈ A : αη(x) = x} ⊂ A.

Thus,

ζn(t) ∈ αη
(
Xx
l 	 B∞

(
0, ε+

η

2

))
=⇒ xn(t) ∈ Xx

l 	 B∞ (0, ε)

=⇒ xn(t) ∈ (Xx
l 	 B∞ (0, ε))⊕ B∞(0, ε) ⊂ Xx

l .
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It follows that ∑
n∈[N ]

1G−(ε+η/2)(Xl)
(ζn(t), σn(t)) ≤

∑
n∈[N ]

1Xl (xn(t), σn(t)) ≤ Rl,

thus {πn}n∈[N ] is a solution also for (4.16)—a contradiction.

Example 4.3. The constraints of the TCL scheduling are discretized. The mode-counting

constraints (4.4) lack a state space part, and are therefore not modified. However, the local

safety constraints (4.5) must be tightened to∑
n∈[N ]

1[a+ε,a−ε]C×{on,off} (xn(k), σn(k)) ≤ 0,

in order for a solution of the finite-state instance to be mappable to a valid solution of the

continuous-state instance of Problem 4.1.

4.2. Solving the Discrete-State Counting Problem

Having described the reduction of a continuous-state instance of Problem 4.1 to a deter-

ministic finite-state instance, a solution procedure is presented for the latter. Consider a

DFTS TDFTS = (X,U,−→, h); it may be the result of a continuous-state abstraction or

just represent a discrete structure onto which a counting problem is defined. A DFTS

can alternatively be viewed as a directed graph G = (X,−→), where X is a set of nodes

and −→ is a set of edges, and each edge is labeled with an action from U. This dual

viewpoint enables graph-theoretical concepts to be leveraged to investigate the aggregate

system; in the following the transition system viewpoint and the graph viewpoint are used

interchangeably.

Before proceeding, recall some standard graph notions for a directed graph G = (X,−→).

A path in G is a list of edges (ξ0, ξ1)(ξ1, ξ2) . . . (ξJ−1, ξJ). The distance between two nodes ξ0

and ξJ is the length of the shortest path connecting the two. The graph diameter diam(G)

is the longest distance between two nodes in the graph. If the first and last nodes in a path

are equal, i.e. ξJ = ξ0, the path is a cycle. A cycle is simple if it visits every node at most

one time. For a subset of nodes D ⊂ X (or the corresponding subgraph, which is used

interchangeably), it is said to be strongly connected if for each node pair (ξ, ξ′) ∈ D, there

exists a path from ξ to ξ′. Any directed graph can be decomposed into strongly connected
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components. The period of a subgraph D is the greatest common divisor of all cycles in

D. A subgraph D is called aperiodic if it has period one.

Next, aggregate dynamics are introduced which take the form of a constrained linear

system, and interesting connections between properties of the graph G and reachability

properties of the aggregate system are explored.

4.2.1. Aggregate Dynamics as a Linear System

Consider a total of N subsystems whose dynamics are governed by a DFTS TDFTS =

(X,U,−→, h). Let aggregate states labeled wξ for ξ ∈ X describe the number of individual

subsystems that are at node ξ. By also introducing control actions rµξ that represent the

number of subsystems at node ξ using action µ, the aggregate dynamics can be written as

wξ(k + 1) =
∑
µ∈U

∑
ξ′∈Nµξ

rµξ′(k), ξ ∈ X, (4.18)

where N µ
ξ is the index set of predecessors of ξ under the action µ:

N µ
ξ = {ξ′ ∈ X : (ξ′, µ, ξ) ∈−→} .

The control actions rµξ are constrained such that for all ξ ∈ X and µ ∈ U,

rµξ (k) ≥ 0,
∑
ξ∈U

rµξ (k) = wξ(k), (4.19)

which ensures the continued positivity of the states: wξ(k+1) ≥ 0 for ξ ∈ X. Furthermore,

the invariant
∑

ξ∈X wξ = N holds over time, where N is the total number of subsystems.

In the following, the compact notation

Σagg : w(k + 1) = Br(k),

is employed to denote this aggregate system. Here B is composed of the incidence matri-

ces Aµ, µ ∈ U of the mode-transition graphs. The state space W and (state-dependent)
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admissible control set R of this system are then

W =
{
w ∈ ZK+ : ‖w‖1 = N

}
,

R(w) =
{
r ∈ ZKM+ : (4.19) holds for (w, r)

}
.

4.2.2. Graph Properties

Next properties of the directed graph G = (X,−→) are connected to reachability properties

of the aggregate dynamics.

First a concept of controllability on a subset of nodes D is defined for the aggregate dy-

namics Σagg. Similarly as for controllability of linear systems on a subspace, controllability

of Σagg on D means that the system can be steered between any two aggregate states with

support on D.

Definition 4.2. A subset of nodes D ⊂ X is completely controllable for Σagg if for

any two states w, w′ with support21 on D such that ‖w‖1 = ‖w′‖1, there exists a finite

horizon T , states {w(k)}Tk=0, and controls {r(k)}T−1
k=0 satisfying (4.19), such that w(0) = w,

w(T ) = w′, and w(k + 1) = Br(k) for k ∈ [T ].

Theorem 4.3. If a strongly connected component D is aperiodic, it is completely control-

lable for Σagg.

Proof. It is known that the incidence matrix AD of an aperiodic, strongly connected graph

D is primitive [117], i.e., there exists an integer T such that all entries of ATD are positive.

This means that for each node pair (ξj, ξl), there exists a path of length T that connects

them. Thus, by sending pjl systems along paths ξj → ξl such that
∑

l pjl = wj and∑
j pjl = w′l, the state at time T is equal to w′. Aggregate controls r(k) that realize

these paths can be defined by switching the correct number of systems at each node over

time.

In the case of periodicity, it is not possible to reach every state since the parity structure

of the initial state is preserved along the trajectories. However, within this restriction, the

system is still controllable in a certain sense. If a strongly connected component D has

period P , its nodes can be labeled with a function LP : D → [P ] such that a node ξ with

LP (ξ) = p only has edges to nodes ξ′ with LP (ξ′) = (p+ 1) mod P . Let D0, . . . , DP−1 be

the subsets of nodes induced by the equivalence relation ξ ∼ ξ′ iff LP (ξ) = LP (ξ′).

21A state w having support on D means that wξ = 0 for ξk 6∈ D.
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ξ0

ξ1 ξ2

ξ3ξ4

Figure 4.3: A FTS with two cycles and period 2. The cycles are {ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3} and
{ξ0, ξ4} of length 2 and 4, respectively. Since gcd(2, 4) = 2, the period of the system is
2.

Corollary 4.1. The subsets of nodes Dp for p ∈ [P ] as constructed above are completely

controllable for Σagg.

Proof. The nodes in Dp can be connected with edges that correspond to paths of length P

inD. By construction, the resulting graphs are aperiodic, so the previous result applies.

It is well-known that if a discrete-time linear system is completely controllable, its reach-

able set for a time k ≥ n, where n is the system dimension, is the entire state-space;

otherwise, it is an affine subspace that depends on k and the initial state. The preceding

results show a corresponding property for the aggregate dynamics Σagg—a linear system

with input constraints evolving on an integer lattice. The controllability in this setting

is entirely characterized by the properties of the graph representing the abstraction. For

the controllable case (aperiodic graph), the reachable set of Σagg at a time k ≥ T , where

T is the controllability horizon from the proof of Theorem 4.3, is the set of all positive

integer-valued vectors satisfying ‖w‖1 = N . In case of periodicity with a period P , it is

the intersection of this lattice set with an affine subspace that depends on (k mod P ) and

the parity structure of the initial state, as illustrated in the following example.

Example 4.4. Consider the FTS in Figure 4.3, it consists of two cycles of length 2 and 4,

so the period is 2. The two equivalence classes induced by the periodicity are {ξ0, ξ2} and

{ξ1, ξ3, ξ4}; all subsystems in the first class move to the second, and vice versa. Consider

an initial state such that

wξ0(0) + wξ2(0) = c0, wξ1(0) + wξ3(0) + wξ4(0) = c1.
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Due to periodicity this parity structure is preserved in the sense that

wξ0(k) + wξ2(k) =

c0, if k is even,

c1, if k is odd,
wξ1(k) + wξ3(k) + wξ4(k) =

c1, if k is even,

c0, if k is odd.

However, within this restriction Corollary 4.1 implies that any assignment is reachable

when k is large enough.

4.2.3. Graph Assignments

Attention is restricted to solution trajectories that consist of a finite prefix phase and a

periodic suffix phase defined on cycles. The main idea is to steer the subsystems to cycles

during the prefix part, and to let them follow periodic trajectories over the cycles in the

suffix part. Controllability of the aggregate dynamics plays a role in what type of periodic

trajectories the subsystems can be steered to. Periodic trajectories enable guarantees that

hold over an infinite time horizon, using a suffix that is finitely described.

In the following, cycles C are assumed to be of the form

C = (ξ0, µ0, ξ1)(ξ1, µ1, ξ2) . . . (ξI−1, µI−1, ξ0), (4.20)

of length given by |C| = I, where (ξi, µi, ξi+1) ∈−→.

In order to map from an index i of a specific cycle C to the corresponding graph nodes,

let ΦX
C : [|C|] → X be a function that for a cycle C of the form (4.20) maps the cycle

index i to the corresponding node ξi in the graph G; that is, ΦX
C(i) = ξi. Similarly, define

a function ΦU
C that specifies the outgoing mode in C for cycle index i; that is, ΦU

C(i) = µi.

Next the concept of a cycle assignment is defined; an assignment distributes “weights” (or

numbers) of subsystems to each node along a cycle. If the graph represents an abstraction,

the assignment counts the number of subsystems whose continuous states are in the vicinity

of the abstract states on this cycle.

Definition 4.3. An assignment to a cycle C is a function γ : [|C|]→ R+.

Definition 4.4. An integer assignment to a cycle C is an assignment γ to C such that

γ(i) ∈ Z+ for i ∈ [|C|].

For a subsystem assigned to a cycle, its state circulates along the abstract states on this
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C ξ0 ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4 ξ5
γ 2 0 1 3 3 2

γ	1 2 2 0 1 3 3

γ	2 3 2 2 0 1 3

γ	3 3 3 2 2 0 1

〈C, γ〉X = 6

〈C, γ	1〉X = 3

〈C, γ	2〉X = 5

〈C, γ	3〉X = 7

Figure 4.4: Illustration of cycles and circulating assignments. The diagram represents
a cycle C comprising nodes ξ0, . . . , ξ5 matched with a circulating assignment γ =
[2, 0, 1, 3, 3, 2]. The right column shows how the X-count varies as the assignment γ
circulates for a counting set X ⊃ {ξ0, ξ2, ξ3}, i.e. matching the cycle indices 0, 2, and
3.

cycle as time progresses (provided that the appropriate actions are chosen). The movement

corresponds to a circular shift of the assignment.

Definition 4.5. For an assignment γ its k-step circulation, denoted γ	k : [|C|] → R+,

is the shifted function

γ	k(i) = γ ((i− k) mod |C|) .

The periodicity is manifested by the relation γ	(|C|+k) = γ	k. To capture how counting

quantities vary during the circulation, the following notation for the matching of a cycle

and a circulated assignment is used.

Definition 4.6. For a cycle C and an assignment γ : [|C|] → R+ the X-count at time k

of a counting set X is defined as

〈
C, γ	k

〉X
=
∑
i∈[|C|]

1X
(
ΦX
C(i),ΦU

C(i)
)
γ	k(i). (4.21)

If the cycle includes elements from a set X (typically coming from a counting constraint),

(4.21) counts the number of subsystems contributing to the counting constraint at time

k assuming that the subsystems make up the assignment γ at time zero and follow the

cycles. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Example 4.5. For a given node ξ ∈ X and time k ∈ Z+, the expression

〈
C, γ	k

〉{ξ}×U
(4.22)
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represents the number of subsystems assigned to ξ by the assignment γ when it has circulated

k steps in C. To illustrate, for the example in Figure 4.5 on page 105, (4.22) evaluates to

the following values for ξ0, . . . , ξ5 and k = 0, . . . , 4:



ξ0 ξ3 ξ4 ξ5 ξ2 ξ1

k = 0 0 3 4 4 3 2

k = 1 0 2 3 4 4 3

k = 2 0 3 2 3 4 4

k = 3 0 4 3 2 3 4

k = 4 0 4 4 3 2 3


.

The next definition introduces functions that for given cycle-assignment pairs return the

highest attained count over all circulations.

Definition 4.7. The maximal X-count for a cycle C with assignment γ, denoted

ΨX(C, γ), is the maximal number of subsystems simultaneously in X when γ is circulated

around C:

ΨX (C, γ) = max
k∈Z+

〈
C, γ	k

〉X
.

An illustration is provided in Figure 4.5 for an example cycle-assignment pair. The

maximal X-count can also be computed as the maximum entry in a matrix-vector product

ΨX(C, γ) =
∥∥BX

C γ
∥∥
∞ ,

where BX
C ∈ {0, 1}|C|×|C| is a circulant binary matrix

BX
C [i, j] = 1X

(
ΦX
C(kij),Φ

U
C(kij)

)
, kij = (i− j) mod |C|,

taking the general form

BX
C =


b0 b1 . . . b|C|−1

b1 b2 . . . b0

...
... . .

. ...

b|C|−1 b0 . . . b|C|−2

 .
Definition 4.8. The maximal joint X-count for a set of cycles {Cj}j∈[J ] with assign-

ments {γj}j∈[J ], denoted ΨX
(
{Cj}j∈[J ], {γj}j∈[J ]

)
, is the maximal number of subsystems
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ξ0 ξ1 ξ2

ξ3 ξ4 ξ5

1
1

0 0
0

3 4 4

32

circulate−→
ξ0 ξ1 ξ2

ξ3 ξ4 ξ5

1
1

0 0
0

2 3 4

43

Figure 4.5: Illustration of how the maximal counts are attained during assignment
circulation. The assignment γ = [3, 4, 4, 3, 2] of length 5 is matched to a cycle C =
(ξ3, 0, ξ4), (ξ4, 0, ξ5), (ξ5, 0, ξ2), (ξ2, 1, ξ1), (ξ1, 1, ξ3) of the same length, with two modes 0
(purple) and 1 (blue). Let X0 = X × {0} and X1 = X × {1} count the total number of
subsystems in each mode, irrespective of spatial position. On the left, the X0-count
is then 3+4+4 = 11, while the X1-count is 3+2=5. After circulating the assignment
one step, as displayed to the right, the X0-count is 2+3+4 = 9 and the X1-count is
4+3 = 7. Over all possible rotations, the maximal X0-count is 11, so ΨX0(C, γ) = 11.
Similarly, ΨX1(C, γ) = 8.

simultaneously in X when the assignments {γj}j∈[J ] are synchronously circulated around

the cycles {Cj}j∈[J ]:

ΨX
(
{Cj}j∈[J ], {γj}j∈[J ]

)
= max

k∈Z+

∑
j∈[J ]

〈
Cj, γ

	k
j

〉X
.

While the characterization in Definition 4.8 is useful in subsequent proofs, the maximal

joint X-count can also be expressed as the maximal element in a matrix-vector product.

Proposition 4.2. The maximal joint X-count satisfies

ΨX
(
{Cj}j∈[J ], {γj}j∈[J ]

)
=

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
j∈[J ]

(1kj ⊗BX
Cj

)γj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞

, (4.23)

where kj = lcm
(
{|Cj|}j∈[J ]

)
/|Cj|, lcm is the least common multiple, 1k is the length k

column vector of all ones, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
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4.2.4. Solution to the Discrete-State Counting Problem

Consider now an instance

(N, TDFTS, {ζn(0)}n∈[N ], {Xl, Rl}l∈[L]) (4.24)

of Problem 4.1, where TDFTS is a Deterministic Finite Transition System. Let w(0) be the

aggregate initial state counting the number of subsystems at each node:

wξ(0) =
∑
n∈[N ]

1{ξ} (ζn(0)) , ξ ∈ X. (4.25)

Attention is restricted to solutions of a particular form; it is shown in later sections that

this is without loss of generality.

Definition 4.9. A control strategy for an aggregate initial state w(0) is of prefix-suffix

type if it consists of a finite number of inputs r(0), . . . , r(T − 1), and a set of cycles

{Cj}j∈[J ] with assignments {γj}j∈[J ] such that the cycles are populated with their respective

cycle assignments at time T .

Given aggregate initial states w(0), a set {Cj}j∈[J ] of cycles in G, and a prefix horizon T ,

prefix-suffix solutions can be extracted from feasible points of the following linear feasibility

problem:
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find γ0, . . . , γJ−1 (cycle assignments),

r(0), . . . , r(T − 1) (aggregate inputs),

w(1), . . . ,w(T ) (aggregate states),

s.t.
∑
ξ∈X

∑
µ∈U

1Xl (ξ, µ) rµξ (k) ≤ Rl, k ∈ [T ], l ∈ [L], (4.26a)

ΨXl({Cj}j∈[J ] , {γj}j∈[J ]) ≤ Rl, l ∈ [L], (4.26b)

w(k + 1) = Br(k), k ∈ [T ], (4.26c)

wξ(T ) =
∑
j∈[J ]

〈Cj, γj〉{ξ}×U , ξ ∈ X, (4.26d)

∑
µ∈U

rµξ (k) = wξ(k), k ∈ [T ], ξ ∈ X, (4.26e)

rµξ (k) ≥ 0, k ∈ [T ], ξ ∈ X, µ ∈ U. (4.26f)

The number of variables and (in)equalities in (4.26) is

O
(
T |X||U|+

∑
j∈[J ]

|Cj|
)

and O
(
LT + L lcm

(
{|Cj|}j∈[J ]

)
+ T |X|

)
,

respectively (not counting positivity constraints that solvers handle easily). Crucially, these

numbers do not depend on the total number of subsystems N which makes the approach

suitable for large N and moderate-sized graphs.

The set {Cj}j∈[J ] of cycles is an input to the optimization problem (4.26), while the

solver selects good cycles within the input set by setting the assignments of the rest to

zero. Section 4.3 presents theoretical results regarding when an input cycle set is “suffi-

ciently rich” not to compromise the existence of solutions. On the other hand, in practice,

randomly sampling a set of cycles of given size and using them as input seems to be a good

strategy in many problems.

4.2.5. Size Reductions of the Linear Program

As pointed out next, there are certain ways to further decrease the number of variables

and/or inequalities—sometimes without loss of generality.
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First of all, state-mode pairs in G with mandated 0-count can be pruned from G to

decrease the number of aggregate variables. Specifically, a pruned graph G̃ can be con-

structed in the following way: if (ξ, µ) ∈ Xl and Rl = 0, then remove the action µ at

ξ. If this results in nodes in G̃ with no outgoing edges, prune these nodes together with

incoming edges and repeat until all nodes have at least one valid action. This procedure

is equivalent to finding the largest controlled invariant set contained in XC
l .

Secondly, the following result drastically reduces the number of inequalities in (4.26b)

representing suffix counting constraints.

Proposition 4.3. The joint X-count for two cycles C0 and C1 with co-prime length, i.e.

gcd(|C0|, |C1|) = 1, can be computed as

ΨX ({C0, C1}, {γ0, γ1}) = ΨX (C0, γ0) + ΨX (C1, γ1) .

Proof. If |C0| and |C1| are coprime, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the equations

k1 = k mod |C1| and k2 = k mod |C2| have a unique solution k < |C0||C1| for every pair

k1 < |C1|, k2 < |C2|. It follows that every circulation of γ0 in C0 at some point coincides

with every circulation of γ1 in C1; hence the maximal joint X-count is equal to the sum of

individual maximal X-counts for the two cycles.

Therefore, for sets of cycles {Cj}j∈[J ] and {Cj′}j′∈[J ′]\[J ] such that gcd(|Cj|, |Cj′|) = 1 for

all pairs j ∈ [J ], j′ ∈ [J ′] \ [J ], it holds that

ΨX
(
{Cj}j∈[J ′], {γj}j∈[J ′]

)
= ΨX

(
{Cj}j∈[J ], {γj}j∈[J ]

)
+ ΨX

(
{Cj}j∈[J ′]\[J ], {γj}j∈[J ′]\[J ]

)
.

(4.27)

Thus, if the cycle set can be partitioned into sets of cycles with mutually co-prime length,

the number of inequalities can be reduced.

Example 4.6. To exemplify this reduction, consider a set of cycles with lengths ranging

from 2 to 20:

lcm([21]) = 232792560,

lcm([21] \ {11, 13, 17, 19}) + 11 + 13 + 17 + 19 = 5100.

The number 232792560 is the number of inequalities in the näıve approach (4.23), which

by (4.27) can be drastically reduced to 5100 if the cycles of prime lengths 11, 13, 17, and 19
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are considered separately.

If the number of constraints is still prohibitively large, it can be replaced by a conservative

constraint as follows.

Remark 4.2. The constraint (4.26b) can be substituted by the conservative constraint∑
i∈Z+

ΨXl({Cj}j:|Cj |=i, {γj}j:|Cj |=i) ≤ Rl, ∀l ∈ [L],

which groups cycles by cycle length i and disregards effects from periodicity. The number

of constraints in this case becomes L(1 + ‖⋃j∈[J ]{|Cj|})‖1) instead of L lcm
(
{|Cj|}j∈[J ]

)
,

where
⋃
j∈[J ]{|Cj|}) is the set of cycle lengths without repetition.

While the total number of subsystems N does not impact the number of inequalities

or constraints, it might affect the performance of integer linear program solvers since the

number of candidate integer points grows with N . In addition, the converse results in

Section 4.3 depend on N—in order to prove infeasiblity of the problem very large horizons

T and/or cycle sets may be required. If N is prohibitively large for this purpose it can

be scaled down if a certain divisibility condition holds: if there is a common divisor S

that divides wξ(0) for all ξ ∈ X, and that divides Rl for all l ∈ [L], then there is a 1-1

correspondence between solutions of (4.26) and solutions of its analogue obtained from

the substitutions w(0)→ w(0)/S and Rl → Rl/S. The correspondence simply consists in

scaling r, w, and the assignments γ with the same S.

4.2.6. Control Strategy Extraction

The section is concluded with a switching protocol that solves the instance (4.24) from a

feasible solution of (4.26).

Theorem 4.4. If {r(k)}k∈[T ], {w(k)}k∈[T+1], {γj}j∈[J ] form a feasible integer solution of

(4.26), then input selection according to the switching protocol in Algorithm 3 is recursively

feasible, and solves the instance (4.24).

A proof of the theorem is provided on page 148 in Appendix C.

Remark 4.3. The switching protocol in Algorithm 3 is memoryless; input construction

depends only on the current states {ζn(k)}n∈[N ] and auxiliary information from the solution
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Algorithm 3: Switching protocol.

Data: Time k, current state ζn(k) for n ∈ [N ]
Result: Switching signals σn(k) for n ∈ [N ]

1 if k < T then
2 Select σn(k) s.t. ∀ξ ∈ X, µ ∈ U;

∑
n∈[N ]

1{(ξ,µ)} (ζn(k), σn(k)) = rµξ (k);

3 else
4 Select σn(k) s.t. ∀ξ ∈ X, µ ∈ U;∑

n∈[N ]

1{(ξ,µ)} (ζn(k), σn(k)) =
∑
j∈[J ]

〈
Cj, γ

	k−T
j

〉{(ξ,µ)}
;

5 end

Table 4.1: Conclusions from (in)feasibility of linear program. Given feasibility or
infeasiblity of (4.26) in various configurations, this table lists the inferences that can
be made according to results in Section 4.3.

Feasible Cycle set T Result Why?

ILP Yes Any Any Solution Thm 4.4
LP Yes Any Any Approx. solution Thm 4.7,4.8

ILP No {C : |C| ≤ |X|
(|X|+N−1

N

)
}

(|X|+N−1
N

)
No solution exists Thm 4.5

LP ε-No {C : C simple} (diam(G)2+1)N
ε No solution exists Thm 4.6

of (4.26). However, for implementation central coordination is required at each time step.

The coordination requirement can be relaxed by simulating the system up to time T and

assigning an individual prefix and suffix to each subsystem. Then decentralized open-loop

controllers can be constructed that realize these individual prefix-suffix paths and mimic the

performance of the centralized protocol without communication requirements.

4.3. Analysis of Linear Program

Theorem 4.4 establishes that solving (4.26) provides a correct solution. Next completeness

of the solution approach is discussed, along converse result detailing what information that

can be obtained from (in)feasibility of (4.26) when it is solved as an ILP, and when integer

constraints are relaxed to obtain a more efficiently solvable LP. Table 4.1 summarizes the

results of this section.
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i 0 1 2 3 4 5

γ 2 0 1 4 3 2
γ̄{12} 2 2 2 2 2 2
γ̄{3,9} 1 3 1 3 1 3
γ̄{2,4,6} 1 2 3 1 2 3

Figure 4.6: Averaging of assignments. A non-average assignment γ : [6] → Z+, and
three averaged assignment with periods 1 (aperiodic), 2, and 3. All assignments have
total weight 12, i.e. ‖γ‖1 = ‖γ̄{12}‖1 = ‖γ̄{3,6}‖1 = ‖γ̄{2,4,6}‖1 = 12. Note that average
assignments are not necessarily integral.

4.3.1. Converse Results

The first result states that the restriction to prefix-suffix form is without loss of general-

ity, provided that the prefix horizon is sufficiently large, and that the suffix cycle set is

sufficiently rich. A proof is given on page 150 in Appendix C.

Theorem 4.5. Suppose that there is a solution to the instance (4.24). Then there is a

feasible integer solution to (4.26) with a prefix length T of at most
(|X|+N−1

N

)
and a suffix

consisting of cycles of length at most |X|
(|X|+N−1

N

)
.

The number of cycles up to a given length can be very large; the next result restricts

the analysis to a much smaller set. The key observation is that an assignment can be

“averaged” over its cycle without violating any counting bounds. The averaging idea is

illustrated in Figure 4.6 and captured in the following definition.

Definition 4.10. For a cycle C, a graph period P dividing |C|, and total weights {Np}p∈P ,

the P -average assignment γ̄{Np}p∈[P ]
is defined as

γ̄{Np}p∈[P ]
(i) =

N(i mod P )

|C|/P , ∀i ∈ [|C|].

In the case P = 1, this assignment has constant counting bounds for any cycle, more

precisely; 〈
C, γ̄	kN0

〉X
= =

N0

|C| 〈C,1〉
X

(4.28)

for all k, where 〈C,1〉X simply counts the number of node-action pairs in C that are in
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the counting set X. As a consequence, for any assignment γ, it holds that

ΨX
(
C, γ̄‖γ‖1

)
≤ ΨX(C, γ). (4.29)

In other words, if the averaged assignment for a given total weight does not satisfy counting

bounds, no assignment does.

A more general result (Lemma C.1 in Appendix C) shows that a cyclic integer suffix can

be mapped into a (possibly non-integer) suffix defined on simple cycles via averaging. It

turns out that these averaged assignments are reachable given an infinitesimal relaxation

of the counting bounds, since they preserve the parity structure of the initial condition.

The reachability results in Section 4.2.1 do not take counting constraints into account;

when such constraints are present they may conflict with reachability. Nevertheless, by

introducing an arbitrarily small relaxation of the counting constraints, it can be ensured

that reachability is preserved. The magnitude of the relaxation does however impact the

worst-case time required to control the aggregate system to a new state.

Theorem 4.6. Suppose that there exists an integer solution to the instance

(N, TDFTS, {ζn(0)}n∈[N ], {Xl, Rl}l∈[L]). (4.30)

Let diam(G) be the diameter of the directed graph G. Then, if every counting constraint

(Xl, Rl) is relaxed with an absolute factor ε to (Xl, Rl + ε), the non-integer version of the

linear program (4.26) with prefix horizon (diam(G)2+1)N
ε

and the cycle set consisting of all

simple cycles, is feasible.

A proof is provided on page 152 in Appendix C.

4.3.2. Rounding of Non-Integer Solution

If the linear program (4.26) is too large to be solvable as an integer program it may

still be possible to solve it using a standard LP solver and round the result to obtain

an integer solution. One option is to use a probabilistic discrepancy-minimizing rounding

procedure (e.g. [78]) which allows specified relationships to be preserved after rounding;

thus introducing a counting constraint violation but maintaining the validity of the solution

(e.g. dynamics, prefix-suffix connection). Here a heuristic to round only the suffix part

of the solution is proposed, together with an analysis of its performance under certain
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assumptions on cycle structure. For a given integer suffix, the prefix part of (4.26) can be

solved to find a matching prefix—a problem that is typically much smaller.

Counting constraints may be violated as a result of the rounding but the magnitude of

the worst-case violation can be bounded. Given an aperiodic graph and (non-integer) cycle-

assignment pairs {Cj, γj}j∈[J ] that satisfy the counting constraints, consider the following

rounding procedure:

1. Assign an integer number of subsystems to each cycle that is close to the original

weight, i.e., find integers Nj s.t.
∑

j∈[J ] Nj =
∑

j∈[J ] ‖γj‖1 and s.t. Nj is close to

‖γj‖1. This can easily be achieved in a way s.t. |Nj − ‖γj‖1| ≤ 1.

2. Find individual integer assignments with total weight Nj that are close to the average

assignments, i.e., find integer assignments γ̃j s.t. ‖γ̃j‖1 = Nj and s.t. γj is close to

γ̄Nj .

To this end, let κ1 and κ2 be the quotient and remainder when dividing Nj by |Cj|,
i.e. κ1 = bNj/|Cj|c and κ2 = Nj mod |Cj|. Then let d = |Cj|/κ2. Consider the

pseudo-periodic assignment γ̃j defined as follows:

γ̃j(i) = κ1 + 1, for i ∈ {bdkc}k∈[κ2] ,

γ̃j(i) = κ1, otherwise.
(4.31)

This assignment is pseudo-periodic in the sense that the 1’s are evenly distributed

with distance d before they are rounded to integer points, as illustrated in Figure

4.7. It is easy to see that ‖γ̃j‖1 = Nj.

3. Find a prefix using (4.26) that steers to {Cj, γ̃j}j∈[J ].

If the graph is periodic the rounding can be done so as to preserve the parity structure of

the original solution and guarantee reachability, but the details are omitted here. Assuming

aperiodicity the counting bounds for the rounded solution are compared with the counting

bounds for the original solution to obtain a bound on the worst-case counting constraint

violation. The first result assumes a certain cycle structure, namely that all nodes that

contribute to the counting set X are placed in sequence in the cycle. Such structure is

often present as connected counting regions tend to lead to consecutive parts in cycles.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1

d d d

Figure 4.7: Pseudo-periodic assignment rounding. The figure shows how pseudo-
periodic assignment rounding is performed for an example with |Cj | = 7 and ‖γj‖1 = 3.
The subsystems are first placed in non-integer positions separated by a distance d
(open circles), and are then rounded into integer positions (filled circles). The final
pseudo-periodic assignment is [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0].

Proposition 4.4. Let RX
C = 〈C,1〉X be the number of nodes in a cycle C that contribute

to X-counting. If all such nodes are consecutive, i.e., (ξi, µi) ∈ X for i ∈ [RX
C ] and

(ξj, µj) 6∈ X for j ∈ [|C|] \ [RX
C ], then the rounding procedure (4.31) satisfies

ΨX(Cj, γ̃j) ≤ ΨX(Cj, γ̄Nj) + 1.

Proof. When the assignment γ̃j circulates in Cj, exactly RX
C contiguous indices of γ̃j con-

tribute to the X-count. The number of contributing indices with value κ1 + 1 (as opposed

to value κ1) can be bounded. Let [i0, i0 + RX
C − 1] be a (circular) sequence representing

RX
C contributing indices. Consider Figure 4.7; any point that ends up in the sequence after

left-rounding must satisfy dk ∈ [i0, i0 + RX
C ). Since each left-closed, right-open interval of

length d captures exactly one point of the form dk there are at most
⌈
RX
C /d

⌉
such points.

Therefore by (4.28),

ΨX(Cj, γ̃j) ≤ κ1R
X
C +

⌈
RX
C

d

⌉
≤ κ1R

X
C +

RX
C

d
+ 1

≤ RX
C

|Cj|
(κ1|Cj|+ κ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Nj

+1 = ΨX(Cj, γ̄Nj) + 1.

Corollary 4.2. If Cj has at most p X-segments (segments of consecutive nodes in X), the

rounding (4.31) satisfies

ΨX(Cj, γ̃j) ≤ ΨX(Cj, γ̄Nj) + p.

Proof. Follows from applying Proposition 4.4 to each of the p segments.
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These results are now incorporated into a bound on the counting constraint violation in

the overall rounding procedure. Again, this bound does not depend on the total number

of subsystems N . The difference between the original counting bounds and their relaxed

counterparts therefore becomes insignificant as N grows.

Theorem 4.7. For a given counting constraint (X,R) satisfied by {γj}j∈[J ], the following

bound holds for the overall suffix rounding procedure∑
j∈[J ]

ΨX(Cj, γ̃j) ≤ R + J +
∑
j∈[J ]

pXj ,

where pXj is the number of X-segments in the j’th cycle. Thus the relaxed counting con-

straint (X,R + J +
∑

j∈[J ] p
X
j ) is guaranteed to be satisfied by the rounded suffix {γ̃j}j∈[J ].

Proof. By the rounding procedure, Corollary 4.2, and (4.29),

ΨX(Cj, γ̃j) ≤ ΨX(Cj, γ̄Nj) + pXj ≤ ΨX(Cj, γ̄‖γj‖1) + 1 + pXj ≤ ΨX(Cj, γj) + 1 + pXj .

Summing over j ∈ [J ] yields the result.

If the structure required in Proposition 4.4 is not present, the following is a worst-case

bound on the counting constraint violation due to rounding.

Theorem 4.8. The rounding (4.31) satisfies

ΨX(Cj, γ̃j) ≤ ΨX
(
Cj, γ̄Nj

)
+
|Cj|

4
.

Proof. Assume that Nj < |Cj|, since any multiple of |Cj| can be assigned as the exact

average assignment. The number of nodes contributing to the X-count is upper bounded

by min(RX
C , Nj), hence,

ΨX(Cj, γ̃j)−ΨX
(
Cj, γ̄Nj

)
≤ min(RX

C , Nj)−
Nj

|Cj|
RX
C

= |Cj|min

(
RX
C

|Cj|

(
1− Nj

|Cj|

)
,
Nj

|Cj|

(
1− RX

C

|Cj|

))
≤ |Cj|

4
,

where the last step follows from maxa,b∈[0,1] min(ab, (1− a)(1− b)) = 1/4.
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These rounding bounds can be precomputed (using all cycles used in the LP instead

of all cycles with non-zero assignments) and the counting constraints can be strengthened

accordingly to ensure that the original constraints are satisfied after rounding.

4.4. Strong Heterogeneity

Above, mild heterogeneity in the continuous dynamics was considered, which enabled the

construction of a single abstraction capturing all possible behaviors. If there is signifi-

cant heterogeneity in the collection of subsystems this may no longer be possible while

maintaining a good approximation.

To alleviate this shortcoming, the synthesis method can be extended to a multi-class

setting where each subsystem belongs to a particular class, and each class has only mild

heterogeneity among its members. One abstraction per class can then be constructed, and

the counting problem can be solved jointly for the different classes. In addition, counting

constraints can be extended to capture class identity. For instance, it can be posited that

at least R1 subsystems of class 1 be present in a given area, or that no more than R2

subsystems of class 2 are in a particular mode.

To formalize these ideas, consider DFTSs T m = (Xm,Um,−→m, hm) for m ∈ [M ]. Then

the multi-class counting problem is as follows:

Problem 4.2. Consider N subsystems divided in M classes such that class h has Nm

members, and
∑

m∈[M ] Nm = N . Subsystems in class h are governed by the the transition

system T m. Assume that for all m ∈ [M ], initial states {xmn (0)}n∈[Nm] are given.

Given L counting constraints {∏m∈[M ] X
m
l , Rl}l∈[L] such that Xm

l ⊂ Xm×Um, synthesize

switching protocols {πmn }n∈[Nm] such that the generated inputs σmn (0)σmn (1)σmn (2) . . . and

trajectories xmn (0)xmn (1)xmn (2) . . . satisfy the counting constraints∑
m∈[M ]

∑
n∈[Nm]

1Xm
l

(xmn (k), σmn (k)) ≤ Rl, ∀k ∈ Z+, ∀l ∈ [L].

The linear program (4.26) can easily be extended to the multi-class setting, at the cost

of additional variables and constraints. Assuming similar abstraction parameters and cycle

selections, a problem with two classes has roughly twice as many variables as a problem

with a single class. The next section includes an example showcasing how a multi-class

counting problem can account for parameter heterogeneity by constructing two abstractions
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for a family of continuous-time systems.

4.5. Examples

The method is showcased on two examples; a numerical example and the TCL scheduling

problem. The examples are computed with a prototype implementation available at https:

//github.com/pettni/mode-count, which uses Gurobi [50] as the underlying ILP solver.

4.5.1. Numerical Example

The first example is the following nonlinear system:

d

dt
x1 = −2(x1 − u) + x2,

d

dt
x2 = −(x1 − u)− 2x2 − x3

2.

(4.32)

It can be shown that for a fixed u the system is incrementally stable and that the KL-

function

β(r, t) =
√

2r

∥∥∥∥∥exp

([
−2 1

−1 −2

]
t

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

satisfies (4.9). Introduce two modes µ1 and µ2 corresponding to the fixed inputs u ≡ −1

and u ≡ 1.

For a large N , consider mode-counting constraints (Xµ1 , 0.55N) and (Xµ2 , 0.55N) for

Xµs = X d × {s} stating that at most 55% of the subsystems can use the same dynamical

mode at any given time. In addition, consider the balancing objective that no more than

55% of the subsystems can be in either one of the sets X1 = {(x1, x2) : x1 ≥ 0} or X2 =

{(x1, x2) : x1 ≤ 0}; expressed by the counting constraints (X1, 0.55N) and (X2, 0.55N).

Furthermore, all subsystems should repeatedly visit both these sets.

Consider the domain X d = {(x1, x2) : x1 ∈ [−2, 2], x2 ∈ [−1.5, 1.5]}. Using abstraction

parameters η = 0.05, τ = 0.32 an abstraction that is 0.1-approximately bisimilar to the

time-discretization of (4.32) can be computed. In order to guarantee that the counting

constraints are satisfied, the counting sets must be expanded as X̃1 = {(x1, x2) : x1 ≥ −0.1}
and X̃2 = {(x1, x2) : x1 ≤ 0.1}. The finite-state counting problem was then solved with

randomized initial conditions and a horizon T = 10, for a cycle set consisting of 200
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Figure 4.8: Cycles and counting bounds in the numerical example. Left: Illustration
of counting sets X1 and X2 together with selected cycles making up the suffix solution.
Right: Fraction of total number of systems present in X̃1, X̃2 and Xµ1 over time.
Whereas the sets Xµ1 and Xµ2 are mutually exclusive (the fractions sum to 1), the
sets X̃1 and X̃2 are not due to the expansion to account for approximate bisimilarity.

randomized cycles. Each cycle was also required to visit both X̃C
1 and X̃C

2 in order to

achieve the second objective. The problem was solved for N = 10k for k = 2, . . . , 9; the

solving times are shown in Table 4.2 and illustrate that the difficulty of this problem is

largely independent of N .

Table 4.2: Average solution times over 10 randomized trials using the Gurobi ILP
solver.

N 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109

Time (s) 7.8 11.1 12.0 12.8 11.5 13.2 13.0 11.0

Figure 4.8 illustrates some of the cycles that make up the suffix part of the solution and

the number of subsystems that are in the counting sets over time in an example trajectory.

4.5.2. Application Example: TCL Scheduling

The following model is used to describe the dynamics of the temperature θi of an individual

TCL [53]:
d

dt
θi(t) = −ai (θi(t)− θai )− biPm

i 1{on} (σi(t)) . (4.33)

Consider two distinct populations of TCLs, i.e., that every set of parameters (ai, bi, θ
a
i , P

m
i )

is δ-close to one of two nominal parameter configurations. Each nominal parameter con-

figuration represents a mildly heterogeneous class (c.f. Section 4.4). The parameter values
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Table 4.3: TCL example: parameter values for the two classes. Note that the time
discretizations need to be identical for concurrent execution.

Parameter Class 1 Class 2

Nominal [a, b, θa, Pm] [2, 2, 32, 5.6] [2.2, 2.2, 32, 5.9]
Space discretization η 0.002 0.0015
Time discretization τ 0.05 0.05

Error bound δ 0.025 0.025

for the nominal configurations are listed in Table 4.3 along with the abstraction parameters

η and τ used for each class and the allowed deviation δ from these nominal values.

It can easily be shown that the KL-function

β(r, s) = re−sai .

satisfies (4.9) with respect to (4.33). In addition, it satisfies the approximate bisimulation

inequality (4.13) for an approximation level ε = 0.2 and the Lipschitz constant ai for

(4.33); thus the results from Section 4.1.2 apply. The constraints for the TCL problem

have been introduced earlier in (4.4)-(4.5). All subsystems were constrained to remain in

the temperature interval [21.3, 23.7]; taking the approximation into account this implies

that the corresponding constraint for the discrete problem became θi(t) ∈ [21.5, 23.5].

Initial conditions were randomly selected for 10,000 systems of each class and 50 random

cycles were sampled for each class22, before (4.26) was solved for a prefix length of 20 steps

(corresponding to one hour). Randomized additive model errors δi such that |δi| ≤ δ

were also introduced to represent mild in-class heterogeneity. Figure 4.9 shows simulated

trajectory densities for two different mode-on-counts, one maximal count of 6,000 and one

minimal count of 6,700. For comparison, the analytical minimal upper bound is 5,522 and

the analytical maximal lower bound is 7,118 as computed from formulas in [92]. These

bounds are not attained here due to approximation errors stemming from the approximate

bisimulation, incomplete cycle selection, etc. Figure 4.10 shows mode-on-counts during the

same simulations. As can be seen, the imposed counting bounds are satisfied.

Remark 4.4. It would be straightforward to also introduce between-class heterogeneity in

the counting constraints. Such heterogeneity could be used to model power consumption

22To promote diversity in the cycle sets, the cycles were selected in order to have different fractions of
time in mode on.
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Figure 4.9: Density of TCLs in different parts of the temperature spectrum over
time. Left: maximal mode-on-count of 6,000. Right: minimal mode-on-count of
6,700. Colored parts represent regions occupied by a larger fraction of the 20,000
subsystems. The state counting constraint (4.5) guarantees that no subsystem exits
the interval [21.3, 23.7] which is marked with dashed lines. The first hour represents
the prefix part of the solution which steers the initial state to the periodic suffix.
As can be seen, for a low desired mode-on-count, the subsystems group in the upper
end of the temperature spectrum. The reason is that the difference between inside
and outside temperature is lower, so the TCLs can have a shorter average duty cycle
since less warming takes place.

that varies between classes and thus allow a more realistic power consumption constraint

to be enforced.

4.6. Summary

This chapter was concerned with control synthesis for high-dimensional but permutation-

symmetric systems, subject to likewise symmetric counting constraints. The symmetry

enables representation of the aggregate system as an integer linear system defined on top

of an abstraction constructed from a single subsystem, thus avoiding abstraction of the

whole state space. Prefix-suffix solutions were characterized as the feasible set of an integer

linear program, and it was shown how to interpret (in)feasibility of the program both in

the integer and non-integer case.

As demonstrated, the method can solve problem instances with tens of thousands of

states. With the proposed approach, it is possible to impose hard constraints on the

overall power consumption of TCLs over an infinite time horizon. Yet, the converse results

suggest that “worst-case” discrete-state counting problems become more difficult (requiring
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Figure 4.10: Number of TCLs in mode on during the two simulations. As can be
seen, the lower bound of 6,700 is enforced for the upper (red) trajectory, while the
upper bound 6,000 is enforced for the lower (blue) trajectory.

long horizons and large cycle sets) as N grows. However, the increased difficulty is the

result of certain modularity properties that are unlikely to appear in an abstraction graph.

In this work cycles and cycle assignments were used to form the suffix part of a solution.

An alternative approach, explored in [115] which focuses on applications to multi-agent

planning and coordination, is to introduce binary loop variables that ensure that w(k) =

w(T ) for some k ≤ T . That approach does not require sampling of a cycle set, and also

enables more sophisticated temporal counting specifications (cLTL+) via ILP encodings of

LTL, but has the drawback that the relaxed (non-integer) LP lacks a clear interpretation.

In addition, the set of cycles in this work can be selected in a way to satisfy certain auxiliary

specifications, as highlighted in Section 4.5.1.

The setting in this chapter was synchronous and deterministic; uncertainty on the conti-

nuous level was “abstracted away”, resulting in a deterministic discrete system. Relaxing

these requirements would make the method more applicable in practice, although non-

determinism on the discrete level makes the problem significantly more challenging. Fu-

ture work also includes identifying ways to round the prefix part of a non-integer solution,

which would enable approximate solutions of counting problems without the need of an

ILP solver.

Exploiting symmetries in other types of systems to achieve scalability in correct-by-

construction methods is a promising direction for future work. Another direction is to

consider other types of abstractions, including non-deterministic ones, since not all systems

admit finite bisimulations. Although the idea of an aggregate system can still be used in
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this case, one should either solve a robust uncertain ILP, which could lead to conservative

results, or consider reactive feedback solutions, for which different synthesis techniques are

required.
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Chapter 5.

Summary and Outlook

The value of formal methods and correct-by-construction techniques ultimately hinges on

their ability to improve system design. An improvement could either be a shortening the

time of development by eliminating faulty behaviors at an earlier stage, or in the form of

a “better” final result. What is better varies from case to case, but most systems have

high performance and safety requirements, and must be robust to uncertainties and model

errors. It is also advantageous if the system is built modularly and if the development

process is relatively fast. System development choices are determined by how different

actors value these and other objectives and there are typically trade-offs involved: an

autonomous car that does not move is perfectly safe, but not a viable product. Formal

methods have the potential to achieve better trade-offs in many cases:

• Increased performance without compromising safety. A correct-by-construction ap-

proach yields an exact demarcation of the envelope of safe conditions—the winning

set. Trajectory optimization can be done within this set to select the best safe trajec-

tory which may be more efficient than a conservative approach. The winning set can

also be utilized as a supervisor that corrects unsafe control actions of a performance

controller (see e.g. [86]).

• Better understanding of robustness: explicit treatment of specifications and environ-

ment models gives a clear picture of the conditions under which the controller can

operate safely.

• Modularity via contracts: if subsystems are endowed with assume-guarantee con-

tracts, one subsystem can be replaced with another subsystem satisfying the same

contract, without compromising overall system integrity.
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• Shortening the development cycle via earlier detection and elimination of design

errors.

Despite these potential advantages, formal methods have yet to be widely adopted in indus-

try. Arguably, the two main barriers are scalability and modeling. This thesis addressed

the scalability issue and suggested different ways of exploiting problem structure to miti-

gate the computational burden. The other issue—modeling—is also related to scalability:

high-fidelity models are too complex to be amenable to formal methods. It is therefore

crucial to find a model that captures all relevant dynamics in a concise form. Motivated

by these current shortcomings, below three important directions for future research are

discussed.

5.1. Sophisticated Uncertainty Models

Autonomous systems require sophisticated estimation algorithms that provide controllers

with accurate state estimates. Increasing the reliability of real systems via formal methods

will require integrated efforts both on the estimation side and on the control side of the

problem. Such a holistic perspective is to date fairly uncommon in the literature but nev-

ertheless important: more accurate disturbance models may simultaneously increase both

safety and performance. Safety will be improved if uncertainties are better understood,

and performance can be increased as there is less need for conservatism to counter un-

modeled uncertainties. Better disturbance models will also serve to further delineate the

environment where the system can safely operate.

In most of the literature on formal methods, if disturbance is at all included it is

assumed—like in this thesis—to be confined to a bounded time-invariant set. While this

may be appropriate to capture modeling inaccuracies, the most important uncertainties

in real systems often take a radically distinct form. Autonomous cars will for instance

rely heavily on neural networks that are notoriously difficult to analyze. It is obvious that

the “disturbance”—i.e., risk of misclassification—stemming from a neural network is of a

different kind: instead of small, nondeterministic, and potentially persistent, it is large,

probabilistic23, and (hopefully) short-lived. Similar types of short-lived disturbance can be

found in other problems such as the Lane Keeping problem from Section 3.3.2 where the

23An argument could be made whether the probabilistic “risk of misclassification” that is usually employed
in the machine learning community is the appropriate measure. Systems such as autonomous cars that
are deployed on a massive scale will require a probability of error that is practically zero.
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curvature of the road is modeled as disturbance. In that model, the road curvature was as-

sumed to be contained in a box {rd : −0.05 ≤ rd ≤ 0.05}. However, in reality curves do not

go on forever. By modeling the disturbance as short-lived in time the maximal curvature

the controller can handle will be larger; i.e., the controller becomes less conservative.

One potential avenue towards formal treatment of large but short-lived disturbances is

to use ideas related to the problem of maximizing “time of invariance” [91]. Briefly, if

the system ends up in an extraordinary situation where invariance can not be guaranteed

over an infinite horizon, the control objective is switched to maximization of the time of

invariance. If this “time of invariance” can be extended (with guarantees) up until the

moment normal operation resumes, the safety of the system is preserved. In the cited

paper ideas from optimal control were leveraged to obtain lower bounds on the achievable

time of invariance, together with associated control policies.

5.2. Improvements in Set Computation and

Representation

The backbone of synthesis algorithms is the backwards reachability operator—if it can be

computed accurately and cheaply any synthesis problem can be solved. Unfortunately,

this is usually not the case—even for linear systems the computations become numerically

challenging for systems of moderate dimensionality.

Several potential ways to improve scalability for linear systems were given in Section

3.4. From a more general point of view, it may be necessary to sacrifice exactness for scal-

ability. A backwards reachability operator that inner-approximates the true backwards

reachable set can still be used to obtain correct—but not maximal—controllers. Approx-

imations that are not contained in the true set (i.e., are not inner approximations) will

yield false positives in the sense that the specification can not be enforced from certain

points inside the approximate “winning set”24. While this obviously moves outside of the

realm of correct-by-construction, if the numerical efficiency is increased to the extent that

otherwise intractable problems become tractable, the resulting “approximate guarantees”

may be better than no guarantees at all. For instance, recent advances in sparse functional

approximation have been used to dramatically improve scalability in synthesis [5, 49]. In

24If the approximation error can be bounded, it can often be compensated for to obtain an inner approx-
imation.
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essence, those papers propose a novel way of sparse set representation which enhances the

efficiency of reachability computations. This concept applies in the continuous as well as

in the finite domain. Part of ongoing work is to explore Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)

as parsimonious alternatives for representing a finite abstraction. Preliminary results in-

dicate that backwards reachability calculations can be performed faster when using BDDs

than when employing traditional sparse matrix representations. In addition, the choice of

method to encoding states in the BDD may have a significant effect.

Finally, the division of on-line versus off-line computational requirements needs to be

kept in mind when it comes to set computation and representation. The term synthesis—or

correct-by-construction—is generally understood as an off-line synthesis step that results in

an easy-to-evaluate policy that can be implemented on-line at a high loop frequency. The

other extreme is motion planning, where all computation is done on-line at a point when

the initial state is known. In the work on counting problems in Chapter 4 the proposed

policies are more reminiscent of motion planning than synthesis: a description of a winning

set is obtained, but checking whether a state is inside the set requires solving an ILP. Thus,

as of now, the proposed method is better suited for systems running at a low control loop

frequency. Moving more of the computation off-line will require (approximate) reachability

computations for the aggregate dynamics. On the contrary, the discussion in Section

3.4 suggested that a difficult off-line problem (polyhedral projection) can potentially be

avoided at the cost of an easier on-line problem (linear programming). The on-line/off-line

computational trade-off needs to be adjusted to the problem at hand.

5.3. Additional Structural Properties

The work in this thesis can be summarized as exploitations of problem structure to improve

scalability. In Chapter 2 the problem structure was used to refine the state space only in

certain areas; in Chapter 3 the compositional nature exhibited by many problems was

utilized; and Chapter 4 treated problems with permutation symmetry in both dynamics

and specification. The negative results regarding the difficulty of the synthesis problem

imply that there is no hope to encounter an algorithm capable of solving the general control

synthesis problem. Therefore, to further advance the reach of formal methods, all potential

advantages stemming from structural properties must be leveraged. A prominent recent

example of work along these lines is [63] where monotonicity properties in both dynamics
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and specification were exploited to ease the computational burden. Fortunately, structure

and symmetries are omnipresent in real-life systems and there are likely many important

discoveries yet to be made.
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Appendix A.

Supplements to Chapter 2

A.1. Synthesis Algorithm Proofs

Lemma A.1. The first component of (2.10) is sound and complete.

Proof. Let {Xk}k≥0 be the sequence of sets generated in the fixed-point computation; it is

evident that X1 = Z0. Let X∞ be the resulting fixed point.

For soundness, it suffices to show that a trajectory starting in ξ ∈ Xk+1 \ Xk can

be steered to Xk in finite time while remaining in JbK. There are two cases. First, if

ξ ∈ JbK∩PreT
+

],∀ (Xk) \Xk, then Xk can be reached in one time step by definition of PreT
+

],∀ .

Secondly, if ξ ∈ PGPreT
+

],∀ (Xk, JbK) \Xk, then there exists (G,U) with G ∈ G(U) such that

Xk can be reached by keeping the state inside of G∩JbK using actions in U until a transition

to Xk occurs due to the progress property (if ] = ∀, then U = U which enables progress

for uncontrollable modes). This shows that Xk+1 ⊂ WinT
+

],∀ (bUXk). By induction the

soundness of the algorithm follows.

Completeness follows if it is shown that if a state ξ is not in X∞, it is not in the (],∀)-
winning set of bU Z either. Assume for contradiction that ξ is in the (],∀)-winning set of

bU Z; that is, from ξ there exists a control strategy such that Z is reached in finitely many

steps during which JbK is kept invariant. This can happen in two different ways. First,

there exists a bound K on the number of steps within which Z is guaranteed to be reached.

In this case, ξ is in X̃K for X̃0 = Z, X̃k+1 = JbK ∩ PreT
+

],∀ (X̃k), which contradicts the fact

that X∞ is a fixed point that does not contain ξ due to the JbK∩PreT
+

],∀ (Xk) term. Secondly,

Z is guaranteed to be reached from ξ while remaining in JbK but no control strategy can

guarantee a bound on the number of steps. In this case, the controlled trajectories are
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not guaranteed to avoid a progress group. Take ξ to be in the last progress group G for

some action set U before reaching X∞. This is without loss of generality, as otherwise the

prefix part can be handled by the arguments in the first case and inductively applying the

arguments for the second case. But then ξ ∈ InvU,G],∀ (X∞, JbK) ⊂ PGPreG],∀ (X∞, JbK), which

again contradicts to the fact that X∞ is a fixed point.

Lemma A.2. The second component of (2.10) is sound and complete.

Proof. The following two LTL identities will be used below:

�
(
ψ1∧

(∧
i∈I
♦ψi2

))
= �ψ1∧

(∧
i∈I
�
(
True U ψi2

))
= �

[∧
i∈I

[
ψ1 U

(
ψ1∧ψi2

)]]
, (A.1)

(ψ3 U ψ1) ∨ (ψ3 U ψ2) = ψ3 U (ψ1 ∨ ψ2). (A.2)

Denote the specification by ϕ1, i.e., ϕ1 = (bU Z) ∨ �
(
b ∧
(∧

i∈I ♦ci
))

. A specification

ψ1 is said to be stronger than ψ2 if for any trajectory ζ, ζ |= ψ1 =⇒ ζ |= ψ2. If ψ1 is

stronger than ψ2, then Win(ψ1) ⊂Win(ψ2).

To prove soundness, remark that any fixed point W satisfies

W =
⋂
i∈I

WinT
+

],∀

(
bU

(
Z ∪

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT

+

],∀
(
W
))))

.

Consider ξ ∈ W , a trajectory starting in ξ can for each i be controlled to reach either Z or

JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT
+

],∀
(
W
)

while remaining in JbK. If the former occurs, JbK U Z, and thus ϕ1,

is evidently satisfied by the trajectory. If the latter occurs, the set JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT
+

],∀
(
W
)

is eventually reached. Because of the PreT
+

],∀
(
W
)

term, the argument repeats which shows

that either JbK U Z or

�
(
JbK U

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT

+

],∀
(
W
)))

= �
(
JbK ∧ ♦

(
JciK ∩ PreT

+

],∀ (W )
))

is satisfied by the trajectory (the equality follows from (A.1)). This holds for any i, which

is a stronger condition than ϕ1. Thus the algorithm is sound.

Completeness amounts to showing that Win (ϕ1) ⊂ W∞. Consider the specification

ϕ2 =
∧
i∈I

[
bU

(
Z ∪

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT

+

],∀

(
WinT

+

],∀ (ϕ1)
)))]

.
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Since ϕ1 is a liveness specification, a trajectory satisfying ϕ1 must remain in WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ1).

Therefore the winning set of ϕ1 is equal to the winning set of the specification

(bU Z) ∨�
(
b ∧
(∧
i∈I
♦
(
JciK ∩WinT

+

],∀ (ϕ1)
)))

.

Using (A.1) above, this is in turn equal to

(bU Z) ∨�
(∧
i∈I

[
bU

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩WinT

+

],∀ (ϕ1)
)])

,

which is stronger than

(bU Z) ∨
(∧
i∈I

[
bU

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩WinT

+

],∀ (ϕ1)
)])

=
∧
i∈I

[
(bU Z) ∨

(
bU

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩WinT

+

],∀ (ϕ1)
))]

.

By (A.2) and since JbK∩PreT
+

],∀

(
WinT

+

],∀ (ϕ1)
)

= JbK∩WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ1), this is stronger than ϕ2.

Thus WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ1) ⊂WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ2).

Take any set K such that WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ1) ⊂ K. The specification ϕ2 is stronger than the

specification

ϕK =
∧
i∈I

[
bU

(
Z ∪

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT

+

],∀ (K)
))]

,

which implies that WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ2) ⊂ WinT
+

],∀ (ϕK). Furthermore, in general WinT
+

],∀ (ψ1 ∧ ψ2)

is contained in WinT
+

],∀ (ψ1) ∩WinT
+

],∀ (ψ2), which implies

WinT
+

],∀ (ϕK) ⊂ TK =
⋂
i∈I

WinT
+

],∀

(
bU

(
Z ∪

(
JbK ∩ JciK ∩ PreT

+

],∀ (K)
)))

.

Thus, if ξ ∈ WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ1), then the inclusions WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ1) ⊂ WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ2) ⊂ WinT
+

],∀ (ϕK)

imply that ξ is never excluded during the algorithm since it consists of iterating the mapping

K 7→ TK . Thus, WinT
+

],∀ (ϕ1) ⊂ W∞, which proves completeness.

Lemma A.3. The third component of (2.10) is sound and complete.

Proof. Let {Vk}k≥0 be the sequence of sets generated in the fixed-point computation. Let
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V∞ be the resulting fixed point.

First soundness and completeness are shown for �a = True. Let ψ = ♦�b∧
(∧

i∈I �♦ci
)
.

Starting with soundness; �
(
b ∧
(∧

i∈I ♦ci
))

is stronger than ψ, therefore it follows that

V1 ⊂WinT
+

],∀ (ψ). Consider Vk for k > 1. Starting anywhere in Vk, the state can either be

controlled to satisfy bU PreT
+,U

],∀ (Vk−1) or �
(
b ∧
(∧

i∈I ♦ci
))

. If the former happens, the

state can be controlled to Vk−1 and an induction argument over k completes the soundness

proof.

For completeness, consider the set WinT
+

],∀ (ψ)\V∞, where V∞ is the smallest fixed point.

From any ξ1 ∈WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) \ V∞, the state can not be controlled to V∞, otherwise ξ1 would

have been included in V∞ by an argument analogous to the completeness proof of Lemma

A.1. By repeating the argument it follows that an infinite trajectory in WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) \ V∞
can be generated that satisfies the specification ψ. By considering an appropriate suffix

of such a trajectory, this implies the existence of ξ2 ∈ WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) \ V∞ from where the

specification �
(
b ∧
(∧

i∈I ♦ci
))

can be enforced. But this is a contradiction since such a

ξ2 is in V1 and hence in V∞.

The final step is to incorporate the �a term and show necessity and sufficiency of the

restriction to Vinv. As established above, the algorithm is sound and complete for ψ. All

fixed points are ultimately defined in terms of the winning set of B U Z, so amending

�a to the top level specification ψ propagates that term down to the until level. It

is therefore necessary and sufficient to replace each computation of WinT
+

],∀ (bU Z) with

WinT
+

],∀ (�a ∧ (bU Z)). Since Vinv = WinT
+

],∀ (�a), it follows that

WinT
+

],∀ (�a ∧ (bU Z)) = WinT
+

],∀ ((JbK ∩ Vinv) U (Z ∩ Vinv))

which shows the correctness of the restriction technique.

Lemma A.4. The first component of (2.11) is sound and complete.

Proof. For soundness, consider a set of fixed points X
J

for J ∈ 2I that satisfy

X
J

= Z ∪
((⋂

i∈J
JbiK

)
∩ PreT

+,U
],∀

( ⋃
K∈2J

X
K

))
.

Let ξ ∈ XJ
. If ξ ∈ Z the specification is evidently satisfied. Otherwise, ξ ∈

(⋂
i∈JJb

iK
)
∩

PreT
+,U

],∀

(⋃
K∈2J X

K
)

which implies that a trajectory starting in ξ can be controlled to
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X
K1

for some K1 ⊂ J . If Z is not reached, an induction argument results in a chain

J ⊃ K1 ⊂ K2 ⊃ . . . which necessarily converges to some non-empty subset K∞ of J . Thus

there is a strategy that eventually enforces �bi for some i ∈ J .

Let {XJ
k }k≥0 be the sequence of sets generated in the fixed-point computation. For

completeness, remark that X
{i}
1 = Z ∪ JbiK. The objective is to show that if ξ0 6∈ XJ

k0+1

but ξ0 ∈ XJ
k0

, then nondeterminism can force a trajectory starting in ξ0 to avoid X
{i}
1 for

all i ∈ I while also avoiding Z. To this end, assume that ξ0 ∈ XJ
k0
\ XJ

k0+1. Evidently,

ξ0 6∈ Z, which implies that ξ0 ∈
⋂
i∈JJb

iK and ξ0 6∈ PreT
+,U

],∀
(⋃

K∈2J X
K
k0

)
. The latter means

that nondeterminism can prevent a transition to XK
k0

for any K ⊂ J . Assume a transition

to ξ1 occurs and that ξ1 was excluded from {XK
k } for k = k1. Induction over time and

set inclusion results in a strictly decreasing sequence k0k1, . . . and a trajectory ζ(0)ζ(1) . . .

where ζ(t) 6∈ ⋃K∈2J X
K
kt

. In particular, ζ(t) 6∈ Z and there exists a finite T s.t. ζ(T ) 6∈ JbiK
for any i ∈ J , which shows completeness of the algorithm.

Lemma A.5. The second component of (2.11) is sound and complete.

Proof. Let {Wk}k≥0 be the sequence of sets generated in the fixed-point computation. Let

W∞ be the resulting fixed point.

For soundness, remark that W1 = WinT
+

],∀
(∨

i∈I [(bi U Z) ∨�bi]
)

which is contained in

WinT
+

],∀
(
♦Z ∨

(∨
i∈I ♦�bi

))
. Starting in Wk for k > 1, a strategy exists that either results

in �bi being fulfilled for some i, or such that Wk can be reached. An induction argument

completes the soundness proof.

For completeness, assume that ξ ∈WinT
+

],∀
(
♦Z ∨

(∨
i∈I ♦�bi

))
\W∞. Since

PreT
+

],∀ (W∞) ∪ PGPreT
+

],∀ (W∞,X) ⊂ W∞,

it follows by the completeness argument in the proof of Lemma A.1 that a transition

to W∞ can never be enforced for a trajectory starting in ξ. Since Z ⊂ W∞, it follows

that nondeterminism can generate a trajectory that never enters W∞ and which satisfies

♦�bi for some i. Taking a suffix of such a trajectory, it follows that there exists ξ′ ∈
WinT

+

],∀
(
♦Z ∨

(∨
i∈I ♦�bi

))
\ W∞ from where

∨
i∈I �bi can be enforced. But then ξ′ ∈

W1 ⊂ W∞ which is a contradiction.

Lemma A.6. The third component of (2.11) is sound and complete.

Proof. Let ψ = ♦a ∨
(∨

i∈I ♦�bi
)
∨�♦c. For soundness, consider a fixed point V . It has
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the property

V = Win],∀

(
♦
(
JaK ∪

(
JcK ∩ PreT

+

],∀
(
V
)))
∨
(∨
i∈I
♦�bi

))
.

Starting in V , there is a strategy to ensure one of ψ1 = ♦a, ψ2 =
∨
i∈I ♦�bi, or ψ3 =

♦
(
JcK ∩ PreT

+

],∀
(
V
))

. If ψ1 or ψ2 occur, ψ is evidently satisfied. If ψ3 occurs, an induction

argument shows that ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∨�ψ3 = ψ holds.

For completeness, remark that a trajectory that enforces ψ must remain in WinT
+

],∀ (ψ)

due to ψ being a liveness property. Furthermore, PreT
+,U

],∀

(
WinT

+

],∀ (ψ)
)

= WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) since

ψ can be enforced from its pre-image. Therefore,

WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) = WinT
+

],∀

(
ψ̃
)
, for ψ̃ = ♦a ∨

(∨
i∈I
♦�bi

)
∨�♦

(
JcK ∩ PreT ,U],∀

(
WinT

+

],∀ (ψ)
))

.

Take any K ⊃WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) and let ψK = ♦a ∨
(∨

i∈I ♦�bi
)
∨ ♦

(
JcK ∩ PreT

+,U
],∀ (K)

)
. It can

be seen that ψ̃ is stronger than ψK , which implies the inclusion WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) ⊂WinT
+

],∀ (ψK).

This shows that elements in WinT
+

],∀ (ψ) are never excluded, which consist of iterations of

the mapping K 7→WinT
+

],∀ (ψK).

A.2. Candidate Set Derivation

This section outlines how a candidate set C of a winning set WinT
+

],∀ (·) is recursively deter-

mined. Assuming that WinT
+

],∀ (·) is computed as the fixed point V∞ of a sequence {Vk}k≥1,

C is constructed according to the following rules:

• For an expanding algorithm with first non-trivial set V1 and fixed point V∞:

Addition: add Pre],∃ (V∞) \ V∞ to the candidate set C.

Recursion: if V1 is an output of another fixed-point algorithm, add its candidate

set to C.

• For a contracting algorithm with first non-trivial set V1 and fixed point V∞:

Addition: add V1 \ V∞ to the candidate set C.
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Initial set V1

Fixed point V∞

Candidate set C

Figure A.1: Candidate sets for contracting and expanding algorithms. For a con-
tracting algorithm (left), the candidate set is selected as the difference between the
initial set and the final fixed point. For an expanding algorithm, the candidate set
consists of states that are adjacent to the final fixed point but that were not included
in the fixed-point computation.

Recursion: if V1 is an output of another fixed-point algorithm, add its candidate

set to C.

The rationales behind these rules are illustrated in Figure A.1. Firstly, the fixed point

may always be enlarged by starting with a larger initial set, thus this object is pursued in

both cases. For an expanding algorithm, also states that are adjacent to its fixed point

V∞ are added in the hope that a refinement may reveal states that can enlarge it further.

There is no need to consider smaller sets Vi since these are already contained in V∞. For

a contracting algorithm, V1 \ V∞ is added in the hope that refinement may reveal control

options that allow the fixed point V∞ to be enlarged.

There are ways to further tune the candidate sets that may be suitable for certain

problems. Firstly, the progress group reachability operator PGPre is computed with a

contracting algorithm whose candidate set could be added to the overall candidate set.

Below this potential addition is disregarded in the interest of keeping the notation relatively

simple; the best way to implement candidate set computation algorithmically is to follow

the recursive rules above. Secondly, it may be possible to exclude parts of the candidate

set of a contracting algorithm in case there are states that will for sure be excluded by the

algorithm even after refinement.

The rules above are now applied to the computation of the winning set (2.10) to obtain a

candidate set of a specification of type �a∧♦�b∧
(∧

i∈I �♦ci
)
. The algorithm is expanding

and produces an increasing set sequence {Vk}k≥1. The first step is therefore the following:

1A. Addition: add PreT
+,U

],∃ (V∞) \ V∞ to the candidate set,
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1R. Recursion: add candidate set of V1 = WinT
+

],∀
(
�
(
b ∧
(∧

i∈I ♦ci
)))

to the candidate

set.

Then recursively consider V1, which is computed as the stable point W∞ of a contracting

set sequence {Wk}k≥1.

2A. Addition: add W1 \W∞ = W1 \ V1 to the candidate set,

2R. Recursion: add candidate set of W1 =
⋂
i∈IW1,i for W1,i = WinT

+

],∀ (bU (b ∧ ci)) to

the candidate set.

The computation proceeds with the different W1,i’s; each computed via an expanding set

sequence {Xk,i}k≥1. Since X1,i = JbK ∩ JciK is not itself a fixed point, the recursion stops

here and the final step is:

3A. Addition: add JbK∩
(⋃

i∈I PreT
+,U

],∃ (W1,i) \W1,i

)
to the candidate set. Here the result

is intersected with JbK since states in JbKC can not be candidates to bU (b ∧ ci).

However, there is one final part of the overall candidate set, since the winning set com-

putation is restricted to Vinv = WinT
+

],∀ (�a). This set is computed via a contracting set

sequence {W̃k}k≥1 with W̃1 = WinT
+

],∀ (aU a) = JaK. Therefore one final addition to the

candidate set is made:

4A. Addition: add JaK \ Vinv to the candidate set.

Collecting the different pieces from above results in the following candidate set:

C],∀

(
�a ∧ ♦�b ∧

(∧
i∈I
�♦ci

))
=
(

PreT
+,U

],∃ (V∞) \ V∞
)
∪ (W1 \ V1)

∪
(

JbK ∩
(⋃
i∈I

PreT
+,U

],∃ (W1,i) \W1,i

))
∪ (JaK \ Vinv) .

(A.3)

A candidate set for the dual algorithm (2.11) can be derived in a similar way. Let

{Vk}k≥1 be the contracting set sequence generated by (2.11).

1A. Addition: add V1 \ V∞ to the candidate set,

1R. Recursion: add candidate set of V1 = WinT
+

],∀
(
♦ (JaK ∪ JcK) ∨

(∨
i∈I ♦�bi

))
to the

candidate set.
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Proceeding with V1, it is equal to the fixed point value W∞ of an expanding sequence

{Wk}k≥1.

2A. Addition: add PreT
+,U

],∃ (W∞) \W∞ = PreT
+,U

],∃ (V1) \ V1 to the candidate set,

2R. Recursion: add candidate set of W1 = WinT
+

],∀
(∨

i∈I [�bi ∨ (bi U (a ∨ c))]
)

to the

candidate set.

Finally, W1 is equal to the union over the set of fixed points XJ
∞. At the first iteration,

XJ
1 = JaK ∪ JcK ∪

(⋂
i∈JJb

iK
)
. The final addition to the candidate set is thus:

2A. Addition: add
⋃
J∈2I JaK ∪ JcK ∪

(⋂
i∈JJb

iK
)
\W1 to the candidate set. However, it

holds that
⋃
J∈2I

⋂
i∈JJb

iK =
⋃
i∈IJb

iK and furthermore that JaK∪ JcK ∈ W1. Therefore

the additional set simplifies to
⋃
i∈IJb

iK \W1.

Combined, the result is the following candidate set:

C],∀

(
♦a
∨
i∈I
♦�bi ∨�♦c

)
= (V1 \ V∞) ∪

(
PreT

+,U
],∃ (V1) \ V1

)
∪
(⋃
i∈I

JbiK \W1

)
. (A.4)

Next, two notable special cases of (A.3) are considered for illustration purposes. First,

for a specification of the form ♦�b, the expression simplifies to

C],∀ (♦�b) =
(

PreT
+,U

],∃ (V∞) \ V∞
)
∪ (JbK \ V1) ,

for V∞ = WinT
+

],∀ (♦�b) and V1 = WinT
+

],∀ (�b). The same expression can also be obtained

from (A.4).

Secondly, for a specification of the form
∧
i∈I �♦ci, (A.3) gives that

C],∀

(∧
i∈I
�♦ci

)
=
(

PreT
+,U

],∃ (V∞) \ V∞
)
∪
(⋂
i∈I
W1,i \ V∞

)
∪
(⋃
i∈I

PreT
+,U

],∃ (W1,i) \W1,i

)

where V∞ = WinT
+

],∀
(∧

i∈I �♦ci
)

and W1,i = WinT
+

],∀ (♦ci). However, the expression can be
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simplified further since the first term is contained in the union of the last two25:

C],∀

(∧
i∈I
�♦ci

)
=

(⋂
i∈I
W1,i \ V∞

)
∪
(⋃
i∈I

PreT
+,U

],∃ (W1,i) \W1,i

)
.

Again, the same expression can be obtained from (A.4) for the special case I = {1}.

25Assume that ξ ∈ PreT
+,U

],∃ (V∞) \ V∞. Since V∞ ⊂ W1,i for all i, it follows that ξ ∈ PreT
+,U

],∃ (V∞) ⊂⋂
i∈I PreT

+,U
],∃ (W1,i). Assume ξ 6∈ PreT

+,U
],∃ (W1,i) \W1,i for any i ∈ I, then evidently ξ ∈W1,i.
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Appendix B.

Supplements to Chapter 3

B.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1

The results below depend on manipulation of positive definite matrices, in particular con-

gruency transforms and Schur complements. The following can be found in e.g [22].

Lemma B.1 (Congruency transform). Let C be a non-singular matrix. Then X � 0 if

and only if CXCT � 0.

Lemma B.2 (Schur complement). Let X =
[
A B
BT D

]
. Then

X � 0⇐⇒ D � 0, A−BD−1BT � 0,

X � 0⇐⇒ A � 0, C −BTA−1B � 0.

First three lemmas are presented. First, recall the following result from [125] which is

stated without proof.

Lemma B.3. Let R,Z be symmetric matrices, and let A and B be full matrices. Then

the following conditions are equivalent[
R AB

∗ Z

]
� 0, (B.1a)

∃ X = XT :

[
R A

∗ X−1

]
� 0,

[
X B

∗ Z

]
� 0. (B.1b)

The utility of this lemma is to separate the bilinear matrix product AB in the upper

right entry of (B.1a). However, the introduced matrix variable X appears both as itself
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and its inverse. The next two lemmas are inspired by the same paper, but the formulation

has been slightly altered.

Lemma B.4. The following two statements are equivalent[
CTXC Y

∗ Z

]
� 0, (B.2a)

C is non-singular, X � 0, ∃Ψ :

[
CΨ + ΨTCT −X−1 ΨTY

∗ Z

]
� 0 (B.2b)

Proof. If it can be shown that the following two statements are equivalent:[
X Y

∗ Z

]
� 0, (B.3a)

X � 0, ∃Ψ :

[
Ψ + ΨT −X−1 ΨTY

∗ Z

]
� 0, (B.3b)

then the result follows by replacing X 7→ CTXC in (B.3b), applying the congruency

transform [ C 0
0 I ], and re-defining CΨT → ΨT .

(B.3a) → (B.3b): First note that (B.3a) implies that X � 0 by a Schur complement

argument. By a congruency transform, (B.3a) is equivalent to

∀ Ψ non-singular,

[
ΨTXΨ ΨTY

∗ Z

]
� 0. (B.4)

Since X is invertible, ΨTXΨ = ΨT + Ψ−X−1 + (Ψ−X)TX−1(Ψ−X). Substituting this

expression in (B.4) and choosing Ψ as the (non-singular) matrix X which eliminates the

last term shows that there exists Ψ such that (B.3b) holds.

(B.3b)→ (B.3a): : Assuming that (B.3b) holds, the positive term (Ψ−X)TX−1(Ψ−X)

can be “added back” to the top left entry to obtain that

∃Ψ s.t.

[
ΨTXΨ ΨTY

∗ Z

]
� 0. (B.5)

A contradiction argument shows that such a Ψ is non-singular, so Ψ can be eliminated by

a congruency transform.
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Lemma B.5. If there exist a full matrix Θ, and symmetric matrices Γ and Ξ such that

∆ =

[
Γ Y

∗ Ξ

]
� 0,


Z + Ξ

[
−X I

]
Θ V

∗ Θ + ΘT −∆ 0

∗ ∗ W

 � 0, (B.6)

then [
Z +XY + Y TXT V

∗ W

]
� 0. (B.7)

Remark B.1. As is evident from the proof, if XΓXT is added to the top left entry of the

right hand matrix in (B.6), the reverse implication also holds.

Proof. Γ and ∆−1 are positive definite, so adding the (possibly semi-)positive definite

terms XΓXT to the top left block, and adding (Θ−∆)T∆−1(Θ−∆) to the middle block

of (B.6) preserves positive definiteness. Using the identity ΘT∆−1Θ = Θ + ΘT −∆ + (Θ−
∆)T∆−1(Θ−∆) then implies that

Z + Ξ +XΓXT
[
−X I

]
Θ V

∗ ΘT∆−1Θ 0

∗ ∗ W

 � 0.

A contradiction argument shows non-singularity of Θ. The congruency transform
[
I 0 0
0 0 I
0 Θ−T 0

]
then gives 

Z + Ξ +XΓXT V
[
−X I

]
∗ W 0

∗ ∗ ∆−1

 � 0.

Applying a Schur complement finally implies that

0 ≺
[
Z + Ξ +XΓXT V

∗ W

]
−
[
−X I

0 0

]
∆

[
−XT 0

I 0

]
=

[
Z +XY + Y TXT V

∗ W

]
.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof verifies that the satisfaction of the LMIs given in the

theorem statement guarantee controlled invariance, satisfaction of state constraints, and
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satisfaction of input constraints, namely that

∀x ∈
∏
n∈[N ]

Cn,∀d ∈ D, Ax+BK̂Hxx+ Ed ∈
∏
n∈[N ]

Cn, (B.8)

∀xn ∈ Cn, xn ∈ Xn, (B.9)

∀x ∈
∏
n∈[N ]

Cn, K̂nHxx ∈ Un. (B.10)

Start with (B.8) and let AK = A + BK̂Hx and C =
∏

n∈[N ] Cn. Because of symmetry,

x ∈ C if and only if −x ∈ C, and similarly for D. Therefore it follows that (B.8) holds if

and only if

eTj ZHx(AKx+ Ed)− 1 ≤ 0 (B.11)

for all x ∈ C, d ∈ D and for all j ∈ [Nx]. Furthermore note that x ∈ C if and only if for all

diagonal Dx � 0

(1− ZHxx)TDx(1 + ZHxx) ≥ 0. (B.12)

Similarly, d ∈ D if and only if for all diagonal Dd � 0

(1−Hdd)TDd(1 +Hdd) ≥ 0. (B.13)

The next step is to employ the S Procedure. To prepare for this, express the left hand

side of (B.11) in terms of the quadratic forms in (B.12)-(B.13) and an additional quadratic

term:

eTj ZHxAKx+ eTj ZHxEd− 1 = −(1− ZHxx)T D̃j
x(1 + ZHxx)

− (1− ZHdd)T D̃j
d(1 + ZHdd)−

[
xT dT 1

]
Ljx(D̃

j
x, D̃

j
d)
[
xT dT 1

]T
,

for D̃j
x � 0 (diagonal), D̃j

d � 0 (diagonal) and

Ljx(D̃
j
x, D̃

j
d) =

H
T
x Z

T D̃j
xZHx 0 −1

2
ATKH

T
x Z

T ej

∗ HT
d D̃

j
dHd −1

2
ETHT

x Z
T ej

∗ ∗ 1− 1T D̃j
x1− 1T D̃j

d1

 .
An application of the S procedure [103] shows that (B.8) holds if and only if for all j ∈ [Nx]
there exist diagonal D̃j

x � 0 and D̃j
d � 0 such that Ljx(D̃

j
x, D̃

j
d) � 0.
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Next, Lemma B.3 implies that (B.8) holds if and only if for all j ∈ [Nx] there exist

diagonal D̃j
x � 0 and D̃j

d � 0, and a symmetric Φj such that

M1 =


[
HT
x Z

T D̃j
xZHx 0

∗ HT
d D̃

j
dHd

] [
−1

2
ATK 0

0 −1
2
ET

]
∗

[
Φ̃−1
j

]
 � 0, (B.14)

M2 =

Φ̃j

[
HT
x Z

T ej

HT
x Z

T ej

]
∗ 1− 1T D̃j

x1− 1T D̃j
d1

 � 0. (B.15)

In the remainder of the proof, these two matrix inequalities are turned into LMIs.

Treatment of M2. Let H̄x =
[
Hx 0
0 Hx

]
and apply the congruency transform

[
H̄−Tx 0

0 I

]
on

M2 to obtain the equivalent conditionH̄−Tx Φ̃jH̄
−1
x

[
ZT ej

ZT ej

]
∗ 1− 1T D̃j

x1− 1T D̃j
d1

 � 0. (B.16)

Multiply the matrix in (B.16) with a scalar λn(j) > 0, where n(j) is the index of the

subsystem corresponding to the jth inequality in Z, and redefine Φj = λn(j)Φ̃j, D
j
x =

λn(j)D̃
j
x, D

j
d = λn(j)D̃

j
d. Note that since ZT is block diagonal, it holds for Λ as defined in

(3.12a) that ΛZT ej = λn(j)Z
T ej. This results inH̄−Tx ΦjH̄

−1
x

[
ΛZT ej

ΛZT ej

]
∗ λj − 1TDj

x1− 1TDj
d1

 � 0.

For Λ̄ = [ Λ 0
0 Λ ] apply the congruency transform

[
Λ̄−T 0

0 I

]
:Λ̄−T H̄−Tx ΦjH̄

−1
x Λ−1

[
ZT ej

ZT ej

]
∗ λj − 1TDj

x1− 1TDj
d1

 � 0.
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Now apply Lemma B.4 which implies that (B.15) holds if and only if there exist a symmetric

Φj and full matrix Ψj such thatΨT
j Λ̄−T H̄−Tx + H̄−1

x Λ̄−1Ψj − Φ−1
j ΨT

j

[
ZT ej

ZT ej

]
∗ 1− 1TDj

x1− 1TDj
d1

 � 0.

Finally, Lemma B.5 gives the necessary condition

∆j =

[
Γj Ψj

∗ Ξj

]
� 0,


−Φ̃−1

j + Ξj

[
−H̄−1Λ̄−1 I

]
Θj ΨT

j

[
ZT ej

ZT ej

]
∗ Θj + ΘT

j −∆j 0

∗ ∗ 1− 1TDj
x1− 1TDj

d1

 � 0.

By further restricting to Θj =

[
Λ̄ Λ̄

Ω1
j Ω2

j

]
, the LMIs in (3.12b)-(3.12c) are obtained.

Treatment of M1. Apply the congruency transform

[
λn(j)H

−T
x 00

0 λn(j)H
−T
d 0

0 0 Iλ−1
n(j)

]
to obtain


[
ZTλn(j)D̃

j
xZ 0

∗ λn(j)D̃
j
d

] [
−1

2
H−Tx ATK 0

0 −1
2
H−Td ET

]
∗ λ−1

n(j)Φ̃
−1
j

 � 0.

Note that H−Tx ATK = (AH−1
x + BK̂)T . Thus the same re-definitions as above for D̃j

x, D̃
j
d

and Φ̃j result in the LMI (3.12d).

As a next step, find an expression that ensures (B.9). As before, write for k ∈ [Ns]

eTk (Hsx− hs) = −(1− ZHxx)TDk
s (1 + ZHxx)−

[
xT 1

]
Lks(D

k
s )
[
xT 1

]T
,

for

Lks(D
k
s ) =

[
HT
x Z

TDk
sZHx −1

2
HT
s ek

∗ eTk hs − 1TDk
s1

]
.

The S procedure applies in the same way as before and the congruency transform
[
H−Tx 0

0 I

]
gives the LMI (3.12e) which represents necessary and sufficient conditions for (B.9).
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Finally, the input constraints are handled similarly; that is, condition (B.10) is satisfied

if and only if for all l ∈ [Nu],
eTl (HuKx− hu) ≤ 0

for all x ∈ C. By the S procedure this can be translated into positive definiteness of the

matrix [
HT
x Z

TDl
uZHx −1

2
KTHT

u el

∗ eTl hu − 1TDl
u1

]
� 0.

Applying the congruency transform
[
H−Tx 0

0 I

]
gives (3.12f) for the same K̂ as before.

B.2. Proof of Theorem 3.5

The result is obtained by quantifier elimination via two techniques: substitution of a “for

all” condition by its robust counterpart, and restriction to affine dependence as a way to

turn a ∀∃ quantification into a ∃∀ quantification. The following lemma describes the first

technique.

Lemma B.6. The following equivalences hold for a ∈ Rnζ , H ∈ RNζ×nζ , and h ∈ RNζ :

∀ζ : Hζ ≤ h, aT ζ ≤ b iff ∃y ∈ RNζ : hTy ≤ b, HTy = a, y ≥ 0. (B.17a)

∀ζ : Hζ ≤ h, aT ζ = b iff ∃y1, y2 ∈ RNζ :

hTy1 ≤ b, HTy1 = a, y1 ≥ 0,

hTy2 ≤ −b, HTy2 = −a, y2 ≥ 0.
(B.17b)

Proof. Start with the first equivalence. The left-hand side of (B.17a) is satisfied if and

only if

sup
ζ:Hζ≤h

ζTa ≤ b.

Introducing the dual variable y, an equivalent formulation of the left-hand optimization

problem is

(P ) : sup
ζ∈Rnζ

inf
y∈RNζ+

ζTa+ yT (h−Hζ) .

Its dual is

(D) : inf
y∈RNζ+

sup
ζ∈Rnζ

ζT
(
a−HTy

)
+ hTy.
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Equivalently,

(D) :

inf
y∈RNζ+

hTy

s.t a = HTy

Assuming Slater’s condition, strong duality holds, meaning that the optimal values of (P )

and (D) coincide. For the second equivalence, remark that the left hand side of (B.17b)

holds if and only if both aT ζ ≤ b and −aT ζ ≤ −b for all ζ : Hζ ≤ h.

Corollary B.1. The following is equivalent for A ∈ RN×nζ , H ∈ RNζ×nζ vectors b, h of

appropriate sizes;

∀ζ : Hζ ≤ h, Aζ ≤ b ⇐⇒ ∃y ∈ RNζ×N : hTy ≤ bT , HTy = AT , y ≥ 0.

Example B.1. This result can be used to verify invariance of a set {x : Hxx ≤ hx} for

the dynamics x(k + 1) = Ax(k). Invariance holds if and only if

∃y ∈ RNx×Nx : hTx y ≤ hTx , H
T
x y = ATHT

x , y ≥ 0,

which is a well-known result from set-theoretic control [20, Theorem 4.41].

Corollary B.2. The following is equivalent for B,Aj ∈ RN1×N2, H ∈ RNζ×nζ ;

∀ζ : Hζ ≤ h,

nζ∑
j=1

ζjAj ≤ B ⇐⇒ ∀i = 1, . . . ,N2 ∃yi ∈ RNζ×N1 :



hTyi ≤ eTi B
T ,

HTyi =


eTi A

T
1

...

eTi A
T
nζ

 ,
yi ≥ 0.

Proof of Theorem 3.5. The goal is to inner approximate the set
x : ∀d1 ∈ D1 ∃u ∈ U ∀d2 ∈ D2,

Hx

A+
∑
j∈[nd1 ]

d1
jA

1
j +

∑
j∈[nd2 ]

d2
jA

2
j

x+Bu+
∑
j∈[nd1 ]

d1
jF

1
j +

∑
j∈[nd2 ]

d2
jF

2
j

 ≤ hx

 ,

which is the backwards reachable set when the disturbance d1 ∈ D1 is measurable and
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d2 ∈ D2 is non-measurable. For i = 1, 2

Hx

∑
j∈[ndi ]

dijA
i
jx =

[
HxA

i
0 · · · HxA

i
nid−1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hi
A

(
Inid ⊗ x

)
di,

Hx

∑
j∈[ndi ]

dijF
i
j =

[
HxF

i
0 · · · HxF

i
ndi−1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F iA

di.

An application of Corollary B.1 results in the equivalent description
x : ∀d1 ∈ D1 ∃u ∈ U ∃y ∈ RNd2×Nx ,

hTd2y ≤
(
hx −HxAx−H1

Ad
1 −HxBu−H1

Fd
1
)T
,

HT
d2y = (H2

A(In2
d
⊗ x) +H2

F )T , y ≥ 0.


Accepting some loss of generality, restrict attention to affine dependence of u and y on d1,

and obtain for u = u0 +Kud
1 and y = y0 +

∑
j∈[nd1 ] K

j
yd

1
j the inner approximation



x : ∃y0 ∈ RNd2×Nx , {Kj
y}j∈[nd1 ] ∈ RNd2×Nx , u0 ∈ Rnu , Ku ∈ Rnu×nd1 ∀d1 ∈ D1,

hTd2

y0 +
∑
j∈[nd1 ]

Kj
yd

1
j

 ≤ (hx −HxAx−H1
Ad

1 −HxBu0 −HxBKud
1 −H1

Fd
1
)T
,

HT
d2

y0 +
∑
j∈[nd1 ]

Kj
yd

1
j

 = (H2
A(In2

d
⊗ x) +H2

F )T , y0 +
∑
j∈[nd1 ]

Kj
yd

1
j ≥ 0,

Hu

(
u0 +Kud

1
)
≤ hu.


By writing

hTd2

∑
j∈[nd1 ]

Kj
yd

1
j = (d1)T


hTd2K0

y

...

hTd2K
nd1−1
y

 ,
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taking transposes, and collecting the terms with d1 on the left-hand side one arrives at

x : ∃y0 ∈ RNd2×Nx , {Kj
y}j∈[nd1 ] ∈ RNd2×Nx , u0 ∈ Rnu , Ku ∈ Rnu×nd1 ∀d1 ∈ D1,([

(K0
y )Thd2 · · · (K

nd1−1
y )Thd2

]
+H1

A(In1
d
⊗ x) +H1

F +HxBKu

)
d1

≤ hx −HxAx−HxBu0 − yT0 hd2 ,∑
j∈[nd1 ]

d1
j(K

j
y)
THd2 = H2

A(In2
d
⊗ x) +H2

F − yT0 Hd2 ,

∑
j∈[nd1 ]

d1
j(−Kj

y)
T ≤ yT0 , HuKud

1 ≤ hu −Huu0.


Now Corollary B.1 and B.2 can again be applied to each (in)equality to get the formulation

in the theorem statement.
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Appendix C.

Supplements to Chapter 4

Proof of Theorem 4.4. First consider the case k ≤ T . It will be shown that the selection

on Line 2 of Algorithm 3 is possible if

wξ(k) =
∑
n∈[N ]

1{ξ} (ζn(k)) , ∀ξ ∈ V, (C.1)

and, furthermore, that the selection guarantees that (C.1) holds at time (k + 1).

Due to (4.25), equation (C.1) holds at k = 0. For induction, assume that (C.1) holds at

time k. Then by (4.26e), ∑
µ∈U

rµξ (k) = wξ(k) =
∑
n∈[N ]

1{ξ} (ζn(k)) . (C.2)

The selection on line 2 amounts to for each ξ ∈ V assigning wξ(k) objects to |U| “bins”

such that the µ-bin has rµξ (k) members; by (C.2) this is doable. Remark that if σn(k) = µ,

then ζn(k + 1) = ξ if and only if ζn(k) ∈ N µ
ξ . Thus,∑

n∈[N ]

1{ξ} (ζn(k + 1)) =
∑
n∈[N ]

∑
µ∈U

1{(ξ,µ)} (ζn(k + 1), σn(k))

=
∑
n∈[N ]

∑
µ∈U

∑
ξ′∈Nµξ

1{(ξ′,µ)} (ζn(k), σn(k)) =
∑
µ∈U

∑
ξ′∈Nµξ

rµξ′(k) = wξ(k + 1),

where the last step follows from (4.18). Thus (C.1) holds for all k ∈ [T + 1].

Secondly, consider the case k ≥ T . It will be shown that the selection on line 4 is possible
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if for all ξ ∈ V ∑
µ∈U

∑
j∈[J ]

〈
Cj, γ

	k−T
j

〉{(ξ,µ)}
=
∑
n∈[N ]

1{ξ} (ζn(k)) , (C.3)

and, furthermore, that the selection guarantees that (C.3) holds at time (k + 1). To show

that (C.3) enables a selection {σn(k)}n∈[N ] satisfying line 4, it suffices to remark that the

selection problem is equivalent to above with rµξ (k) replaced by
∑

j∈[J ]

〈
Cj, γ

	k−T
j

〉{(ξ,µ)}
.

Due to (4.26d) and (C.1), equation (C.3) holds at k = T . Suppose for induction that

(C.3) holds at time k ≥ T and that a selection {σn(k)}n∈[N ] satisfying line 4 has been

made. Then, ∑
n∈[N ]

1{ξ} (ζn(k + 1)) =
∑
n∈[N ]

∑
µ∈U

1{(ξ,µ)} (ζn(k + 1), σn(k))

=
∑
n∈[N ]

∑
µ∈U

∑
ξ′∈Nµξ

1{(ξ′,µ)} (ζn(k), σn(k))

=
∑
j∈[J ]

∑
µ∈U

〈
Cj, γ

	k−T
j

〉Nµξ ×{µ} =
∑
j∈[J ]

∑
µ∈U

〈
Cj, γ

	k+1−T
j

〉{(ξ,µ)}
.

The last step follows from the observation that a node in N µ
ξ must have a cycle index

(i− 1) mod |Cj| in cycle Cj, where i is the cycle index of ξ. Thus the selection on line 4

is feasible for all k ≥ T .

Finally, it is shown that each counting constraint (Xl, Rl) is satisfied. For k < T it

follows from line 2 and the constraint (4.26a) that∑
n∈[N ]

1Xl (ζn(k), σn(k)) =
∑
n∈[N ]

∑
ξ∈V

∑
µ∈U

1Xl (ξ, µ) 1{(ξ,µ)} (ζn(k), σn(k))

=
∑
ξ∈V

∑
µ∈U

1Xl (ξ, µ) rµξ (k) ≤ Rl.

Thus the counting constraints are satisfied in the prefix phase. For the suffix phase, from

line 4 and (4.26b) it follows that∑
n∈[N ]

1Xl (ζn(k), σn(k))
∑
n∈[N ]

∑
ξ∈V

∑
µ∈U

1Xl (ξ, µ) 1{(ξ,µ)} (ζn(k), σn(k))

=
∑
ξ∈V

∑
µ∈U

1Xl (ξ, µ)
∑
j∈[J ]

〈
Cj, γ

	k−T
j

〉{(ξ,µ)}
=
∑
j∈[J ]

〈
Cj, γ

	k−T
j

〉Xl ≤ Rl.
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Thus the switching protocol in Algorithm 3 generates inputs {σn(k)}n∈[N ] and trajectories

that satisfy the constraints of the instance (4.24).

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let {π∗n}n∈[N ] be a solution to the instance (4.24) and consider the

generated controls σn(k), k ∈ N, and aggregate states wξ(k) =
∑

n∈[N ] 1{ξ} (ζn(k)). The

number of possible values w(k) can take is finite and given by
(|X|+N−1

N

)
—the number of

ways in which N identical objects (subsystems) can be partitioned into |X| sets (nodes).

Thus there are times T1, T2 with T1 < T2 ≤
(|X|+N−1

N

)
such that w(T1) = w(T2). As shown

below, the graph flows induced by {π∗n}n∈[N ] on the time interval [T1, T2] can be achieved

with cycle assignments by: defining a flow on a graph in a higher dimension, decomposing

it into flows over cycles, and projecting the cyclic flow onto the original graph.

Let G = (X,−→) be the system graph, and define a new graph H = (XH ,−→H). The

node set XH = X× X× . . .× X︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2−T1 times

contains T2 − T1 copies of each node in X, and copies of

ξ ∈ X are labeled ξk for k ∈ [T1, T2]. The set of edges is defined as

−→H=
{

(ξk, ξ̃k+1) : k ∈ {T1, . . . , T2 − 1}, (ξ, ξ̃) ∈−→
}⋃

{(ξT2 , ξT1) : ξ ∈ X} .

An edge flow is induced on H by {π∗n}n∈[N ], obtained by letting the flow along (ξk, ξ̃k+1) be

the number of subsystems that traverses the edge (ξ, ξ̃) ∈−→ at time k, and by letting the

flow along (ξT2 , ξT1) be equal to the number of systems at ξ at time T1. By construction,

this flow is balanced at each node (i.e. inflows equal outflows).

By the flow decomposition theorem [4, Theorem 3.5], there are cycles and assignments

in H that achieve this edge flow. As becomes evident from the proof in [4], these cycles are

furthermore simple in H and thus of length at most |XH | = |X|(T2 − T1). By projecting

these cycles onto a single copy of X, cycles and assignments in G are obtained that mimic

the counting performance of {π∗n}n∈[N ] on the interval [T1, T2] when circulated.

An equivalent prefix-suffix strategy can therefore be constructed by taking as the prefix

part

rµξ (k) =
∑
n∈[N ]

1{(ξ,µ)}(ζn(k), σn(k)), k ∈ [T1],

followed by a suffix part consisting of the cycles and assignments constructed as above.

Lemma C.1. Suppose C = C1 ∪C2 is a cycle that visits a node ξ0 twice, so that it can be

decomposed into two cycles C1 = (ξ0, ξ1) . . . (ξi, ξ0) and C2 = (ξ0, ξi+1) . . . (ξ|C|−1, ξ0).
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Let γ be an assignment to C that satisfies ΨX(C, γ) ≤ R, let P be the graph period, and

let
Np =

∑
i∈[|C|/P ]

γ(p+ iP ), p ∈ [P ],

N1
p =
|C1|
|C| Np, N2

p =
|C2|
|C| Np, p ∈ [P ].

Then the joint X-counts for the average assignments γ̄{N1
p}p∈[P ]

for C1 and γ̄{N2
p}p∈[P ]

for

C2, satisfy

ΨX
(
{C1, C2}, {γ̄{N1

p}p∈[P ]
, γ̄{N2

p}p∈[P ]
}
)
≤ R.

Proof. For all i1,

γ{N1
p}p∈[P ]

(i1) =
PN1

(i1 mod P )

|C1|
=
PN(i1 mod P )

|C| =
P

|C|
∑

k∈[|C|/P ]

γ((i1 mod P ) + kP ),

and similarly for C2. Note that P must divide both |C1| and |C2|, so ((i1 mod |C1|)
mod P ) = (i1 mod P ) for all i1 and similarly for |C2|. Below the short-hand notation

1CX(i) = 1X
(
ΦV
C(i),ΦU

C(i)
)

is used to denote the indicator function of whether the i’th

node in a cycle C is in the counting set X. For j = 1, 2,〈
Cj, γ̄

	k
{Nj

p}p∈[P ]

〉X
=

∑
ij∈[|Cj |]

1
Cj
X (ij) (γ{Nj

p}p∈[P ]
)	k(ij)

=
P

|C|
∑

ij∈[|Cj |]
1
Cj
X (ij)

∑
k∈[|C|/P ]

γ((ij − k) mod P + kP ).

It holds that i2 mod P = (|C1| + i2) mod P , and i2 7→ |C1| + i2 is a mapping from

i2 ∈ [|C2|] to the corresponding index in C. A sum over both i1 and i2 can therefore be

converted into a sum over the index i of C.〈
C1, γ̄

	k
{N1

p}p∈[P ]

〉X
+
〈
C2, γ̄

	k
{N2

p}p∈[P ]

〉X
=

P

|C|
∑
i∈[|C|]

1CX (i)
∑

k∈[|C|/P ]

γ ((i− k) mod P + kP )

≤ max
k∈[|C|/P ]

∑
i∈[|C|]

1CX (i) γ ((i− k) mod P + kP )

≤ max
k∈[|C|]

∑
i∈[|C|]

1CX (i) γ	k(i) = ΨX(C, γ) ≤ R.
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Proof of Theorem 4.6. By Theorem 4.5, it is known that a correct solution must eventually

lead to periodic behavior, and Lemma C.1 shows that the suffix of such a solution can be

mapped into a suffix on simple cycles consisting of P -averaged assignments, where P is

the period of the graph26. What remains to show is that this latter suffix is reachable from

the initial state while respecting the relaxed counting constraints.

Let w(k) for k ∈ N be the trajectory generated from an integer solution to the instance

(4.24). It satisfies the counting constraints for all k. From Lemma C.1 it follows that there

is a set of simple cycles I such that some P -averaged assignments to these cycles satisfy the

counting bounds. In addition, these assignments have the same parity structure as w(k),

and hence as the initial condition; therefore they are reachable from the initial condition

by virtue of Corollary 4.1. Next a switching protocol is proposed to steer the aggregate

state to these assignments; the protocol consists in a gradual steering of a fraction of the

systems from the original solution w(k) to the P -averaged assignments pertaining to the

cycles in I.

The following notation is used: let α(k) be what remains of the correct trajectory w(k),

let β(k) be the fraction currently being steered towards cycle assignments, and let κ(k) be

the fraction that has already reached the simple cycles. Then α(0) = w(0), and β(0) =

κ(0) = 0. The overall system state is w̃(k) = α(k) + β(k) + κ(k).

The protocol at time k + 1 is as follows.

• If β(k) = 0, set α(k + 1) = α(k)(1− ε/‖α(k)‖1), and β(k + 1) = α(k)ε/‖α(k)‖1,

• If β(k) has reached the average assignments to I, set β(k + 1) = 0, and κ(k + 1) =

β(k) + κ(k),

• Otherwise, steer β(k) toward the average assignments to cycles in I .

Remark that the transitions are all properly connected and merely illustrate the trans-

port of subsystem “weight” from α(k) to the average assignments κ(k). Transporting a

mass ε takes at most time (diam(G)2+1) [118]. It thus follows that the total transportation

time is upper bounded by (diam(G)2 + 1)N/ε, since an absolute weight ε is transported in

each step.

Finally consider the counting bounds. By assumption, they are satisfied by w(k), and by

Lemma C.1 they are also satisfied once the average assignments to cycles in I are reached.

26In the case of a non-connected graph the analysis can be done separately for each strongly connected
component.
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In the meantime,

w̃µξ (k) = αµξ (k) + βµξ (k) + κµξ (k).

For every k, there is an integer z ≤ 1/ε such that

α(k) =
(

1− εz

N

)
w(k), κ(k) =

ε(z − 1)

N
κ0(k),

where κ0 is the average assignment to the cycles. Furthermore ‖βµξ (k)‖1 ≤ ε which shows

that the counts are bounded as follows:

∑
ξ∈V

∑
µ∈U

1Xl(ξ,m) w̃µξ (k) =
∑
ξ∈V

∑
µ∈U

1Xl(ξ,m)

(
(1− εz/N)wµξ (k)

+ ε(z − 1)κ0(k)/N + βµξ (k)

)
≤ (1− εz/N)Rl + ε(z − 1)Rl/N + ε ≤ Rl + ε.

The protocol thus results in a prefix-suffix solution, where the suffix part consists of simple

cycles, such that the relaxed counting bounds (Xl, Rl + ε) are satisfied.
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